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LETTER OF TRANSMI’ITAL
To ~ COSGRESSOF m um!m) fires:
In compliance with the provisions of the act. of March 3, 1915, establishing the National Adviwry Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, I transmit herewith the Twenty-fourth Annual Report of the CommMee co-rerin~ the
tial year ended June 80, 193S.
~EASEIZND. ~T.
‘I& Wmm HOUSE,
Janzuzy 9, 1939.
v
,,,
LETTER OF SUBMITTAL
~ATIOXU &mSORY Coxmrrrx , FOR &EOXAUTKf3,
~mhingt~~ D. 0., December 17,1938.
ME. Pm=mExi :
In compliance with the provisions of the act of Congress approved March 8, 1915 (U. S. C., title 50,
sec. 153), I hrme the honor to submit herewith the Twenty-fourth Annual Report of the h’atiomd Advisory
Ckmunitteefor Aerommtice covering the fiscal year 1938. .
The past year has been one of continued pro=gressin the technical dedopment of both military and
., it has become increaeingIy important that American air-commerciaI aircraft. In the light of world eventq
craw both ditary and commercial, have the highest possibIe efficiency. In the development of air strength
for natiomd defense, and in the extension of commercial trade routes in the air, a detite ad-nmtage wiIl
lie with that nation that has the most efficient aircraft.
Up to the present, the United States has led in the technical development of aircraft. The major rea-
son for that leadership has been the farsighted support of organized scientific research in the Committee’s
Laboratoriesat Langley Field, Va. &nerican leadership is now threatened by the great expansion of research
facilities in other nations. The Committee is making an earnest study of the probkm presented by this con-
dition, and is determined to make every effort to provide the scientitlc data necessary to keep America W
in the technicaI de~elopment of aircraft. This -will undoubtedly require materhd expansion in research
facilities to keep pace with the accelerated research progrw abroad. Upon the completion of studies now
in progrer+ a special report on this subject Wm be submitted.
Respectf uIIy submitted.
JOSEPH S. &ms, Chairman-
THE PammENT,
The W’hife Eouse, Washingto% D. 0.
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IWATIOMiL ADVLSORY COMMITTEE FOR AERON’AIITICS
HEADQUARTERS,NAVYB~ING WASBYXGTOZ’4.D. C.
LABOEATOHIE%LANGLEYFIELD.V~
Created by act of Congreaaappro~ed March 3, 1915,for the supervision and direction of the scientific study of the problems w
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Director, National Bureau of Standards. Greenwich, Corm.
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TWENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR
AERONAUTICS
WASHINGTON,D. C., Nocember 16, 1938.
TO THE ~ON3RESS OF THE ~.NITSD STATES:
In accordance with the act of Congress appro~ed
3farch 3, 1915 (U. S. C., titIe 50, sectiort 151), which
established the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, the Committee submits herewith its
Twenty-fourth AnnuaI Report for the &al year 193S.
Overshadowinginiluence of air power.—lile crisis in
Europe in the fall of 1938 brought forcibly to -ivorld-
tide attention the ov~adowing Muence of air
power in international affairs. The realization that
aircraft hacI been built in great numbers and de-
-reloped to a point where the-j are capable of operating
at high speeds o~er long distances with large bomb-
ing loads thrust upon the world a new concept of
national defense. The imminent prospect of noncom-
batants being subject to indiscriminate attaclc b-j air-
craft stirred the imaginations and fears of aII peoples.
The sudden and rather generaI appreciation of the
potentialities of modern air power is the most a@l.ifl-
cant event tlmt has occurred in modern times in con-
nection with strengthening the desires of peop~ee to
avoid war.
The Committee in its annual report for 1924 dis-
cussed the increasing importance of aircraft in war-
fare in the light of the failure of the titations of
Armamente Conference, helcl in Washington in l%?l-
22, to place any Imitations upon the use of aircraft
in vvarfare. The ~mmittee at that time pointed out
some of the appaIIing possibilities in the indismim-
inate use of aircraft. These included not merely air
attacks on recognized military objectiw+ but also at-
tacks on civilian populations. EIUbsequent attempts by
international conference to minimize the consequences
to noncombatants have been without avati.
The Committee, therefore, in the interests of peace
and security, recommends the de-ieIopment by the
&my and Navy of adequate and effective air anw,
and the early adoption of a sound program for expand-
ing the producti~e capacity of the aircraft industry
and for training the necessary attire and reserre
personneI.
ReIation of aeronauticalresearohto national defense.—
The history of 1938 bears witness as to how a nation
in the space of a few years, by concentrating much of
its scientific research and industrial resources, on the
development of air povrer, couId gain, for the time
being, a dominating position. The continued effective-
ness of an air arm, however large, is dependent on corL-
stant progress in the new engineering science of mro-
nautix. The eiliciency of an air force is in approxi-
mately direct proportion to the emphasis that is placed
on mienMc research in aeronautics, combined of course
with engineering dew+lopment, production, and train-
ing.
What has happened during the past few years that
has so greatly increased the rda.tire importance of air
po-iver in the national defense programs of nations?
Of first importance are the contributions of researcl
laboratories -which have so greatIy extended the speed,
range, and carrying capacity of aircraft. Methods of
construction aIso ha-ie been impro~ed. These have in-
cluded a trend toward designs of aircraft that -wouId
permit of duplicating many of the parts by the uss
of machinery, and thus has an approach to mass
production been made. AIthough tie designs of mili-
tary aircraft of the different categories and the manu-
facturing methods empIoyed in the United States have
not dMered widely from those in Europe, ne~erthekss
in Europe the larger quantities manufactured have
accelerated progress toward mass production methods.
Once a nation has embarked upon a program in-
tended to deveIop its air strength to maximum effectiYe-
nees, the provision of adequate Laboratory research
facilities and the training of slcilled research perwmnel
become of fundamental importance. The major
European powers at the present time are engaged on
relatively large aircraft building programs which are
being prosecuted under feverish pressure. 31ere num-
bers of aircraft, however, are not in themselves sutli-
cient for an adequate modern air force. It is of e-ren
greater importance that the aircraft be of the most
effective design. The advances in aeronautical science
are so rapid that assiduous attention to the subject can-
1
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not with safety be suspended for even a brief period,
‘Where a few years ago we were pleased with speeda
of around 200 miles per hour, we now seek to attain
with fully loaded service airplanes speeds of 800 and
400 miles per hour. It is not only good policy from a
financial consideration, but also vital from the stand-
point of national defense, that American aircraft have
a performance equal or superior to that of a potential
enemy, This principle necesaitgtes earious considera-
tion of American aeronautical research and experi-
mental facilitiw.
The President and the Congress of the United States
have wisely supported wha$ has heretofore been con-
sidered a liberal program of scientic research in aero-
nautics, This program for yeara was in advance of
that of other nations, and the result was that &nerican
aircraft., civil and military, have for years had superior
performance, efficiency, and safety. In the commercial
field, -wheredirect evidence is available, this is proved
by the large number of American-built commercial
airplanes used by foreign air ha.
During the past 4 years, however, there h~ been
increasing emphasis on aeronautical research on the
part of European powers. They have greatly devel-
oped and extended their research facilities. In the
rapidly advancing science of aeronautics, research
problems increase in number and in dMiculty with
every material advance in speed, and the impor-
tance of prompt-solution becomes relatively greater.
The Committee’s laboratories at Langley Field, Vs.,
are working under high pressure. The requirements
of the Army, the Navy, and the Civil Aeronautics
Authority for the immediate solution of p~ing
problems are being met, But they are met at the
expense of interfering with or neglecting the more
fundamental scientific long-range investigations that
in the end mean much to the advancement of Ameri-
ctin aeronautics. The Committee, therefore, in October
1938, created a Special Committee on Future Research
Facilities. It is expected that its recommendations
will be made the subject of a special report to the
Congress. In the meantime, tle addition to the Com-
mittee’s research facilities at Langley Field of a struc-
tures research laboratory is urgently needed, as herein-
after set forth.
ReIation of aeronautical research to CIonnnemialair
transportationand to private flying,-Remarkable ad-
vances continue to be made in the field of commercial
air transportation, and in this field the United States
has for years held a recognized leadership. Although
in private flying the progress has not been so rapid,
the United Statea nevertheless has definitely excelled
other nations in this field also. These gratifying con-
ditions have been due to a combination of causes. The
CM Aeronautics Authority has provided indispens-
able assistance in the encouragement and regdation
of civil and commercial aviation. The Au~erican nir-
craft industry, with its highly trained technical per-
sonnel and excellent manufacturing facilitiw, has been
keenly alert to improve the design and quality of air-
craft. The air transport fines have shown commend-
able initiative and efficiency in opermtionand have done
their utmost to eliminate accidents and the causes of
accidents. The high eilicieucy and safety of American
civil and commercial aircraft are in no small measure
due to the fact that the redts of the scientific invcsti-
~fyitionsof the Committee me generally applicable tu
the deeign of civil and commercial aircrafL as well as
to military aircraft.
A1though popular attention during tho past year
has been largely focused on the signticance of military
aircraft developments, fa~ighted and determined ef-
forts me akio being made by European nations h
extend their conimercial and political influence by
establishing and extending world trade routes of tho
air. Service by air lines operating under tlmAmerican
flag to South America and across the Pacific will soon
be augmented by regular trans-Atlantic service, and i~
is expected thnt there will be inaugurated during tlm
coming year trans-Atlantic service to the Mediterra-
nean area. The British have established a through
service by air from England to the Straits Seff lo-
ments, India, and Australiu, with connection to
Hong Kong. One significant developmeut in Great
Britain is the policy of carrying all ikst.-chwa mail
by airplane throughout the Empire wherever there is
air service. This practice is gmdually becoming gen-
eral in European nations. The Britishj French, and
Germans have made test flights preparatory LOinaugu-
rating North Atlantic air transport services. In addi-
tion, the French are preparing to cstaldish a servico
across the South Atlantic. The Dutch air trcmsport
Iines now extehd from Holland to Australia. Japan
is rapidly expanding its air lines in eastern Asia.
~~e highly competitive field of international air
transportation a ddnits advantage will lie with that
nation fiat has the most efficient aircraft. Centinued
active support of scientific laboratory research will
not only pay large dividends in this field, but is abso-
lutely essential to success.
The use of private aircraft on a much larger scale
in the United States would, of course, be dwirablo in
that it -would enlarge the productive capacity of the
aircraft industry, create a reservoir of pilots consti-
tuting a distinct national asset in the event of war,
and pro~de in effect a new industry in the Unitwi
States ~th large opportunities for employment. TIM
technical improvement of the instruments of air trans-
portation will be reflected in lower operating costs and
in increasing availability for public service. The Com-
mittee believw that civil aeronautics will in tin~eprove
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as re-rolutiomuT in the Iires of the people as the auto-
mobile. TO achieve such a contribution to the progre=
of civilization mill require not merely sound economic
promotional impetus, such as the good-roads movement
r gave to the development of the automobile, but it VW
defmitely require the earnest and serious support of
scientific research and mcouragement of experimental
engineering development that will put int~ ussful form
the results of laboratory research.
Z!he C!ivilAeronauticsAd of 1938.—The CiwiI Aero-
nautics Act of 1938 superseded and largely repeakd
the Air Commerce Act of 1926. Briefly, it es-tabli&ed
a Civil Aeronautics Authority of fire members and an
Administrator, for the encouragement and regrdation
of civil and commercial aviation, and transferred to
that organization the Bureau of Air Commerce of the
Department of Commerce and the Bureau of Air MaiI
of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The act also
established an Air Safety Board for the impartial and
constructi~e in-instigation of aircraft accidents. The
CiviI Aeronautics Authority ras by that act giveu
representation on the NTationalAdvisory Comrnittw
for Aeronautics equal to that accorded by law to the
Army and the Navy. In addition, therefore, to having
two members on the main Committee, the Authority
ales has representation on the various technical sub-
committees of the h’ational Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics on the same basis as the Army and the
Xavy.
In connection with the broad powers given the
Authority by the act to encourage the de~elopment
of civil and commercial aviation, the Authority, the
Administrator, and the Air Safety Board are author-
ized to %vai.1 themsel~ee of the assistance of the Na-
tional Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and any
research or technical agency” of the Government.
Those ageneies are “authorized to conduct such scien-
tMc and technicaI researches, in~=tigations, and tests
as may be necessary to aid the Authority, the Adminis-
trator, and the Air Safety Board in the exercise and
performance of their powers and duties.” To assure
continuance of the proven policy of coordination of the
research needs of military and civil aviation and to
prevent o~erlapping or duplication in this field, the
Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 further provided that
Wothing contained in this act shall be construed to
authorize the duplication of the laboratory research
activities of any existing go-rernmental a=mncy?’
Responsibilitiesof the t20mmittee.-The functions of
the Committee as prescribed by its organic act.are “to
supertise and direct the scientific study of the problems
of fight, with a view to their practical solution” and
‘to direct and conduct research and experiment in
aeronautics.”
To determine the present and future rcwarch needs
of aviation, civiI and military, the Committee has
established standing technical subcommittees on
aerodynamics, power plants for aircraft ? a~craft ma-
terials, and aircraft structures. The subcommittee=
are composed primarily of specially qualiiied repre-
sentative of the governmental a=fymciesconcerned.
The members of the subcommittees, like the members
of the main Committee, ser~e as such -without com-
pe~ation-
The subcommittees recommend research programs
Most of the problems recommended for in-w+gation
are aesigned to the CommitteeSslaboratory at Langley
Field, Va. Some probknne are assigned to the Xa-
tional Bureau of Standards, -when it is to the adran-
tage of tie Go-mrnment to do so in order effecti~ely
to utilize existiqg facdities and to avoid duplication,
Probleros are also aesigned to universities and tech-
nical schools. This policy, the Committee believ+
stimulates and coordinates aeronautical research, and
also has the advantage of training raearch persormel.
.The Committee regards it as ite duty b recognize
in ad-rancethe trend of aeronautical de-relopment, civil
and military; to anticipate the research problems that
-wiUarise; to design and provide research equipment se
needed to solve the problems; to conduct the more
fundamental scientific investigations in its own labora-
tories; and then to transmit the results directly to the
go-remunentaI agencies and to those units of the air-
craft industry that are most concerned.
Ilesearoh facilities.-With the consistent support of
the President and of the Congress, the Committee has
dereloped at Langley Field, Vs., a large and well-
equipped aeronautical research laboratory, known as
the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. The
rapid ad~ance in the re]ativeIy new engineering science
of aeronautics has been made possible chieily by the
desi=~ and construction of novel rewm-ch equipment
as needed.
At the present time the laboratories of this Com-
mittee comprise the f ollovzing units: The 8-foot 500-
mile-per-hour wind tumd; the fd-scale mind tunnel
with a throat 60 by 30 feet; the 20-foot propeUer-
resarch-t unnel; the 5-foot variable-demsity viind tun-
nel; a 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel; s 4- by Gf oot vertical
wind tunnel: a H-foot free-spinning wind tunnel; two
high-velocity jet-type wind tunueIs of 11- and 24-inch
throat diameters,respectively; the 2,W1-foot N. A. C. A.
tank; an engine-research laboratory; a flight-research
laboratory; and an instrument laboratory.
b a serious effort to be prepared to ache the fundam-
ental problems as they arise, the Canmittee has re-
cently constructed three new pieces of research equip-
ment: A 19-foot pressure wind tunnel that will permit
the investigation of the characteristics of large modeIs
under conditions much more nearly paralleling those of
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free flight than can be obtained in any existing -wind
tunnel; a refrigerated wind tunnel with a. throat 7+4
by 3 feetl for the investigation of problems of ice
formation on aircraft; and a free-flight wind tunnel
12 feet in diameter, for studying stability and control
characteristics of airplanes. The Committee has a]m
constructed an additional shop building in which to
prepare models for test in the full-scale wind tunnel
and in the 19-foot pressure tunnel,
The Committee has under construction a tvro-dimen-
sional flow wind tunnel, the purpose of which is to
conduct investigations at higher values of Reynolds
Number. The Committee has submitted estimates to
modernize its 20-foot propeller-nssearch hmnel con-
structed in 1927. At that time it was the largest wind
tunnel in the .vrorld. It has been an exceedingly valu-
able piece of equipment, but the science has progressed
to a point where much greater accuracy in research
equipment is required. Hence the necessity for mod-
ernization. The Committee has ah just completed
modernizing its 7-by 10-foot wind tunnel and its &foot
vertical wind tunnel.
Heed for reseamh on airoraft strnotares,-The Com-
mittee on Aircraft Structures urgently recommends
that the main Committee provide at the earhst pos-
sible date a laboratory for research on aircraft struc-
tures. With the advance in sin and spwd of aircraft
and the increasing complexity and eiEciency of metal
construction, the problems involved require the conduct
of laboratory research on structures on”an increasing
scale. The main Committee, in approving the sub-
committee’s recommendation, came to the conclusion
that this is the greatest siugle need for additional re-
search equipment and that, in the interests of safeby
and of further progress in aeronautics, it should be
provided at the earfi~t possible date.
Airahipsi-It is noted with satisfaction that approval
has been given to the building of a rigid airship for
naval uses as authorized by the Congress in June 1988.
A1though the dimensions of this aimhip are to be small ---
in comp@cm with the largest airships heretofore built,
its construction will serve to keep alive the older of
the two branches of t-aeronauticalscience. I?rom a
technical standpoint it is inadvisable that airships,
which have contributwi so much in the past and which
those familiar with the status of their developn~ent
believe can contribute much more of value in the future
to aeronautics, should be allowed to shred idle whilo j
other branches of aeronautics are intensively developed.
There is reason to believe that the flpplication of
recent aerodynamic knowkdge, improved materials,
and modern engines can be combined to produce more
efEcientairship% It would be a mistake to regmxl the —
airship as a craft which has reached the zenith of its
developrn%nt.
—
Building even a end airship at this time is a favor- —
able augury tlmt the airship branch of aeronautics,
neglected in this country during the past few years,
may soon resume its appropriate place in the progress
of aeronautical science.
Status of Committeein time of war,-The l~te Maj.
Gen. Oscar We&over, Chief of the Army Air Corps, ~
shortly before his death on September 21, 1988, had,
as Chairman of a Special Committee on the Relation
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
to National Defense in Time of War, submitted n re-
port on this subject. The report covered tho need for
maintaining ths eillcient functioning of the Conl-
mittee’s organization in time of mm and recommended .
a plan, to go into effect upon the declaration of an
emergency, whereby the Committee’s organization will
be stabilized and may be increased as necessary to - ‘
mee+ the needs of the Army and t,he Navy. The
recommendations in the Westover report were ap-
proved by the main Committee, Upon their approval
by the Ekc.retnriesof War and of the Navy, th~ plan
will become effective under the provisions of the N’a-
tional Defense Act of 1920 as amended.
PART I
REPORTS OF TECHNICAL COMMITTEES
In order to carry out effectively its principal func-
tion of the supervision, conduct, and coordination of
the eaientific study of the problems of aeronautics, the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has es-
tablished a group of technical committees and sub-
committees. These technical committe+ prepare and
recommend to the main Committee programs of re-
search to be conducted im their respective fieMs, and
as a result of the nature of their organization, -which
includes representation of the various agencies con-
cerned with aeronautics, they act as coordinating agen-
cies, providing effectively for the interchange of in-
formation and ideas and the prevention of duplication.
In addition to its standing committees and subcom-
mittees, it is the poIicy of the hTationaIAdvisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics to establish from time to time
special technical subcommittees for the study of par-
ticular problems as they arise.
The Committee has four principal technical com-
mitte+he Committee on Aerodynamics, the Commit-
tee on Power P1ants for Aircraft, the Committee on
Aircraft 31aterials, and the Committee on Aircraft
Structures. Under thesecommitteesthere are six stand-
ing subcommittees. The membership of thew technical
committees and subcommittees is lided in Part II.
The Committees on Aerodynamics and Power Plants
for Aircraft have direct control of the aerodpamic and
aircraft-engine rw.earth, respectively! conducted at the
Committee’s laboratory at Langley Field, and of special
investigations conducted at the National Bureau of
Standards. 310st of the research under the supervision
of the Committee on Aircraft Materials is conducted by
the National Bureau of Standards. A large part of the
research under the cognizance of the Committee on &ir-
craft Structures is carried on by the National Bureau
of Standards In addition, a number of structural in-
vestigations, inchling in particular inwAigations of a
theoretical nature, are conducted at the Committee’s
laboratory at Langley Field and at educational institu-
tions.
The four technical committees recommend to the
main Committee the investigations in their r~pective
fiekla to be undertaken by educational institutions un-
der contract with the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics, and keep in touch with the progress
of the work and the redts obtained. The experimen-
tal investigations in aerodynamics, aircraft power
plante, aircraft materials, and aircraft structures un-
dertaken by the Army Air Corps, the Bureau of ~ero-
nautics of the Navy, the A’ational Bureau of Stand-
ards, and other Qcwernment agencies are reported to
these four committees.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AERODYNAMICS
MIIGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL I&?ORATORY
LANDINGSPEEDAKi SPEEDRANGE
W@ flaps are now universality used on high-per-
formance airplanes. Although previous research con-
ducted by the Committee has established the relative
merits of the usual types of flap employed, it has be-
come apparent that more specitlc design data for flap
application are essential !l%ia is particularly true of
flaps that are uss over only part of the span. fi
addition, it has seemed adviaable to carry further tie
development of the flaps that show greatest promise
of impro~ement in airplane performance, in particu-
lar the slotted-flap and the multiple-flap arrangements.
The work of the Committee on high-Iift devices during
the past year has been directed to-wardsthese objecti~es.
In the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel, an investigation for
the further development of the sIotted flap mentioned
in the Iast tmnuaI report has been carried out. By
careful attention to the shape of the slot and the flap
position, it has been possible to deveIop a maximum lift
coefficientof 2.8. With reasmably high Iift codicients,
it was possible to obtain drag coe5cients lower than
those obtained with any other type of flap tested to
date. The latter flap characteristics should result in
improved take-off and chnb characteristics. ‘With the
flap in tie retiacted position, the drag of the wing at
high speed is not increased by the flap installation
when a and auxiIiary flap is used to C1OSSthe gap
formed by the sIot on the lower surface. The tits
are being prepared for publication.
An investigation has h made in the 7- by 10-foot
wind tunnel of a multipIe-flap arrangement in which
a dotted flap was combined with a smalIer plain flap,
a split flap, and a second slotted flap. The resets
indicate that the double slotted flap is the most prom-
ising. Further viork is planned with flaps of Iarger
chord and with airfoil sections other than the
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N. A, C. A. 28012, which is the oily airfoil thus fur
used in the investigation.
Tests have also been made in the 7- by 10-foot, wind
tnnnel of a Clark Y wing having split flaps -witha gap
between the flap and the lower surface of the wing.
The results,given in Technical Note No. 650, show that
any gap between the flap and the wing reduced the
lift, the drag, and the pitching moments, but that the
center-of-pressure movement and the ratio of lift to
drag were little affected,
The e.ilects of partial-span plain flaps have been
investigated on both rectangular and tapered wings.
The Clark Y airfoils tested were equipped with center-
section and with tip-section flaps. The results (Tech-
nical Note hTo.663) showed that the aerodynamic char-
acteristics of partial-span plain flaps were, in general,
simi~arto those of split flaps of the same span but that
the lift and the drag -wereless for the vving with plain
flaps than for the -wing with split flaps of comparable
size.
The %netian-blind” type of flap has recently been
waiving some attention in Europe, and tests of several
different arrangements of this device have been com-
pleted in the 7- by 10-foot tunnel. The rixxdta thus
far obtained indicate that the venetian-blind flap func-
tioned similarly to a split flap when its axis was located
forward of the trailing edge of the wing a distance
equal to the flap chord. When the flap axis was moved
back to the wing trailing edge and the flap was deflected,
it acted like a multiple slotted flap and high lifts were
obtained, together with low drag. The maximum lift,
for the same size of flap, exceeded that of the Fowler
flap, which has given the highmt lifts up to the present
time. Further investigation of this type of flap is con-
templated.
The investigation of airfoils with flaps in the var-
iable-density tunnel has been continued for the purpose
of providing more reliable design data on the airfoil sec-
tion characteristics of wing-flap combinations at the
usual fuhcale values of the Reynolds Number. The
reerdts of teats of ordinary and split flaps are @ng
prepared for publication. The characteristics of the
high-lift low-drag slotted flap arrangement developed
in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel are being determined
nt high Reynolds Number. Preliminary resilts indicate
a hinge maximum- lift increment that is substantially
constant over the entire scaIe range.
In order to provide further design data for flap appli-
cation, and in particular to furnish information for
structura~ design of the wing and the flap, pressure-
clistributicmtests have been made in the 7- by 10-foot
wind tunnel of several different wing-flap con~binrt-
tions. The results of such an investigation of tinN. A.
C. A. 23012 airfoil -with au N. A. C. A. 23012 ex-
ternal+irfoil flap are presented in Technical Report.
No. 614, and a similar investigation of Clark Y and
N’. A. C, X. 28012 airfoils equipped with 11’owlerflaps
is described in Technical Report No. 620. The results
of pressure-distribution measurements mnde with a
slotted flap and with a plain flap on N. A. C. A. 2S012
airfoils have been published in Technical Report No.
633. Shiidar results from a split,flap on a Clnrk Y-H
airfoil were published in Technicrd N70W-N0.627.
The results of the investigation mentioned in the
last annual report on the vnriation in the nmximum
lift cdicient obtainable with a given airplane in
flight, depending upon differenc~ in wing loading, al-
titude, wing-surface roughness, and the rate of change
of angle -of attnck have been published as Tcchnicnl
Note No. 6%2. Datn were obtained on the same airphmc
in the full-scale tunnel, and a comparison bet.wcenlift
coefficientsmeasured in flight and in the full-scale tun-
nel is presented in Technical Report No. 618. Them
resdts show a rather close agreement between flight
and tunnel measurements provided the influenca of
the propeller, the tail load for trim, nnd the effect of
rate of change of angle of atttick with time are taken
into account.
CONTROLANDCONTROLLABILITY
As was sta@d in tlm Iast annuaI report, a criticnl
anrdysis of the Committee’s research on htterd-control
devices which has been carried out in the pas~ several
yeara indicated that, for normaI-flight conditions, or-
dinary ailerons with the gap between the aileron ancl
the wing sealed are the most genernlly satisfactory.
The flight investigation to verify this conclusion hns
since been completed and the results published in Tech-
nical h70teNo. 632. Additional data obtained on the
same subject in conjunction viith other tests on rtpur-
suit-type airplane further substantiate the conclusion
that any gap, even a very smnll one, is detrimental.
In the case of the pursuit airpIane, the maximum rate
of ro~ Qhtajnnble vw increased about 20 percent by
sealing the gap of the ailerons, although the gap was
only slightly more than one-eighth inch.
A methwi of reducing aileron operating forces sug-
gested and analyzed in Technicrd Note h’o. 5S6 lms
been investigated in flight and the results presented
in Technical hToteNo. 653. The method involves the
use of a differential movement of the nilerons in con-
junction with up-floating angle of tho ailerona to ob-
hin some degree of balance. The use of narrow-chord
hall-spantabs deflected downward on both ailerons was
found effective in adjusting the up-floating angle to a
kaired value, and this in conjunction -withthe proper
iifferentinl linkage is veq effective in reducing aileron
qxmnting forces.
The results of the flight investigation of conven-
tional and floating wing-tip nilerons on a tapered wing
have been published in Technical Report No. 630.
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The angular mcelerations of au airplane in roll due
to the application of ailerons is one of the factom
representative of the control eilectivenwe. In order
to determine whmt relation e&ts between airplane
size and the angular accelerations in roII, n study is
be;ng made of data obtained owr a period of ee-rerd
years on airplanes of various sizes. b analysie based
on consideration of the time required to deilect the
ailerons with a gi-ren effort by the pfiot sho-ivsthat
the inertia of the control system is a factor of major
importance as regards the accderations obtainable.
The reardts of an experimental study of the forces
thut a pilot can exert on the control wheel of an air-
pkme have been published in Technical Note No. 623.
These data me supplementary to those previously pub-
lished on the forcw that can be exerted on the con-
trol stick and rudder pedal.
Lateral controls for use with fdi-span tlaps.-Since
it appears desirable to maintain as high lift coefficients
as possible buth for landing and taking off, the use
of fti-span flaps is indicated as being desirable. In
this connection, the problem of satisfactory lateral con-
trol is of primary importance, and se-reral devices for
obtaining lateraI control with full-span flaps have been
investigated in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel during
the past year.
A wing with a full-span slotted flap was teeted with
ailerons of three different types: retractable ailerom=,
slot-lip ailerons with the lip of the slot acting as
aileron, and plain ailerons on the trailing edge of the
slotted flap. The redts are published in Tecbnical
lfote No. 659 and indicate that, from considerations of
rolling and yawing moments produced and of stick
forces desired, the retractable aileron is the most satis-
factory means of lateral control for uee with a fdl-
span slotted flap.
Another investigation was made to determine the
control characteristics of a rectangular and a tapered
X. A. C. A. 23012 wing tith plain trailing-edge ailer-
ons and full-span split fhips, the flaps retracting ahead
of the aiIerons. The results, published in Technical
Xroteh70. 661, &ovr that satisfactory control could be
obtained with the ph.in ailerons and the full-span split
flap arranged to extend and retract with a hinge axis
bed ahead of the aiIerons, or with the flap axis moved
back to the aileron asis when the flap was deflected.
Flight with nnaymmelricalpawer.-The faihre or the
intentional stopping of one engine on a multi-engine
airphme results in pmdiarities of control and hae im-
portant effects on the performance of the airplane.
In order to determine the magnitude of these effects,
a large model simulating a modern twin-engine trans-
port airplane, was investigated in the 20-foot wind
tunnel. Various changes in the angle of tie engines
to the wing (toe-out) were tried, as -wellas several tail-
Surface arrangements. The results indicated that toe-
ing-out of the engines or toeing-in of the rudde= ap-
pear impracticable as methods of reducing the yawing
moment after engine stoppa=ge. From considerations
of performance the yawed mode of flight on one en-
gine increased the drag somewhat more than the
banked mode of flight. With the particular model
tested, tile yaw angle required for balanced tight
averaged about 5° and the bank angle required -was
about 2°. The results of the tests hare been pubkhed
in Technical fiTOtSh’O.646.
r?L4NamvlmABII.rrY
The i.rmestigationof the maneuverability of several
A’avy airplanes for the purpose of determining prin-
ciptiy the matimum accek+ration~ rdl and pitch to
which the airplanes may be subjected has been con-
tinued. The redts obtained on two airplanes have
been reported to the Navy. A third airplane is now
undergoing -t.
An investigation has also been made of the maneu-
~erability of a lovwving monoplane with a wing load-
ing of 20 pounds per square foot. Previous tests of
this nature, the results of which ha~e been publishe~
have been on airphmes -with much lighter wing load-
ings. In generaI, the radii of the paths followed in -
recent maneuve= -were considerably greater th’an for
the machines previously tested. A report on this in:
vestigation is in preparation. .
The extensive program of systematic research on
stabiIity problems that w-asfornmdated after a review
of all the available data on the subject has continued
to serve as the basis for the investigations of stability
being conducted with the various facilities avai.labls to
the Committee.
Research to determine the most desirable degree of
stability for airphmea has been continued. One phase
of the work, a mathematical study of the lateral mo-
tion induced by different types of asymmetric gus%
has been completed and the redts have been published
in Technical Report No. 638. The report deaIs with
the effect of various amounts of dihedral and b area
on the motion resulting from encounters with unsym-
metrical gusts of Yarious types. The importance of
proper coordination bt-ween fin area and dihedral,
and in particuhr an uufa-rorable effect of relati~ely
exceasire dihedral with small fin area, is indicated.
b stability research progress=q, it becomes increas-
ingly evident that the effect of the -iarioue factors on
the control and rnaneuverabiIity of an airplane is of
more importance than their effect on the stability
itself. The requirements for stability and control
generally confiict-that is, conditions that lead to
greater stability also lead to greater control stii%ms
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and less mrmeuverability-and compromises must be
made in design, With the increase in airplane size,
the nicety of adjustment needed to produce both good
stability and good control characteristics is consider-
ably increased. Several analyses are in proe-ss with
a view to obtaining detailed information on the effect
of varying the s~bility on the control characteristics.
The study of the relationship between the longitu-
dinal-stability characteristics and the elevator control
effectivene= is well advanced. Although no definite
conclusions can be drawn as yet, it appears that tha
effect on the elevator. control force of varying the
degree of longitudinal stability through a wide range
may be considerably smaller than generally supposed.
A similar invastigatiou with regard to lateral stability
has revealed the fact that very little information exists
on the normal flying requirements for rudder control.
~ Most design parameters are based on the amount of
control needed to prevent ground looping and to re-
cover from spins and do not apply satisfactorily to
airplanes with wheel brakes or stable landing gears,
nor to the spinning categories. The investigation has
therefore been extended to include a study of the
functions of the rudder control.
Allied to these investigations, which primarily deal
with improvement of the airplane for operation by the
human pilot, is a study being made of the stubility of
the airplane when operated by an automatic pilot.
The operation of an ideal piIot, one in which the re-
sponse to a disturbance is instantaneous, has been
investigated and the results prepared for publication.
The effect of practical factors, such as the amount the
airplane may deviate from the desired conditions be-
fore the pilot starts to respond and the time taken for
the pilot to deflect the control surface, are now being
considered.
With the continued study of stubility problems, a
better understanding of the subject is twing obtained
and more application of the findings is being made in
actual design. As a result, there is a negd for more
information on the influence of the diferent variables
in design on the stability derivatives upon which sta-
bility depends. During the past year, study was made
of all available data on the derivative Nv, the change
of yawing moment with change of sideslip, and the
need for a systematic series of experiments on different
fuselage shapes and fin arrangements is clearly indi-
cated. A compilation of the data reviewed has been
published in Technical Note No. 636.
Technical Report No. 635 has been published giving
the results of an analytical investigation of the effect of
the wing on the stability derivatives. The effects of
taper, twist, dihedral, and aspect ratio are treated, and
the data given in the report mak? possible the ready
computation of the stability derivatives of a wing with
any combination of these variables.
The stability problem is further comp]icuted by the
effect on the tail of the downvvash from the wings
and the wake of the wings. ln the full-scale wind tun-
nel, down-wash angles and wake characteristic.s ha-re
been measured in the taiIpIane region behind wings of
various taper and aspect ratios and for flaps of wwious
spans. From an anaIysis of these data, it was possible
to derive a satisfactory theoretical basis for predicting
downwash and wake phenomena. A report is being pre-
pared presenting the resultsobtained. Aleo under prep-
aration is a report containing a large number of chwts
covering plain and flapped wings of various types, by
means of which the designer may readily compute
downwash angles, wake velocitiw, and wake thickness
in the region of the tailp]ane. The work is being ex-
tended to inch~dethe effects of slipstream and fuselage
interference.
The investigation of wing-fuselage interfwvnce in the
variable-density wind tunnel, which was extended to
include the effect of adding taiI surfaces to typicaI com-
binations, has been completed. A report dealing, among
other things, with the wake effect tind downwash angles
at the taiI is being prepared.
StaIling,-During the past year the considerable at-
tention that has been given tmthe study of the sttill has
been necessitated by the undwirabIe stalling character-
istics that exist in some airplanes of modern design.
In Technical Note No. 645 the stalling problem as
related to modern low-wing monoplanes is discussed,
and it is noted that basically the solution of the stalling
problem consists of the elimination of rolling instabil-
ity of wings. In view of tho merit of Iow-wing n~ono-
planeain other respects there is great need for research
on this subject. For the present it seems desirable to
provide means to forewarn the pilot of the approach-
ing Ioes of stability when the angle of atttick is being
increased. The various aerodynamic effects that give
warning of the stalI me considered in detail.
The special wing of 5:1 taper equipped with stall-
contrcd flaps mentioned in the last annual report has
beerItested in flight- and in d~e fulI-scale wind tunnel.
The stall-contrcd flaps me of large chord, beiug hinged
at the 40 percent point of the wing chord. They have
the effect of shifting the lift curve to the left and there-
fore of causing the stall to occur at a lower angle of ut-
tack. By means of these flaps it was possible to vary
the span loading in any desmed manner and to cause
the stall to start either at the wing root or at the tip.
The shape of the peak of the lift curve could be varied
-without materially altering the value of the maximum
lift ticient. With -what appeared to be about thq
optimum flap setting as regards maximum lift and de-
velopment of the stall, the lift curve for the comp]eto
wing was shifted about 6° to the left. The effect of this
shift of the lift curve on the proper attitude of the air-
plane during an approach glide and hmding was some-
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what confu=ing to the pilot accustomed to the charac-
teristics of the plain wing. Confusion -would be elim-
inated, of course, if all landings were made with the
flaps in the same position. The redts of this investi-
gation are now being prepared for publication.
me ~t~~g ch~~cteristicsof a number of airpIanes
ranging in size from small single-engine machines to
the largest four-engine types have been studied in
tlight during the past year. These studies have been
made by ~isutd and photographic observations of silk
tufts attached to the upper surface of the wing. Such
tufts appear to be a reliable means of indicating tha
manner in vvhich the stal spreads along the spans
after some experience is acquired in the proper in-
terpretation of their behnvior. It has been found that
the 10SSof Iift corresponding to the stall is indicated
when the tufts reverse direction or become entirely
limp, whereas a fluttering or unstia~~ of the tu~
is simply an indication that the stall is impending.
From observations made in these tests it appeam that
the type of stalI which starts at the center and pro-
gress towards the tip is the only one that produces
sdicient change in the behavior of the airplane as the
ataII is approached to serve as n pronounced warning
before rolling instability actually derelops. A viokmt
rolhg motion, howererl is not nec=~y a=iat~
with a std that starts at the tip. In fact, on one
machine the etsdl started at the tip and progressd
inboard so gradually and symmetrically that a gentle
stall -was obtained. When the stall spreads suddenly
over a large portion of the wing, huge rolling mo-
ments and n _rioh?ntaction are ~ely to occur, for in
such cases the spread of the staII on the two -wings is
not likely to be symmetrical. b early stall at ths
wing root provides a warning of the impending 10ESof
control but in certain cases the tail btieting accom-
panying root stalhg has been regarded as objection-
able.
The conflicting requirements therefore leave many
questions yet to be answered regarding the attainment
of desirable stalling characteristics. One point not to
be overbooked is that strong static longitudinal etabil-
ity at high angles of attack makes it difEcult to still a
machine completely; in such a case the Likelihoodof an
inadvertent etaII is much reduced.
An investigation in the variable-density wind tun-
nel is now in progress to determine the ative &-
ciency of various methods, such as twist,change of sec-
tion, and change of camber, for the prevention of tip
sta.lhg. IrI the same wind tunnel, another inve&a-
tion is in progress on wings with smepback and smep-
forward and different amounts of taper to investigate
the effect of these factom on the epanwise hcation of
the stall
One promising method of maintaining lateral con-
trcd and quasi-stabiIity until the stall is well developed
~ver the inner portions of the wing is the uss of lead- .
kg-edge slots over the outer part of the wings in front
of the ailerons, In order to essablish data on the beet
type of fixed slot for use with the X. A. C. A. 23012
airfoiI, fixed slots of several forms and at ee-reralchord
[ocations with and without slotted flaps have been in-
vestigated in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel. The re-
wdts are being prepared for publication.
A mechanical device has been developed to provide
a -warning of the impending stalI on airplanes in cases
where the warning is not an inherent feature caused by
the nature of the airflow around the wing and tlm
tail. This N. A. C. A. std-vvarning indicator operates
when the angle of attack reaches the maximum safe
value regardkss of the air speed, so that it gives a
warning independent of the wing loading. The vrarn-
ing indicator thus functions in proper relation to the
critical airflow conditions over the -wing regardles9 of
variations in the weight carried by the machine or of
variation in accderation as in turns. Experimental
installations of this device ha-re thus far g-h-en -rery
promi9ing remdts. “
SP~-G
During the past year the 15-foot free-spinning wind
tunnel has been chiefly occupied in determining the
spinning characteristics of scale models of ten specific
airplanes. Tests for the purpose of making a direct
comparimn between model and full-scale spin behavior
on a low-vring monoplane have been made and the
results analyzed. Progress has also been made in the
systematic investigation mentioned in the last annual
report to determine the effects of chanbw in wing
arrangement, in tail arran=nment,and in mass distribu-
tion.
Observations made in the course of routine tests of
specific designs have ken definitely ueefd in extend-
ing the general knowledge of spinning. It has been
pointed out in a publirihed report that the eilect of
aileron setting on spin characteristics may be appre-
ciable. This conclusion is substantiated by more re-
cent rw-rdtsboth with modeIs and in flight. For modeIe
of modern low-wing monoplanes it has k found that
recovery is frequently expedited by leaving the ailerons
deflected with the spin (right aileron up in a right
spin), and a study is being made of the possibility of
utilizing aikxon deflections to improve reca-rery.
Qeneral conclusions previously presented with re-
gard to satisfactory tail design have been verified dur-
ing the past year by observations made in the course
of routine tests. It “is of interest to note that three
models having dual fin and rudder construction have
been tested and all have shown very satisfactory re-
covery characteristics.
Experience gained in the testing of four models in
the trainer and the observation-scout categories indi-
cates that spin characteristics for the Iandplane type
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will be less satisfactory than for the single-float eea-
plane.
In order to increase the avaiIable information as to
the degree of reliability of the free-spinning tunnel in
the prediction of full-scale characteristics for specific
designs, a comparison has been made of the spinning
and recovery characteristics of a low-wing monophne
tested in this tunnel and in flight. This comparison,
together with the additional information obtained as
a result of fight service trials, indicates that model
testsgive a useful, but not infallible, indication of full-
scale spin behavior.
Discrepancies that have appeared between model
and full-scale results indicate the need for further
research on scale effect, effect of power, and eilect
of manner of control operation.
The investigation of the relative importance of wing
mrangement, tail arrangement, and mass distribution
that was mentioned in the last annual report is now
about half completed. Results published thus far
(Technical Notes Nos. 608, 680, and 664) have indi-
cated that the choice of wing design maybe affected by
the mass distribution. Unpublished resrdts of addi-
tional tests indicate that a forward location of the
center of gravity is preferable to a rearward location
regardless of wing or tail arrangement. _An anaIyeis
has been started with the object of evolving a euitable
airplane-spin criterion to- aid designers in securing
satisfactory recovery.
The results of the investigation with the spinning
balance in the 5-foot vertical tunnel of the effect of
stagger of rectangular biplane ce@es, mentioned last
year, have been published as Technical Note N’o. 626.
An investigation of the effects of airfoil section on the
spinning characteristics of rechmgrdar monoplane
-wingswith rounded tips has been described in Techni-
cal hrote No. 633. The airfoil sections investigated
were the N. A. C. A. 0009, 28018, and 6718, and the
data for the Clark Y -wingpresented in Technical Note
No. 612 were included for comparison. Thesa data
can be used in studying the steady-spinning character-
istics of particular airplan=, and the results of tiw
analysis given in these papers can be used to predict
whether changing the wing loading or the weight dis-
tribution of an airphme will lx-benef3cia1 or detri-
mental to its +ady-spinning characteristics. For
comparable cases, these results and the results obtained
on models in the free-epinning wind tunnel have shown
the same general tendencies.
In connection with the determination of spinning
characteristics of various models in the spin tunnel,
there has been a continued demand for the Committee
to determine experimentally the moments of-inertia of
full-size airplatws. These measurements are carried
out by means of the swinging gear, which has been in
use-for several years.
TAXE-OFF
The immstigation discussed in the last mmual report
of the transition period in take-off between the end of
the ground run and the Iwginning of the climb has since
been described in Technical Report No. 626. Addi-
tiomd data concerning the ground run and the transi-
tion to climbing flight in take-off have been obtained
in conjunction with an investigation of the effect of two
types off ull-span flap on take-off, one being a high-drag
type represented by the Zap flap and the other being a
low-drag type represented by the external-airfoi] flap.
These tests are an extension of an earlier investigation
made with a machine of such low power thnt the results
were not representative of conditions ordinarily en-
countered in Lransportor military operation. The clntti
obtained in these tests are now being analyzed.
& has been pointed out, the characteristics of the
propeller have a pronounced influence on tlm take-off.
An extensive investigation of full-scale propellem has
been conducted in the 20-foot wind tunnel to provide
information on moclern propellers. This constitutes n
considerable extension of the Counnittw?s early investi-
gations to provide propeller design data and covcre
principally the changes in desigu necessitatedby higher
engine power and airphme speed. These trends call ftir
propellers of higher pitch, more blades, ancl changes in
blade form. The investigation has now been completed,
and is discussed more completely in a later part of this
report. Of six reports published during the year on
the results of the investigation, three (Technical. lle-
ports Nos. 639, 640, and 648) contain datu directly
applicable to the take-off problem.
LANDING
In connection with the general study of landing char-
acteristi~ of airplanes, an investigation of ground effec~
has been carried out with a glider of aspect ratio 7.5
towed by an automobile at various heights nbove the
ground up-to about 50 feet. Tlie data obtained in this
investigation, which was made both with rLplain wing
and with a ~’ing fitted -witha split flap, me now being
analyzed. Nor the phtin wing the S1OINof the lif Lcurve
was incleased about 30 percent with the glider G feet
above the ground, as compared with the slope when it
is 50 feet above the ground. The drag at a ]if t mcffi-
cient of 1.0 -wasabout 15 percent 1ssswhen the glider
was close to the ground. The maximum lift coefficient
of the plain wing was much higher (about 25 percent)
in actual landings than in simulated landings nmde at
considerable altitude.
Landing loada.-As stated in tha last annual report,
the Committee is undertaking the accumulaticmof sta-
tistical information on the loads experienced by the
landing gear. This irrrestigation htw been continued
during the past year and tests have been made with
seven additional airplanes covering the camphdc mnge
—
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of sizes of airplanes How in operation. A tricycle type
of kiting gear as vrdl as corrrentional types was in-
cluded. The attitude and the ~ertical ~elocities of the
airplanes immediately prior to contact, in addition to
the linem and angular acceleration% were determined.
Trioyele-@pe kmding gear.-There has been a very
definite growth of interest among &nerican manufac-
turers in the use of tricycle-type landing gears during
the past year, and the indications are that many new
models of transport and private-owner machines, in
particukm, will be equipped -with this type of gear.
During the past year the Committee has continued the
instigation of the shimmy of castering wheels and
aIso its study of the kmdiug loads experienced with the
tricycle-type landing gear.
The analytical study of the shimmy of castering
wheels that was mentioned in the lmt annual report
has been completed and the ressts are being prepared
for publication. The report fl give methods for
estimating the spindIe damping that is necessary to
avoid shimmy.
An airplane fitted with a nose whed was us in
tests of the effect of caster length on the tendency of
the wheel to shimmy for comparison with tests made
on a smalI-size modeL A conclw=ion based on model
tests that the provision of lateral freedom of the wheel
-wouldeliminate shimmy was not confirmed by the tests
of the fuWize machine.
Apparatus has been constructed for conducting tests
-withvarious types of airplane wheels in order to deter-
mine the friction required to prevent shimmy. By
means of this apparatus the meight, the caster length,
and the spindle angle can be varied as desired in order
to cover a tide range of conditions. Tires ranging in
characteristics from those of the extra-low-pressure type
to those of a solid tire are being investigated.
& noted preciously, landing-load te.ks have been
made with one airplane having a tricycle type of lmd-
ing-gear arrangement.- Plans are aIso under -way for
tests of another machine having this type of hmding
gear. In both of these CMW, partictdar attention is
being paid to the determination of the loads on the nose
-wheel.
It has been found advantageous to employ actual
airplanes or rdatirely large mode19of large airplanes
in the Committee’s fulI-scaIe tunnel in order to study
various changes that may be made to improve service
airpIanes. Dit%culties may sometimes be located and
changes studied by means of wake surveys. From the
test results, it vise found that., for the high-speed con-
dition, the drag of retrncted landing ears accounted
for from 2 to 9 percent of the drag of the airphmes. It
was shown that this drag emdd be greatly reduced by
improving the fairing of the hmding gear in the re-
tracted condition. In one case it was found possible to
reduce the drag of an airplane by 14 percent by modi-
fying the engine carding. Other reductions in drag
were found to be possible by redesigning edmuat stacks.
The profle drag of service wings was measured by mo-
mentum surveys in the wakes of the respective -wingsl-
and by a comparison of this information with data ob- .
tained on smooth wings of the same sections it was . ,
found that the surface rougbn~=, consisting of protrud- .
ing rivet heads, lap jointe, etc., accounted for from 10
to 85 percent of the wing profile drag. These in-w&i-
gations indicated the porsibiIity of increasing the
speeds of severaI airplanes by varying amounts of from
15 to 23 miles per hour and they demonstrate the ad-
vantage of being able to put the actual airplane in the
tunnel as compared with the uss of models,
moms
Section oharaoteristios.-Comparisons of airfoiI data
from the variable&nsity -wind tunnel with results of
other hinge-scale tests, including data now becoming
available from the N. A. C. A. full-male wind tunnel,
other large wind tunnels, and the British compressed-
air tunnel, have been of decided assistance to the pro-
gram of airfoil iurestigation. These comparative
data have aided in formulating turbulence corrections
for wind-tunnel test data, such as t.how employing tha
concept of an “&ecti~e Reynolds hrumberj’ but such
corrections cannot be considered uMmately satisfac-
tory. The basic program of airfoil investigation has
therefore been primarily concerned during the year
with the development of better methods of conducting
tests, and of methods for the derivation of new uirfoil
forms in the light of modern boundary-layer theory.
Investigations of tdrfoiI wtion in the wmiable-
density wind tunnel of the type that led to the develop-
ment of the commonly used sections of the N. A. C. A.
2&3 series have been continued. Protlledrag coeffi-
cients determined from tests in the variable-density
-wind hmnel have, however, tended to appear high as
compared with resuh from the N. A. C. A. full-scale
tunnel and from foreign sources. The resuIts from
the variable-density wind tunnel hare aIso indicated
larger rates of increase of drag with airfoil thickness
than have those from other sources. These discrep-
ancies have been considered and corrections for turbu-
lence and tip effects ha-re been apphed which tended
to reduce them.
Further investigations of this subject have been
made, inchding tests of three symmetrical airfoils in
the fuU-scale wind tunnel (Technical Report No. 637).
The resulte of thwwtests confirmed the existence of dis-
crepancies in addition to those arising from differences
in turbulence between airfoil data from the frdl-scale
and vatiable-density wind tunnels. The results from
the full-scale tunnel indicated the presence of support-
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strut-interference effects in tha variable-density tunnel
causing the measured drag to be too large, the drag
increments due to support interference being greater
for thick airfoils than for thin ones.
A subsequent investigation in the variable-density
wind tunnel conbned the presence of marked drag
increments due to support-strut interferen~ the incre-
ment increasing with airfoil thickness. The applica-
tion of corrections for this factor to the data obtained
from the variable-density wind hmnel substantially
removes the above-mentioned discrepancies. The most
important result is that the smaller increase of drag
with thickness affects the choice of optimum airfoil
sections for airplane wings. Reports are being pre-
pared presenting the res~ts of &ese investigations,
A preliminary investigation has been made in the
variable-density wind tunnel to study the stalling proc-
e~ for four typical airfoil sections over the critical
range of Reynolds Number. The flow was studied by
means of tufts and a mixture of lampblack and oil
spread on the surface and the observations were cor-
rdated with force measurements. The results tend to
substantiate the analysis of stalling in ‘l%ohnhl
Report No. 686.
Transitionon airfoils.-Because the aerodynamic char-
acteristics of airfoils in relation both to maximum lift
and minimum drag depend markedIy on the transition
from laminar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer,
knowledge of ths region in which transition occurs is
a matter of considerable practical importance. The
maximum possible extent of the laminar boundary
layer is therefore of particular interest, In one re-
spect, this extent is limited by the position of the
huniner separation point. Of the var~us methods
available for calculating this position, the method pre-
sented in Technical Report No. 504 seems to be the
most reliable. This method, however, has the disad-
vantage that the computations are usually cumbersome
and lengthy.
A method of rapidly estimating the position of the
hninar separation point from the given pressure dis-
tribution along a body has been found; the method
is applicable to a fnirly wide variety of cases. The
laminar separation point was fomd by the method of
Technical Report No. 504 for a particular series of
velocity distributions along a fiat plate. They con-
sisted of a ~wgion of uniform velocity followed by a
region of uniformly decreasing velocity, It was found
that such a velocity distribution can frequently be
mmned equivalent to the actual velocity distribution
along a body in so far M the effects on laminar sepa-
ration are concerned. The agreement between the posi-
tion of the separation point calculated according to the
present method and that found from more elaborate
calculations is -rery goocl, This rapid method of esti-
mating the position of the laminar separation point is
soon to be presented in a Technical hrote and should
fmd frequent use in connection with estimates of pos-
sible position of the transition point and the attend-
ant effect9 in various practical cases.
As another part of the CommitWe’s genera] program
for studytig transition, measurementshave been made
on the ?iT.A. C. A. 0009, 0012, and 0018 airfoils in tho
full-scale wind tunnel, The smoothly polished air-
foils were of 6-foot chord and viere tested over a range
of Reynolds hTumberfrom approximately 1,500,000to
5,000,000. Measurements were made both by means of
total-head tubes in the boundary layer, so as to obtain
the boundary-layer profiles, and by means of a hot wire
at the airfoil surface. The results of this investigation,
which show a variation of the transition point as
a function of airfoil thickness, Reynolds Number,
and lift coefficient, are published in Technical Report
No. 637.
Another investigation of boundary-layer conditions,
especially dealing with the location of the transition
from laminar to turbulent ffow, is in progress in the
8-foot high-speed tunnel. Here, by the use of two air-
foils of different size and with the possible speed
range and the low-turbulence air stream of this tun-
nel, the combined effects of scale and compressibility
in relation to transition may be invedigat.ed.
A determination of the profde drag and the transi-
tion point in the boundary layer on a very smooth
wing section in flight has been carried out at a Rey-
nolds hTumberof about 4,M0,0@ with ons airplane.
These data tireof value for comparison with data from
the full-scale tunnel to evahlate any residual effects of
the relatively small turbulence of the full-scale -wind
tunnel on the characteristics of aerodynamically smooth
bodies.
In order to extend the range of profile-drag meas-
urements at 10VVturbulence to high Reynolds Nunl-
bersj flight tests were also made on an airplane of such
size and speed that a Re~olds Number of 15,000,000,
based on the chord length, was obtained. A portion
of the wing of this airplane was made very smooth
by the application of a combination of rubber and
metal coatings. A paper on the results of the meaa-
uremeni%is in preparation.
Roughnes&-A continuation of the investigation of
wing-surface conditions is being carried out in the 8-
foot high~speed tunnel. The effect on wing drag of
various construction conditions occurring in practice,
such as butt joints with gaps, butt joints that are not
flush, faired lap joints, spot welds, rib stitching, etc.,
have been determined. The investigation concludes
with a systematic study of irregularities in wing
profile,
Compressibility effeots.-The analysis of a large
amount of data obtained from investigations of the
nature of the compressibility burble has been com-
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pleted and prepared for publication as a Technical
Report. b investigation of the mu-iation of the drag
coefficients of cylindem of simple shape for a -wide
range of ReynoMe hTumberand speed that has been
conducted as time permitted has been completed and
the results published in TechnicaI Report No. 619.
‘Work now in progrm in the 24-inch high-speed
wind tunnel com=istsof an esteneion of the earlier -wing
development carried out in the n-inch high-speed -wind
tunnel. The energy Ioas irmolved in the compr=ibil-
ity burble tends to act m a hniting condition for the
speeds of airplanes of current and typical desigg either
through prope~er restrictions or nltimately through
restrictions on other parts of the airplanes. Although
lmo-ivledgeof the phenomenon has increased markedly
through experimental -work over the last four years,
the phenomenon is still one of the most important flow
problems in current aerodynamics. Further study of
the mechanics of this flow phenomenon is being made.
Wing charaeteristios.-The calcnlation of the charaw
teristics of 22 tapered wings of varying aspect ratios
and taper ratios has been completed and shows rea-
sonably good agreement with experimentally deter-
mined VSIUSSof pitching moment, aerod-ic-cen-
ter position, lift-curve sIope, and drag variation. The
results have been published as Technical Report No.
627.
The smne aerodynamic characteristics have also been
calculated for a few wings with partial-span flaps.
Fair agreement with test results was obtained in most
cases. The reedts are to be published, together with
information on the theoretical factors invohd in the
determination of characteristics of tapered wings with
partial-span flaps,
As a part of R recent study of the stalling of wings,
a series of tests is in progress in which photographs
are obtained of the action of tufts on wings with
sweepback and sweepforward and different amounts
of taper, to investigate the eflect of svieep on the span-
wiss location of stalling. Another investigation using
wings of different taper is being made to iind the rela-
tive eiliciency of various methods of preventing tip
stalling.
~ODYNA311CmTERFEB~~
The irrmtigations conducted in the variable-density
wind tunnel of the effects of split flaps and speciaI
junctures on the aerodynamic interference bet-men
wing and fuselage have been pubIished as Technical
Notes Nos. 640, 641, and 642. The investigation of
the effects of adding tail surfaces has been completed
and a report presenting the results is bekg prepared.
Of interest me the amaHsize of the increments to the
drag caused by the tail surfaces, as vveIIas the ngree-
ment between theoretical considerations and experi-
mental determination of the -wakeeffects and the dow-n-
vrash angle at the tail. The induced interference of
the fussl~ge on the down-wash angle, moreo~er, -was
neg@ible at. low angles of attack and small at high
angke. &mmetrical combinations, however, showed .
initial deviations in the flow clirection at the tail at
lovi lift coefficients.
An experimental investigation of the mutual effectsi .
of interference and compressibility phenomena is in
progres in the 8-foot high-speed wind tunnel. Results
ha-rebeen obtained for sereral arrangements of radial-
engine nacelles on a -wing to determine the effect of
presentday naceIle arrangements at high speeds, but
conclusions cannot as yet be drawn.
DRAGANDCOOLING
Engine Iocation.-(he of the most obvious po~ilL
ities for substantial improvement in aerodynamic effi-
ciency ha in the reduction of the drag of the engine
installation and the coohng system. T&ts mere con-
ducted in the full-sczde viind tunnel on a representa-
tive 4engine modeI to ,ewduate the drag of a typical
liquid<ooled power plant. These testsshovied that the
engine nacelks increassdthe @g of the airplane about
8 percent and the cooling system (prestone and oil
radiators) accounted for over 15 percent more. Fur-
ther tests -were made simulating the arrangement of
engines placed within the wing viith extension ehaft9
to either tractor or pusher propellers. The extension-
shdt drive practically ehinated the nacelle drag.
For the dewdopment of an efficient cooling system
for engines or radiators located in tl!tewing, investiga-
tions have been conducted in the 7- by 10-foot atmos-
pheric vvind tunnel and in the full-smde vi-ind tunnel.
The general principle of the arrangements in-restigated
is that of low-velocity cooling with the cooling element
placed at the hrgest swtion of a duc~ Arrangements
aheady tested hare sho-ivn large reductions in drag
under all flight conditions.
In the 7- by 10-foot -windtunnel the tests -weremade
to simulate a radiator or engines enclosed entirely with-
in the wing and cooled by air led through ducts from
the wing surface. The resdts obhined on a wing model
with full-span ducts and radiators ha~e been reported
in prdiminary form. For certain locations of the duct
idet and outlet the total povrer required to COO1such
an installation is only the povier required to force the
air through the radiator. Thus the cooling power may
be of the order of 2 or 3 percent of the engine power
as compared with the 10 to 15 percent now required
on radiator installations ‘I’he results of these testswill
be published as a Technical Report.
Radiator study.—A comprehensive study of aircraft-
radidor design and installation has been made. The
choice of radiator dimensions is made on the basis of
cooIing eiliciency, which is the ratio of heat dissipated
to power required for cooling. The power required for
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cocding is made up of three factors: (1) power to force
the cooling air through the radiator; (2) powqr to carry
the weight of the radiator; (3) power to overcome form
drag, The importance of these thrw power expendi-
tures varies with’ installation, airphme performance,
pressure drop, coolant, and altitude. The heat dissipa-
tion varies with muss flow of air through the radiator,
the length-diameter ratio of the radiator tubes, and the
temperature difference between air and coolant.
This study on radiators comprises one phase of the
heat-transfer problem. The problem of intercocder de-
sign and installation is dso under investigation at the
present time. The radiator problem is concerned with
the case where nearly all the thermal resistance is at
one surface, vrhile tha intereder problem is concerned
with a case of two surfaces having relatively the same
thermal resistance.
cowling research-The information from tests cm
the propeller-cowling-nacelle combinations presented in
Reports Nos. 592, 698, and 696 and Technical Note No.
620 has been summarized for design purposes in a re-
port entitled “Design of N. A. C. A, Ccrwlingsfor Ra-
dial Air-Cooled Engines.“ The main emphasis of this
report is placed on the method of obtaining the dimen-
sions of the co-ding. A practical method of designing
covdinge and some exnmpks are pre.emted.
A study of the factors affecting the pressure avail-
able for ground cooling in front of air-cooled engine
. cowlings has been made. Most of the work was con-
ducted on a model of about one-third full scale. A
number of iedated”testson four full-scrde airplanes viere
made as a basis of comparison of model and full-scale
results. The available pressure in front of the cowling
increases rapidly with the diameter of the opening of
the cowling up to 30 or 40 percent of the propeller ra-
dius. The cowling shordd be located as close to the pro-
peller as practicable, Disks located in the front-of the
now of the cowling greatly increased the average pres-
sure in front of the engine. It is important that the
plane of the disk be even with the nose of the cowling.
The siza of the disk should be such that the area of
the front opening is optimum for the total conductivity
used, A report is being prepared on this investigation.
Investigation of tl~enose-slot -gmling has been con-
tinued on a full-size airplane, The ground coding of
the engine was improved by proper cowling design and
a AP/q of 1.6 was obtained in full-throttle climb. In
order to expedite the study of the problem, it was de-
cided to continue the work in the 20-foot wind tunnel.
Theee teetaare now in progress and should supply suffi-
cient information to determine the best design of nose-
slot cowling for any given design condition. In con-
nection with the -wind-tunnel investigation the cost in
drag of the bhmtness of the radial-engine cowling is lx+
ing investigated and meansto reduce this drag are k@ng
studied.
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
SCOOPSand vents,-h investigation of air-inlet and
outlet openings suitable for cooling and ventilat-
ing systems, carburetor intake, and engine exhaust has
been undertaken. A momentum theory of tho gmer-
alized induced-flow system was derived to serve as a
basis for the explanation and the correlation of experi-
mental results, particularly the results of wind-tunnel
tests of separate openings. This theory provides a
simple method of determining roughly the effects of the
internal induced-flow system. It suggests the optimum
locations for inlet openings, the optimum angle and
velocity of the jet for outlet openings, and the cost
of departures from those optimums; and it illustrates
the clos~reIationship of-the several types of induccd-
flow system. An extensive experimental in=watigntion
-wasmade in the N. A. C. A, 5-foot vertical wind tunnel
of a large number of openings in a flat plate and of a
few in an airfoil, all tests ccwering the complete range
of self-induced flow and the practically useful range of
blovwr-induced flow. The experimental results veritied
the trends indicated by the theory -wherevercompari-
sons were practicable, and the quantitative abgrcemcnt
betwem- theory and experiment is considered satisfac-
tory for the most eilicientopening shapes and local ions.
The test conditions and the models were systematically
varied so that the results indicate the effects of wind
velocity; size, shape, and location of openings; length
and angle of ducts; and some of the interference be-
tween an opening and a body, and between inlet. and
outlet openings in the same body.
The location of the carburetor intake has been sep-
arately investigated in the propeller-resermchwind tun-
nel. A ramming effect due to the dynamic pressure of
the air stream may be desirable, Tests of several in-
takes -wwe made with the radial engine cowling used
in the propeller investigation. The best resuks were
obtained with a well-rounded entrance located l~eartho
leading edge of the cowling on the outside. The pro-
peI.leralso contributed to the rmmning effect,when the
scoop was so located. The results of the tests are pulJ-
lished in Technical Note No. 631.
PROPELLERS
An extensive investigation of full-scale propellers
started h.st year has been completed. A number of pJlo-
pellers with various airfoil sections, different numbers
of blades, and several plan forms and pitch distribu-
tions -weretested in conjunction with two bodies repre-
senting radial-engine and liquid-cooled-engine nacelles.
A range of positive blade-angle settinge up to 45° at the
75-percent radius was co-rered,as well as some negative
settings.
Many of the conclusions were presented in the last
annual report and these have not been altered by the
tests made this year. Because of the large amount of
data, it vw found advisable to prepare a wies of re-
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ports each devoted to a particular phase of the study.
Eight reports hare been prepared, six of which have
been published as ~echnical Reports Nos. 639 to W!.
With regarcl to compressibility, Teclmical Report Xo.
639 indicates that at normal pitch settings 10.ws in effi-
ciency become evident at tip speeds of from 0.5 to 0.7,
the velocity of e.cmnd for the take-off and climbing con-
ditions of flight. The loss increases rapWy with speed
and amounts to more than 20 percent of the thrust
power in some instances for tip spee& of 0.8 the docity
of sound.
The 10SS for the take-off condition increased vrith
blade-angle setting up to about 20°, diminishing at
higher ~alues. For the climbing condition the loss in-
creased up to a 25° set~~. The loss in efficiency for
controllable prope~ers is partly regained by the lower
blade angles necessitated by the higher power coefE-
cients developed at the higher tip speeds On the other
hand, the loss for fied-pitch propellers is increased
by the 10SSin speed and power caused by the higher
power coefficient. The complex effects of compressibil-
ity were subject to detailed study and an appendix to
the report develops methods for mahfig corrections in
practicaI problems.
Technical Report No. 640 discuses the effect of the
number of blades, indicating that, for the same edidity
(total blade width), the efficiency is increased by in-
creasing the number of blades. Even when the solidity
was doubled by changing a 2-blade to a ~blade pro-
peller, the loss in efficiency was only 2 percent. At the
same time the take-off efficiency ~as impro~ed.
The negative thrust condition occurs in diving at
high speeds and idling at low speeds. Technical Re-
port No. 641 gives data and examples for calculating
the magnitude of the thrust developed under these
concMions of operation.
Tvhen a spinner is added to the propeller of a radial
air-coded engine. the principal effect is an improve-
ment in the flow through the engge cowl. With some
installations of liquid-cooled engines, however, the
spinner co~ers up the propeller hub and the round
blade shanks. The propukive efficiency -wasincreased
6 percent in one case. Blade shanks of good airfoiI
shape -were found superior to the round shanks with
both types of nacdles. (See Technical Report No.
642.)
Technical Report No. 643, relating to plan forms,
indicates that some improvement may be expected by
having the blade width in the inner haIf of the blade
greater than is the USUSIpractice. The take-off effi-
ciency, hovre-rer, is reduced.
A more accurate method of meammingpropdler de-
flections vras developed amd is described in Technical
Report h’o. 644 Measurements gave much sma~er de-
flections than the methods formerly used. Torsiomd
deflections of only ~“ at the O.iO radius -werenoted.
The bending defle@ion was also small.
The results of the study of airfoil sections indicate
that no section thus far tried is tha best for all condi-
tions of operation. Highest. maximum efficiencieswere
obtained with airfoils of Iovr camber such as the AT.A.
C. A. 2400+4 and the Clark Y. For both controllable
and H-pitch propellers of the same diameter> the
R. A. F. 6 -wasbeat in the take+ff range. Blade sections
for controllable propellers, not limited in diameter,
should be selected mainly on a basis of drag.
There has been a feeling that propellers designed
with low basic pitches and then set. to high s.ndes
auflered becauee of the lmge change in pitch ~ith
radius. Tests in which a propeller was twisted to
give a uniform pitch when set at 35° .gyrrea lower
maximum eiliciency than a normal propeIIer set to this
angle. A gain in take-off efficiency at low angle set-
tings Was noted.
Tests in wind tunnels do not yield data on the static
thrwt of propellers because the propeIkr creates an
appreciable ~elocity through the tunnel. The static
thrust is usefuI in certain aspects of performance com-
putation and, in order to obtain this information for
direct comparison with values obtained in the tunnel,
the vcind-tunnel set-up has been installed on an out-
door rig. A series of tests on propellers previously
tested in the tunnel has been completed and the data
are nom being analyzed.
THEORETICMJAERGDYX4XKS
Normal force and pressure distributionOVEXairfoila.—
For the calculation of air loads along the wing chord
in airphme design it has been customary for the de-
signer to employ an arbitrary normal-force distribu-
tion that agrees ordy ~ery roughIy in form to the dis-
tribution which wouId result from experimental ob-
servations. Thii method, while admittedly crude, is
rapidly and ea.si.lyemployed. Consequently? it is fre-
quently used in preference to the theoretical method of
Tecbnical Report No. 411. Moreover, the theoretical
method itself predicts a dktribution -which is in none
too good agreement -with experiment. A modification
of this theoretical method (Technical Report No. 563)
that.yields results in good agreement with experiment
has been ad-mnced but this retied theory is eren
more laborious to employ.
A method for the prediction of the chordwise nor-
mal-force distribution in -which attempt is made to re-
tain the simplicity of the arbitrary method and the
exactness of the modMed theoretical method has re-
cently been developed by the Committee. This method
is applicable to ordinary airfoils (Technical Report No.
631) and to airfoils with plain, spIit, and serially hinged
trailing-edge flaps (Technical Report No. 634) but
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does not give separately the prae acting on the
upper and low-er surfaces of the airfoils. At pres4nt
the Committee is continuing work on a method of de-
termining these pressures. This method as evolved is
eaeily and rapidly applied and to date appears to be
accurate enough for design purposes.
Thecry of unsteadyflow,-A theoretical study has been
made of transient, or nonstationary flows, about air-
foils and the results presented in Technical Report No.
629. It-has been shown that the two-dimensional prob-
lem can be made to depend on two sigrdicant functions:
one introduced by Wagner and the other introduced by
Theodorsen. Thew functions are Laplacian transforms
of each other. The growth of lift on an airfoil in
two dimensions becomes analogous to the growth of
electric current in a circuit.. The function of Wagna
then corresponds to the indicia3 current admittanti and
the function of Theodorsen to the alternating current
complex admittante. As in electric-circuit theory the
current due to any applied voltage can be built up by
superposition, so in the case of the airfoil the lift due to
any “applied vertical velocity” can be obtained by su-
perposition. Thus, many practical general problems
concerning the transient behavior of Iift under chang-
ing flow conditions can be handled.
In the analyaia of some of the results recently ob-
tained in the wind tunnek, more particularly in the
gust tunnel, application has been made of the funda-
mental theory of unsteady flow. The existing theory,
however, considem only the case of a wing of infinite
span and consequently doea not entirely fit the condi-
tions of the tunnel tests. A study has therefore been
started to extend the theory to cover the three-dimen-
sional case of the wing with finite span. Although a
rigorous treatment has not yet been evolved, a practi-
cal extension to the tvvo-dimensional theory has been
worked out. A Technical Note presenting the present
development is in preparation. A second note present.
ing an operational mathematiwd method of applying
the unsteady-lift theory to epecitb dynamical problems
is also being prepared.
Compressibleflow.—A theoretical investigation of the
effects of compressibility on the flow past an obstacle
was made and the results applied to the cases of sym-
metrical Joukowsky profiles and elliptical profiles. The
results were obtained in a clcsed form and are exact
in so far as the second approximation to the compres-
sible flow is concerned, the first approximation being the
result for the corresponding incomprdble potential
flow, For the case of the symmetrical Joukowsky pro-
file (Technical R.@ort. No. 621) the angle of attack was
taken to be arbitrary and the circulation chosen ac-
cording to the Kutta condition. Formulas vrere de-
veloped for the velocity increments at the surface of the
airfoil due tu compressibility. In addition, formulas
for the lift and the moment were given for thin pro-
Nes at small anglea of attack, For the case of the
elliptical profile, since the angle of attack was taken
to be zero, expressions for the velocity distribution at
the surface only were obtained (Technical Report No.
624). At the present time an investigation is in prog-
ress concerning the moment on an elliptic cylinder im-
mersed in a two-dimensional subonic compressible flow.
WIND-TUNNELCORRECTIONS
Reasonably satisfactory theoretical methods have
been available for years for correcting the results from
open and closed wind tunnels of different commonly
used sections, such as circular and square, in which
the sp~ of the airfoil or airplane model does not ex-
ceed about ’75percent of the tunnel width or diameter.
It is still necessary to determine experimentally the
corrections to allow for individual shapes of throat,
as in the case of the oval throat of the full-scale wind
tunn~ or for the caeee in which the airfoil spans tha
jet completely, as in the cases of the Committee’s high-
speed wind tunnels.
The full-scale wind tanneL-Comparisons between teat
data obtnh-ied in flight and in the full-scale wind tun-
nel have shown that the results obtained in the tunnel
cIoseIy approximate free-flight conditions. The re-
sulta of a compnrieon of the maximum lift coefficients
obtained with a Fairchild 22 airplane in flight and in
the tunnel, mentioned in the last annual report, have
now been published as Technical Repmt No. 618,
As a part of a general research program which has
se its objective the improvement of the correlation of
data obtained in the various wind tunnels of the Com-
mittee, the aerodynamic characteristics of three 0- by
36-foot airfoils of symmetrical section have been deter-
mined in the full-scale wind tunnel. The thickness
ratios of these airfoils ranged from 9 to 18 percent to
cover a normal range of wing thickness. A compari-
son of these data with results obtained with the same
airfoil sections in other wind tunnels will result in
improving the precision with which wind-tunnel data
may be applied to flight conditions. The results of
this investigation are presented in Technical Report
No. 647.
The 7- by 10-foot and the 4- by 6-foot wind tun-
nels,-b investigation has been started in tho 7- by
lo-foot wind tunnel, in which the airfoils span the
rectangular throat, to determine the correction necca-
sary to reduce airfoil data obtained in that tunnel to
true airfoil section characteristics. Thus far, the in-
vestigation has yielded a satisfactory correction to the
lift that is in good a=aement with the theory. Tho
corrections for the drag and the pitching moment are
not yet considered entirely satisfactory, and furiher
testsare contemplated.
Until recently the 5-foot diameter vertical tunnel hns
been used principally for investigations relating to the
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spinning problem. This tunnel has now been changed
to have a rectangular 4- by 6-foot cIosed throat and is
to be used chiefly for studies invohing tvio-dimen-
sional flow. The modification of this tunnel now
makes amilabIe a piece of equipment that should be
fairIy we~ adapted to this type of work and alsn WW
adapted to general aerodpunic research at moderate
vaka of the Eeynolds Number.
The 11-in@ the 24inoh, and the 8-foot high-speed
wind tunnels.-Prepmatory to an investigation of
special airfoils suitable for high-speed applications, an
extenske investigation of tunnel-waII effects has been
made for the n-inch, the $24-inch,and the 8-foot high-
speed -windtunnels. Inasmuch as these tunneIs are aII
of circukm throat and the airfoils are mounted sim-
iIarly in all, it was psible by a comparison of the
results from airfoiie of corresponding chord from the
three tunnels to determine the correction for each.
Preliminary work was conducted in the n-inch and
the 24-iuch wind tunnels. Later, tests identical in
nature mere made in the 24-inch and the 8-foot wind
tunneIs to check the the preliminmy work and tlnalIy
to ewduate the viall effect and the end-leakage correc-
tions for the drag and the lift-curve slope.
EFFECTSOFICEFORMATIONA DITSPREVENTION
The icing of aircraft is still one of the most serious
problems confron~m airplane operators. An in-resti-
gation was made during the past year in the fuU-scale
wind tunnel to determine what effect ice formation hti
on the aerodpamic characteristics of a wing. A
formation simulating one depicted in photographs for-
warded by one of the air-line companies vras built up
on an h’. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil and twted. It -was
found that the maximum Iift coefficient me reduced
from 1.32 to 0.80 by the formation and the profile-drag
coefficient was increased by 90 percenL It can be seen
that the increased stalling speed resulting from such ~
formation could be -wry dangerous, particularly if the
pilot had to rely upon his air-speed indicator to warn
him of the approaching stall.
In order to obtain a clear statement of the various
aspects of the icing problem, a questionnaire was sub-
mitted to air-Iine operators during the past year re-
questing them to outline the d.ifficultie9 experienced
in flight and to sug~t a line of research. The repIies
obtained from this questionnaire have served as the
basis for the preparation of a comprehensive program
of research. The carrying out of this program WM
be facilitated by the new refrigerated tunnel, which
has been recently added to the Committee’s equipment.
This tunnel makes possible the testing of models hav-
ing a chord up to 6 feet. ‘
Prehhmry tests have been carried out in this tun-
nel to study the use of exhaust heat as a means of
preventing ice formation on the leading edge of a
wing. The possibility of using steam generated by the
exhaust heat to prevent ice formation is be~~ investi-
gated on an tirphme in flight. In these tests, the
exhaust from one cyIinder of a 9-cylinder engine is
used to generate steam that is conducted to a condenssr
co-rering a portion of the leading edge of the wing.
From the reszdts of the tests both in the wind tunnel
and in ffight, it appea.rethat, although there is plenty
of heat available in the eshatmt, merdy heating the
leading edge of the wing is insscient. It is now
pknned to extend the study to investigate means of
distribut~c heat over the entire W@ chord.
Additional flight tests have been made to test the
usefulness of preparationa that decrease the adhesion
of ice to the wing. Preparations containing soluble
materiaIs have thns far been found to be practically
worthkes. Other tests conducted with a mercury-
amdgamated surface ahovied that., even though the
adhesion of ice to the *W was reduced to g very small
amount, the ice would continue to form in practically
the same manner as on the untreated surface.
l?OTATINGWING~CIZAFT
b the hope of developing an improved method of
direct control for rotating-wing aircraft, research dur-
ing the past year has been restricted to a theoretical
study of rotor controI systems. The tied. of periodi-
cally feathering the blades of an articulated rotor has
been analyzed in detaiI and the aerodynamic identity
of the Hafner and Cierva control systems has been
mathematically demonstrated. h @ the study has
not been extended to cover feathering control of riggd
rotors but it is hoped that this can be done in the near
future.
A study of the torque equilibrium in the autogiro
rotor has been completed and the results pubfished in
TechnicaI Report No. 623. This study aimplifies and
improves the previous method of calculat~u the inflow
velocity required to maintain autorotation in a given
rotor. Correct estimation of the inflow is particularly
important because W rotor characteristics depend
directly on inflow veIocity.
=EMEOUS TESTSOF?KODEM~~ ~~=
In accordance with requests of the Army and Navy
and in keeping with the policy of the Committee, a
large number of complete airplane models have been
hmstigated in the fcdl-scale~ the 20-foot, and the 7.
by 10-foot wind tunneIs. Most of the modeIs have
been tested for the military sefices but some have
been tested for manufacturers at their expense.
In order to determine means for eliminating errors
due to variations of wind velocity with height, n series
of flight performance tests has been made with air-
planes under conditions such that the eflect of the
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gradients could be determined. The results of these
tests, which are now being analyzed, indicate that such
gradients as me experienced in ordinary weather may
influence the rate of clmb by as much m 10 percent.
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
WTND-TUhWEL~VESTIGATIONS
The aerodynamic activities of the National Bureau of
Standards have been conducted in cooperation with the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Wind-tunnel tnrbuknwe.-The most useful method of
describing the etatistical properties of wind-tunnel tur-
bulence appears to be that in @ns of intensity and
scale, corresponding to the description of the molecular
motion of a gas by average molecular velocity and mean
fme path, Extensive measurementsof scale and inten-
sity and of their aerodynamic effects on the drag of
spheres were published last year in Technical Report
NO.681.
It is also poe.sibleto give a somewhat more detailed
picture by considering the fuct that eddies of dMerent
size me present and investigating the distribution of
intensity with size. The procedure is analogous tci the
classical treatmentof light waves. By inserting electri-
cal filters in the amplifier circuit of the uewd hot-wire
equipment, it is possible to determine the ‘spectrum”
of turbulence. The spectral distribution curve gives the
fraction of the total energy of the turbulence arising
from frequencies in a narrow region as a function of the.
mean frequency of the region.
Some studies of this type have been made during the
past year. In the interim G. I. Taylor has shown that
the spectrum curve is the Fourier transform of the cor-
relation curve used in determining the longitudinal scale
of the turbulence, and one may readily be computed
from the other. Our measurementsconfirm this result,
and the forms of the curvw suggest that wind-tunnel
turbulence is a generalized chance phenomena.
The study of the change in the spectrum as the tur-
bulence decays shows that the energy in various fre-
quency bands d- not decay independently or accord-
ing to any simple law but that there is a continual
transfer from low frequenci~ tu high frequencies.
The results of these studies were presented at the
Fifth International Congrees for Applied Mechanics
and -will be published in the proceedings of the Con-
gress.
Effeotof tarbukameon boundarylayers.-In the annual
report last year a rather extensive account was given
of the work then in progress on the study of the speed
distribution in the boundary layer of an elliptic cylin-
der at tunnel speeds high enough to produce transition
from laminar to eddyingfiow and for intensitiesof tur-
bulence of O.Wancl4.0 percent. A description was given
of a simple device consisting of a hot wire on a sliding
band, for quickly kwating the transition. l~ith this
device a survey was made of the effect of intensity and
scale of turbulence on the location of the transition zone.
It was found that the distance of the transitiol) zone
from the nose was a function of the product of the in-
tensity of the turbulen~ by the fifth root of the ratio
of a characteristic dimension of the cylinder to the scale
of the turbulence, corresponding to the theoreticfil rela-
tion suggested by G. L Taylor. A report on the work
is in process of publication ns a Technical Report.
Investigation of boundary layer by diffusionof heat—
Studiw of turbulence within n thick boundary lnyer in
which the flow is eddying have been continued. The
layer is formed on the surface of n flat plate 10 feet
wide and 24 feet long installed in the 10-foot wind tun-
neL At a distance of 18 f~et from the leadlng edge,
the boundary layer is about 3 inches thick. The dis-
tribution of the fluctuations of the component in the
direction of mean flow has been measured by the usual
hot-wire equipment. The component of tho fluctuations
normal to tho plate has been measured by the method
of thermal diffusion and some work has been dons by the
same method on the component parallel to the plate but
normal to the direction of mean flolv,
Dr. H. K. Wrmmstad has devised a re]ntively simple
method of measuring the eddy shearing stress,or more
specifically, the mean vahle of the product of the com-
ponent of the velocity fluctuation in the direction of the
mean flow and the component at right angles to the
ph-de. The exploring heacl is a hot wire at 45° to tlm
di~wctionof the mean flow and measurementsare made
with the wire in various planes with respect to the di-
rection of the velocity gradient, the wire hokler being
rotated about an axis parallel to the direction of mwm
flow. The head is used with the usual compcnmted
amplifier and thermal milliammeter. It can be shown
that the eddy shearing stress is proportiomd to the
difference between the maximum and minimum rcadinge
which are found at opposite inclinations of the wire in
the plane of the velocity gradient. Measurements me
in progress with this apparatus.
Modernisationof wind tunneL—Ithas been obvious for
some time that further progress could be expedited with
a wind tunnel of low turbulence. The 4$+foot wind
tunnel has been rebuilt as a return-circuit wind tunnel,
the same 75-horeepomr motor being used and the 41~-
foot octagonal working section being retained. A con-
traction ratio of 7.1 was found feasible in the present
building. A series of wire screens of no. 18 mesh is
used in place of a honeycomb, ahhough provision is
made for a honeycomb if its installation proves ksir-
able. There is every indication that the turbulence in
this modernized tunnel is less than one-tenth percent
of the mean speed.
.-
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AERONAUTIC-INSTRLPAEXTI?SWZSTIGATIOIW
The work on aeronautic instruments has been con-
ducted in cooperation with the National ~dvisory (lom-
mittee for Aeronautics and the Bureau of ~eronautics
of the liiav~ Department.
hmstigations.-A report on the reardts on experi-
ments to determine the performance characteristics of
-renturi tubes used in aircraft for operating air-tilven
~Toscopic instruments has been issued as TecbnicaI
~’OtO~TO.62&
The gyroscopic instruments now used in na@@ng
aircraft hare been described, and data on their perform-
ance given, in a report which is to be submitted for pub-
lication as a Technical Note. The report includes a die-
cuesion of the new gyromagnetic compas
~ report on the theory and performance of rate-of-
chnb indicators as now designed is in preparation. The
latest instruments indicate rate of climb in the standard
atmosphere and are com~nsated for tempmatum.
h investigation of corrugated diaphragms has kwen
started during the fisal -year. A satisfactory procedure
of manufacturing the diaphragms L@aulically has
been evolved. Performance data are being obtained on
single, geometrical.1~ similar diaphra=gpns of various di-
ameters and thiclmesses of beryIIium copper and phos-
phor bronze. The manufacturers of aircraft instru-
ments have cooperated, particularly by furnishing in-
formation on methods of manufacture and in suggesting
problems for investigation.
Considerable progress has been made in the de~elop-
ment of a synthetic lubricant for use in instruments.
The lubricant does not spread on braes, steel, or jevrels,
has a low -rapor pressure, and maybe uaable at temper-
atures down to about —30° C. Life tests are in progress.
Tests and test methods.-A turntable used to test ac-
celerometers has been modi6ed m that single-component
instruments may be subjected to a continuous sinus-
oidal accdemtion and to a part cycle of such an acceler-
ation. The frequency and the amplitude of the accel-
eration are controllable to an adequate degree. The
modification consists of the addition of a H pulley
concentric with the turntable, and a pulley free to turn
at the rim of turntable. When the puLIeys are con-
nected by a bdt and the turntable rotates, the rim pfley
rotates with respect to the turntable. A single-com-
ponent accelerometer properly mounted on the rim
pulley is thus subjected to a sinusoidal accderation.
Varying the diameter of the rim pulley gi-res an in-
dependent control of the frequency of the sinusoidal
acceleration. Part cycles are obtained by the use of a
friction clutch and stops to control the rim pulley.
b apparatus for subjecting aircraft instruments to
a drop teathas been designed and conssucted.
Extensive tests were made on experimental resistance
thermometers for use in measuring oil and intake-air
temperatures. As a result, manufacturers greatly im-
pro-red the rdiability of the instruments under ad-ierse
service conditions.
A test apparatus for measuring o~gen delivered by
o~gen regulators at various altitudes was designed,
orifices being utiked for making the flow measurement.
New instruments.-DeveIopment is being continued
on an air speed-acceleration recorder and a fuel flovi-
meter of the oriike type. A stick-force indicator vias
constructed. A number of pressure gauges were modi-
fied to indicate either auction or pressure when applid
to the inside of the diaphragm capsule.
S+UBCOWWITEEON ~SEUPS
The Subcommittee on Airships formulates and rec-
ommends programs of airssp research to be under-
taken at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tory, and maintains contact vvith the work in progress
The pres+ntprogram provides for an irmstigation in
the Committee’s 20-foot mind tunnel of bmmdary-layer
contro~ on airship forms. The in-reatigation is to be
conducted on a model approximately 20 feet in length,
having a finenees ratio of 6. An arrangement -with
blower in the nose and an arrangement with stern pro-
pdler, -with control of the boundary layer by both
suction and discharge jets, will be included.
The information being obtained by the Committee’s
laboratory on the subject of gmt intensities and gra-
dients, in connection with the problem of structural
loads on airplanes in flight, is of interest also in connec-
tion with airship design and operation. This work is
described briefly in the report of the Committee on Air-
craft Structures.
The subcommittee has kept informed of the Iatest
developments in connection with airship design, con-
struction, and operation, particularly the activities in
Germany, where interest in the airship remains active,
in spite of the unfortunate disaster to the Him-Zen-
twrg. A technical Note (No. 637) has been isued
by the Committee giving the results of an iuw@iga-
tion by the Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation of the fa-
tigue strength of aluminum-alloy airship girders of
several di.tlmnt types. A number of translations of
German papers dealing with airship problercs ham
been issued by the Committee as Technical Memo-
randums.
StElC0313111TEEON 3~OROLOGICAL PROBLEMS
The Subcommittee on Meteorological Problems keeps
in contact with the probm of investigations being
conducted by the ~arious agencies on problems relat-
ing to atmospheric conditions which are of particular
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importance in connection -with aircraft design and
operation.
Atmosphericdisturbancesand their effect on airpkme
amelerationsi-The study by the Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory of gustintensities and gradi-
enta and their eilect on the accelerations on airplanes
in ilight has been continued. Additional data have
been obtained in- flight imwstigations with light air-
planes. Measurements have also been made on two
very large airplanes, and the more recent results in-
dicate that there is no correlation between gust inten-
sity and gradient.. One particularly interesting accel-
eration record obtained on a very large airplane indi-
cated a true gust velocity of approximately 57 feet per
second, and the gust was found to reach maximum in-
tensity in a distance of about 150 feet. This gust was
downward in direction, and was experienced within a
cumulo-nimbus cloud associated with a warm frent.
Through the cooperation of a number of air-trans-
port operators, the accumulation of data on accelera-
tions on transport airplanes due to atmospheric dis-
t.urbancw has been continuqd. The total flying time
reprewmt.edby the records obtained is 57,000 hours.
Records have been. obtaiued in air-line operation over
practically every part of the United States, on the
routes from the East Coast to Bermuda, and to the
northern part of South America, over the Andes Moun-
tains, and across the Pacific.
A number of acceleration-altitude recorders recently
completed are no-w being adjusted and calibrated for
distribution to various Weather Bureau stations to
obtain information as to the ralation between gust
intensity and altitude. A special instrument has been
developed to indicate to the pilot when an accehmation
of 2 g is reached, in order that -he may observe par-
ticularly the atmospheric conditions involved.
Lightninghazardsto airmft.-The possible hazatis to
aircraft in flight due to lightning has been given spe-
cial attention by the Subcommittee on Meteorological
Problems during the past year. A special meeting of
the subcommittee, to which reprewntatives of the air-
line operators were intited, -washeld on November 30,
1937, for the discussion of this problem. A number
of experience of pilots in connection with ekctrical
phenomena were deecribed. It was noted that, while
there had been a number of instances of airplanes being
struck, the resulting damage to the aircraft vvaaof a
ve~ minor nature, and in most cases passengers, and
occasionally even the pilots, were not swam of the
incident. As a result of the discussion, it was agreed
that, although the lightning hazards to aircraft did
not appear serious at the present time, it -wasd&rable
that the probIem be given further study. A Special
Subcommittee on Lightning Hazards to Aircraft was
therefore appointed, particularly to prepare two pro-
grams of investigation-one a short-range program,
for the study of problems of immediate importance;
and the other a long-range program, to provide for
the extension of the present rather meager scientific
knowledge of the nature of these electrical disturbances
and the ways in which they may affect aircraft. in
flight.
Under the cognizance of this special subcommittee,
investigations are being conducted in electrical research
laboratories, of the effect of electric discharges emul-
ating lighteningstrokes on sheet metal of the typ used
in aircraft construction. As the first step in the long-
range progmm, information is being collected by means
of questionnaires distributed among air-line pilob, as
to incidents of electrical phenomena and the accom-
panying atmospheric conditions,
Ice formationon airoraft.-T’he study by the Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory of the prol.hn of
ice formation on aircraft has been continuccl. The
Committee has recentIy completed the N. A. (!. A. ice
tunnel for model tests in connection with this pro-
gram, and a program of investigation of the aercxly-
namic effects of-ice formation on airplanes and means
of prevention or elimination is being initiated, In ad-
dition, the feasibility of ice prevention on airplanes by
the utilization of heat f rorn the exhaust is being in-
vestigated on an airplane in flight.
SUBCOMMI1’TEE ON SEAPLANES
The world-tide interest in seaplanes of large size
has been intensified by the serious discussion of the pos-
sibility of replacing the very large and very fast luxury
liners by fleets of large flying boata as proposed in the
report of the United States 3faritime Commission on
“Aircraft and the Merchant Marine.” The full effects
of this proposal, together with those of the announced
intention to build machines of practically double the
size of existing machines for this country’s own trans-
oceanic services, have not yet appeared, but that they
wilI have an important bearing on both domestic and
foreign developments cannot be doubted.
In the case of such large craft, with the high wing
loadin~ proposed, the aerodynamic drag of the hull
becomes an important part of the total drag, even
though the size of the hull may be reduced sanmvhat
b~ putting accommodations in the wings. The air
speed and the fuel required for a given voyage may be
quite seriously affected if the requirements for taking
off from the water are considered without reference to
the more important-requirement of low drag in flight.
Work on the improvement of the forma of lmlls suitable
for flying boats of large size is being conducted with
these facts in mind.
A large part of the hydrodynamic research in the
past year has been devoted to investigations of a spe-
cific nature at the N. A. C. A. tnnk in connection with
the development of projected seaplanes. These in-
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vestigations -were chiefly concerned with the effect of
changes in hti form on -water resistance and spray
and required the uee of larger models than may be
towed in other tanke in the United States. The ~. A.
C. A. tank therefore has an important relation to the
present development of large military and commercial
flying boats.
h the specific investigations as -well as the general
research program, the projects of immediate interd
to the military services have been given first priority.
Tests of models of fifteen flying-boat hulls have been
completed in the past year. ‘Tank tests of a special
naturel not applying to aeronautics but requiring high
towing speeds, have aIso been conducted for the Bu-
reau of Construction and Repair, ths Bureau of Ord-
nance, and the Bureau of Engineering of the ~avy
Department. The magnitude of the work on these
projects caused a reduction in the time devoted to
fundamental hydrodynamic problems but gave an op-
portunity for a more detailed study of some accumu-
lated data and the preparation of the data for publi-
cation
Ylaut and eqnipment,-The enlargement and improve-
ment of the ~. A. C. & tan& begun last year, have
been completed and a Yery definite improvement in
the operation of the tank has bem observed. The
basin now has a length of 2%10 feet and the towing
carriage is powered h travel at speeds up to 80 miks
per hour. As anticipated, these features ha~e in-
creased the speed and e%iciencyof routine testing. In
additio~ a re.ssrve capacity has been created for hy-
drodynamic research at speeds greater than are obtain-
able ekewhere.
The enlargement of the tank has required parallel
improvement of the associated equipment. TIM great
hmgth of the basin has necessitatedthe development of
new methods of aligning and leveling the rds, and the
suppression of wa~es and surges. Various refinements
and additions have been made to the carriage and the
towing gear for the purpose of improving the ease hd
accuracy of recording the results of tests. A number
of auxiliary devices have been constructed for use in
the special tests that have been made and the range of
adaptability of the equipment has been greatly
increased,
Teatsof models of representativeflying-boat h~—In
the investigation of the dlect of form of hulI on hy-
drodynamic resistance, tests have been made of large
models of the hulls representing a variety of methods
used to obtain satisfactory take+ff performance.
N. A. C. A model 36 -wasoriginally designed to be
usued in tests of stub-wing stabilizers and, in order to
facilitate fitting di-tlerenttypes of stubs, vice given a
rather long paraIIeI middle-body. This form has
proved to be of considerable interest to seapkme de-
signers, not only because the paralleI body giws a
form of hull that makes it possible to use a convenient
arrangement of the interior, but also becauss the aero-
dynamic drag as measured in the Committee’s tm.rdy.
foot wind tunnel over a wide range of angle of attack
is quite low. The general tank tests indicate that the
hydrodynamic characterisscs are favorable and that
the mater resistance at.the hump speed is exceptionally
10W. The results of thesa tests are presented in Tech-
nical Note No. 63a.
lWct of rivet heads on frfotiond resistance.-The in-
creasing use of flush rheting in the construction of all-
metaI aircraft has kd to a need for information as to
the effect of rivet heads on hydrodynamic resistance
during take-oil The increase in frictional resistance
caused by @picaI rivet heads was determined at the
1?. A. C. A. tank by tests of planing surfaces fitted
with fuhize rivets The surfaces were tomd at the
high water speeds encountered by seaplanw during
take-off and the relative resistance of the various
shapes of head were measured. An analysis of the
data, pubIiahed in Technical Note NTO.648, shows that
for the rivet heads investigated the increase in fric-
tiomd r&stance is directly proportional to the height
of the head. The order of merit of commonly used
heads for seaplane hulls is therefore flush countermmkj
ovaI counte- brazier, and round. The ma=titudq
of the increaee in hydrodynamic resistance depends, of
co- on the number of riveta required in the
structure
Usesof tank data.+tnvestigationg of resistance in the
hr.A. C. A tank are made general in application by the
fact that the modeIe are tessed over a viide range of
speed, load, aid trim. The results are intended to be
used as a basis for design calculations to determine
take-off resistance and to compare the ad~antages and
disadvantages of various forms of hull A discussion
of poasible uses of the cgeneral° test data is presented
in TechnicaI Report No. 625. kong the subjects
treated in this report are selection of best beam, im-
portance of mkmum trim, location of the center of
gravity, and comparison of hull lines. It is concluded
that the ranges of load and speed employed in the
general tests are ample to cover future increases in the
size of Seaphlnes.
Jn Technical Note A’o. 64tl it is shown that in the so-
lution of some design problems the normal resistance
curve for a flying boat may be approximated by two
straight lines. By the ma of this approximation,
charts are de~eIoped to aid in the rapid solution of
certain problems involving the efEect of the shape of
the resistance curve on take-off time and distance or the
determination of the accelerating forces required to
meet speoi&d take41 performance.
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The N, A, C, A, trim indicator.-Further experience
with the N. A. C. A, trim indicator has emphasized
the importance of holding a seaplane tit the trims that
give least resistance during take-off.
The Committee has constructed and made available
for loan to operators and manufacture a form of
trim indicator based on the principle described in
Technical Note No. 486. The instruments have proved
to be of great nssistnnce in the test flying of large
flyhg boats of new design, particularly those designed
for commercial transoceanic service. It is in these
types of service and on long-range military senplanes,
-which, heavily loaded, must take off with compara-
tively little reserve power, that a “precision” trike-off
is eseantial. A relatively smalI increase in the total
load with which a seaphne may safely take off repre-
‘ sents a large increase in paylond. Accordingly, it ap-
pems that a trim indicator of some form is essential
to economical operntion of sea~lanes in transoceanic
service.
In seaphmes tliat have a large excess povier that
may be used for tnke-ofl, the use of a trim indicator is
of much lws importance for routine service.
For test flying nnd in the trnining of pilots to fly
a particular design the optical type of instrument is
very useful and is simple and easily adapted to almost
any arrangement of instrument board nnd winckhield.
An interesting npplication of the N. A. C. A. trim
indicator in this manner wns its installation and use
for 100 hours of testing in an experimental flying
model of a large flying boat.
SPECIALSUBCOMMITTEEON VIBRATIONAND
FLUITER
As a result of the trend toward larger and relatively
more elastic structures in airplane design, the problem
of flutter has become increasingly important, The
study of this probknn at the Langley Memorird Aero-
nauticnl Laboratory and by other organizations has
been continued during the past year.
The Special Subcommittee on Vibration and Flut-
ter has held two meetings during the past year pnr-
ticularIy for the consideration of the subject of flutter.
Because of the nativities of a special subcommittee re-
cently appointed by the Committee on Aircraft Struc-
tures in the study of stresses due to resonant vibra-
tion and of the proof testing of aircraft structures in
flight, the discussion at these meetings -waschiefly lim-
ited to the subject of flutter. Reports of prognm in
the investigation of the subject vrere presented by the
representatives of the various Government organiza-
tions. At the second meeting the report-recently com-
pleted by the Committee’s laboratory for issuance in
advance confidential form to American manufacturers
was presented and cliscussd
The theoretical iuveetigation ofThe flutter problem,—
flutter started more thnn four years ago by the Langley
?&morisl ~eronautical Laboratory has been extended
and generalized, In particular, the scheme of calculri-
tion of the critical flutter speed has been simplified
to a routine method of calculation that includcs the
effect of structural damping. ~ lmge number of
charts have been prepmed to facilitate judgment of
the effects of the various wing parameters nffccting
the flutter speed. The effects of the essential purnm-
etcrs in the cases of flexure-torsionl flexurc-nileron, tcn*-
sion-nileron, and flexurs-tcmion-aileron fluttm have
been Hated and dieamed. A series of nearly one hun-
dred experiment= in the high-speed tunnel recently
completed has shown that the flutter speed can be cal-
culated on the basis of the theory vrith good accuracy
if the parameters me correctly specified or measured,
Experiments made on cantilever wings indicato that,
by slight modifications, the two-dimensional flutter
theory can be used to predict the flutter speed, even
for wings of fairly small aspect ratio. A study hns
been made of the actual mode of vibration involved
in flutter and of the respects in which this mode differs
from the vibration modes at zero air speed. A num-
ber of interesting conclusions hn.ve been renched; in
particular, that the bending frequency involved in a
flutter problem isgreater thnn the frequency involved _ ___
in a tibration mode at zero nir speed, the tl fference
depending mainly on the structural damping. The
three-dimensional flutter problem is csentially under-
stood as a problem of minimum boundnry vahle, which
fortunately can be handled by slight semi-empirical
modifications of the two-dimensional flutter theory.
The problems of identifying the parameters and pos-
sible types of flutter on an airplnne haye been discussed,
In the case of the airplane tail assemblage this nmy bc
particularly difficult and ground or flight tits may be
necessa~ or desiraMe. The effects on the iluttcr speed
of ~arge bodice, such as nacelles or floats, on the wing
or attached to it have also been investigated, as well
as the effect of wing bracing and restraining wires.
A report has been prepared presenting the results 01
this viork. This report will include also a theoretical
study of forced vibrations and nir dnmping of the
wing system, supplying a clearer perspcctive of tho
nature of flutter.
Vibration of tapered beams,—An exact solution has
been developed for the equation of torsional vibration
of a large CIS of tapered beams. Experimental mens- 1
urements on five model beams give frequencies in
agreement with tho theory.
Air damping of vibratiom-Fundamental data have
been obtained on air damping by vibrnting a fint plate
in a chamber in which the pressure and the nature of
the gas coukl be changed. The results have been ex-
~
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pressed in terms of two new uondimensional coefficients
which play a role in vibration similar to that of drag
coefficient and Reynolds Number in steady flow.
Damping of propeller vibration.-A technique and
method of analysis of the separate components of
damping of the vibration of a freeIy suspended pro-
peller have been developed. Air damping of the blad=
and friction in the hub were found to be predominant,
in comparison with internal damping in the material
of the blade.
Mrplane tibration.-A systematic method of measure-
ment and analysis of airplane vibration is being planned
in order to be able to predict flutter velocities in actual
airplanes. Measurements have been made on the tail
assembly of one airplane to determine the hwquencies
and modes of vibration that determine the flutter
characteristics.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON POWER
PLANTS FOR AIRCRAFT
LANGLEYME31ORL4LAERONAUTICAL ABORATORY
mCEEASEINENGINEPOWER
The power output of air-cookd engines has been I.inl-
ited by the quantity of -mete heat that ccndd be dissi-
pated efficiently by the fins to the coding air. The di-
mensions of the he used on the cast-ahuninum cyhiler
heads of present engines are dictated by the casting
technique of the foundry. As the final step in the CorR-
mittee’s research on the effect of fin dimensions on heat
transfer rImethod has been de-relopedfor attaching pre-
formed mettd fins to air-cooled cylinders so that acl-
-rantage can be taken of the improvement in cooling
restdting from large increases in the h surface. This
method removes all restriction in regard to dimensions
of the cooling h that can be used and opens the vvay
to more eflicientcoding and to a further large increase
in the power of air-cooled engines.
High octanenumberfuels.-The continued increase in
the power output of aircraft enginw is princi-
pality obtained by the use of premium fueIs having
high antiknock values. The i.rrmtigation to determine
the maximum permissible engine performance with
these fuek has been continued at the Capunittee’s labo-
ratory. The -work is being carried out on fueIe having
octane numbers of 87 to 100 to which”various amounts
of tetraethyl kad have beeu added. This investigation
is under the cognizance of the Subcommittee on h-
craft FueIe and Lubricants and is described in the report
of that subcommittee.
mow throughpoppetvaIvea.-The intermittent airflow
through poppet valres in enghms is calculated by the
use of coefficients determined under conditions of steady
air flow. The Committee is determining the coefficients
of flow for large-diameter poppet vahs when operated
la977~8
in the same manner as in the ergine. lleasurement.e of
the flow coefficients have been made at camshaft speeds
from 130 to 1$00 revolutions per minute, at pressure
differences up to 7.5 pounds per square inch and at
wd-re lifts from 01 to 0.6 inch. The flow coefficients
measured with steady flow can be applied to intermittent
conditions without correction for valve opening speed
or camshaft speed. The re.sdts of this iuwstigat ion are
being prepared for publication.
Fiaton temperatures.-With increaee in the power of
aircmft engines the Arninum-aIloy piston and the cast-
iron piston rings me required to transmit proportion-
ally larger qmmtities of heat to the cylinder wail. An
investigation is in progress to determine the important
factors controlling piston cooling and to study the
effect of engine and cooling conditions on piston tem-
peratures. A method has hen developed for attaching
thermocouples to the piston and measuring piston tem-
peratures under engine operating conditions. The ther-
mocouple and potentiometer circuit is completed at bot-
tom center for 20° of crank angle through contacts
mounted on pneumatically operated plungers. Piston
temperatures are king surveyed on a high+utput sin-
gle-cyIinder Diw.e.I engine and a modern air-cooled
engine.
The Zstroke-oycIe engine.-The use of the 2-stroJie
instead of the 4-stroke cyoIe is an attractive method for
increasing engine power per unit of displacement. The
2-stroke-c@e engine requires a pump to force the com-
bustion and sca~enging air into tha engine cylinder.
The Committee’s rwarch on the liquid-cooled spark-
ignition fuel-injection engine has included a study of
the effect on performance of variable exhauet-valye and
tiet-port timing, sca-rengingpresmre, and engine speed.
The sleeve-valveengine.-The two outstanding adwm-
tages of the single ske~e-valve engine over the poppet-’
VSIVSengine are increasedbreathing capacity and higher
allowable rotative speeds. Thess characteristics me
fundamental requirements of future aircraft engines.
The Committee’s analysis indicates a decided superior-
ity of the ske-re-d~e orer the two-poppet-valye type
and a somewhat ksser superiority of the skwre-valve
over the four-poppet-valve type, equal flow coefficients
being assumed for the sleeve and poppet val-rts. Since
the flow coefficientsmay difer enough in the two cases
to modify these conclusions appreciably, an inw@a-
tion is in progress to determine the relatire coefficients .
of flow through inlet and exhaust valves and slee-reports
under conditions of steady and intermittent flow.
COMBUSTIONEESllAItCH
The study of combustion in spark-ignition engines
has been continued. ?Sew knowledge has been obtained
of the combustion under lmocking conditions with fuels
of high octane number. Particular attention has been
- -.
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given to the determination of the effect of air flow
-within the cylinder on the distribution of fuel sprays,
the rate of combustion, and the reproducibility of suc-
cessive engine cycles. ~everal methods have been in-
vestigated for the recovery of waste heat from the
engine exhaust gases.
Ignition lag in omupression-ignition engines.-The va-
riations in ignition lag and combustion associated with
changes in air temperature and density have been
studied for a Diwl fuel in a constant-volume bomb.
The highest temperature of the bomb approximated
thut attained in a compression-ignition engine in the
usual range of injection advance a“nglas. The ignition.
lag was found to be assentially independent of the
quantity of injected fuel. In order to obtain the best
combustion and thermal eficiency, it wm desirable to
usa the largest ignition lag consistent -with a per-
missible rate of presure rise. Technicnl Report No.
617 has been published giving the results of this inves-
tigation.
Ihock in mircraft engines, if continued, may cause
preignition, with consequent 10ssin engine power. The
N. A. C. A. combustion apparatus is being used for a
series of tests in which conditions causing knock are
compared to conditions causing preignition, The pre-
ignition is caused by an electric~lly heated hot spot
tlmt can be maintained at a maximum temperature of
1,900° F. It is possible to adjust the hot-s@ temper-
ature so that flame proceeding from the spark plug at
the opposite sida of the combustion chamber causes
auto-ignition of the charge at the hot spot. The re-
sults of this investigation are.being prepmwd for publi-
cation.
Detonation researoh.-A photographic study of the
combustion in a spark-ignition engine has been made,
including both schlieren and flame photographs taken
at high rates of speed. The results of this inves~a-
tion have been published in Technical Report No. 622,
Exhaust-gasanalysis.-In order to determine the lower
heating value of a fuel from its calorimetric heat of
combustion it is necessary to know the hydrogen* ar-
bon ratio of the fuel, The methods described in the lit-
erature have not given Satisfactory results -with gaea-
line. An investigation is being made to deveIop a
satisfactory method of analysisfor thesevolatile hydro-
carbons.
An investigation has been made to determine the
interrelationship of the constituents of the exhaust
gases of internrd-combustion @es and the effect of
engine performance on these relations. The work hns
included a study of single-cylinder and multi-cylinder
spurk-ignition engines and single-cylinder compress-
ion-ignition engines. Definite relations independent
of engine design and operating conditions -werefound
between the constituents of exhaust gases, air-fuel
ratio, vmter of combustion, and combustion efficiency.
Technical Report No. 61(3 gives the results of this
investigation.
Air flow in oylinders,-With fuel injection into tho
engine cylinder, increased air turbulence assists iu
atomizing and distributing the fuel spray. The nir
flow within the cylinder of m engine has been inves-
tigated. by the use of an engine with mgktss cylinder.
The data are recorded by motion pictures taken at
rates of 2,500 frames per second of the motion of
goose down inducted with the inlet air. The shrouded
inIet valves considerably incrmsed the distribution of
the fuel within the cylinder. The air flow reduced
the pw-etration of fuel sprayed from an nnnular ori-
fice more than from round-hole orifices. The tangcn- -
tial swirl set up during the inlet stroke was fcnmd
to continue throughout the compression and expmsion
strokes. A report is in preparation describing the
investigation.
An investigation of the effect of wir flow within tho
combustion chamber of a spark-ignition engine has
been conducted on the N. A. C. A. combustion appm~a-
tus. By means of spark-echlieren photograph y and
time-pressure records, a study has been made of tho
effects of air swirl on the combustion propagation. Tho
air flow was produced by shrouds on the inlet valves,
and was comparable with that obtained in the glass-
cylinder engine. Directing the air in an orderly swirl
resulted in great impmvemcnb in the reproducibility of
successive engine cycles When the docity of tho
intake air was changed by blocking ono of the inlet
valves without changing the engine speed, there.was a
considerable increase in the rats of combustion. This
same increase -wasobtained when two inlet valves were
used by doubling the engine speed. The rwults of this
imwtigation are being prepared for publication as I
Technical Report.
FUELCO~SUHION
For modern long-range aircraft, the fuel load is ap-
proximately one-half the useful lond, and means must
be found for reducing the fuel consumption of tho
engines under cruising conditions. Reswmh has hell
conducted on the design and de~eloprnent of an N, A.
C. A. indicating fuel flowmeter and a mixture-ratio
indicator for use in flight. The effect of operation at.
various percentages of full-load torque and of ratc(l
speed on the minimum specific fuel consumption of nl~
air-cooled engine has been determined.
Fuel distribution.-The use of a fuel-injection system
instead of the conventional carburetor shmdd result in
more uniform fuel distribution, more rrq~idengine ac-
celeration, and satisfactory engine operation irrespec-
tive of the attitude-of the aircraft. An investigation
has been completed to obtain a comparison of the per-
formance of an engine with a carburetor, with fuel in-
jection into the inlet manifold, and with fuel injection
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into the cylinder. The resdts of this investigation,
which are being prepared for publication as a Techni-
cal Note, show that SIightly more power was obtained
when the fuel was injected into the cylinder Hecaumof
the increased vohunetric efficiency due to the cooling
action of the fuel spray. Fuel injection into the cyl-
inder also permitted the use of manifolding that offered
less restriction to the air flow. The minimum specfic
fuel conssption and the cylinder-head temperatures
were the same regardless of the method ussd for distrib-
uti~~ the fuel to the air.
The N. A. C, & fneI flowmeter.-’lle use of a fuel flow-
meter, which indicates instantaneous rates of fuel BOW,
rnakcs it possible to operate aircraft engines at mis-
ture ratios which wiIl resuh in lo-iv specfic fuel con-
sumpt ions. In multiengined nircraft the fuel flovimeter
makes it possible for all engines to be operated at
the required rates of fuel flow. The X. A. C. A. flow-
meter, vihich indicates mass rate of fuel flow, has been
modified M a result of flight tests of the Army Air
Corps and is now considered a satisfactory instrument
for use in flight.
IIixture-ratio ind.ioator,-The need in aircraft for a
mixture-ratio indicator capable of indicating mixtures
both leaner and richer than the theoretically correct
mixture has led to the de~elopment by the Committee
of an instrument capable of indicating any practicaI
fuel-air ratio. A laboratory design has been used suc-
cessfully and a design suitable for flight testing h8s
been buiIt. A report on the flight performance of this
instrument is being prepared for publication.
ENGINECOO~’G
The power output and the specific fuel consumption
at which air<ookd engines can be operated are de-
pendent upon satisfactory engine coding. The use of
radiaI air-cooled engines having ixro and three banks of
cylinders for the obtaining of increased povier requires
a Iarge increase in the effectiveness of the coohg fins
placed on the cylinder head and barrel. Partic-
ular attention must be given to the cooling of the
cylinder barrel to insure satisfactory operation of the
piston and piston rings with engines of higher power.
Fin dimensions .—The quantity of heat tipated from
a finned surface is a function of the dimensions of the
fins. The analysis being made to determine the best
proportions for metaI fins for given rates of heat flow.
has been continued. Thin, closely spaced aluminum
fins of optimum proportions were found to give ap-
proximately 25 percent more cooling for the same h
weight and pressure drop (4 inches of -water) than
thicker, correctly proportioned fins having a spacing
of 0.14 inch. & the heat dti~pation from the cylin-
der walls of air-cooled engines is proportional to the
0.65 power of the indicated horsspcnrer developed, it
folIows that a 25-percent improvement in cooIing
should permit a 42-percent increase in the engine
power.
The power required to COO1the -widely spaced finned
cyIinders -was slightly more than for the closely spaced
tinned cyIinders at a pressure drop of 4 inches of water.
For a pressure drop of 12 inches of water, however, the
power required to COO1the widely spaced &s was
found to be approximately 25 percent more than for
the h of optimum design. Although thin, closely
spaced fins are difhdt, to construct by present methods
they have been fonnd to be desirable, e.specially when
constructed of metals of high thernd conductivity.
Heabhnsfer coefficients.-’l%e investigation to deter-
mine the surf ace heat-transfer coefficients of fined
cybders has been continued. Heat-transfer tests
have ben conducted on fin surfaces spaced 0.010 inch
and on widely spaced, thick-finned surfaces. The ob-
ject of these tests was to determine the trend of curves
correlating the surface heat-transfer coefficients. A
report is being prepmed presenting the results of this
investigation.
FIow around tied cylinders.-In order to obtain a
better understanding of the phenomena attendi~m the
cooling of air-cooled engines, photographs were ttilce~
by the use of titmiurn tetrachloride, of the air flow
between the fins of a Iarge-scale cylinder mode]. The
double spiral, which has been shown to occur in the
flow through bent pi~ was observed. The flow has
an outward radiaI component, away from the cylinder
as.is, in the region near the center of the tln space, and
an inward rachd component along the fin surfaces.
The radial components of the velocity tend to disap-
pear as tie fin spacing is reduced. At a fin space cor-
responding to %2 inch for a cylinder diameter of
466 inches, the radial components -were very clearly
etident., whereas, at a h spacing corresponding to
+$ inch, no indication of a radial -relocity component
could be detecte& The radial components aIso disap-
peared at low -docity.
The problem was studied further by tests on model
finned cylinders both in ducts and in the front of an
engine cowling. ‘ho Technical h’otesl h’os. 649 and
655, @ow the effect of streamlining the cylinder and
the effect of btie length on optimum b spacing.
~, it is shown by amalysis and from experimental re-
srdta that cooling on a tied cylinder obeys the same
physical laws lmovm to apply to heat transfer for
pipes. The solution of a practical case is made com-
paratively easy by tie use of these laws and Imowledge
of the cooling performance of actwd engines.
& investigation has been undertaken to determine
the characteristics of the coding in the front of a
cowled engine. The irreguhm flow existing in this
region results in a cooQ~ dependent on air speed in FL
little-understood manner. The tests show the dlect on
the cooling of variations of position, fin orientation, fin
.L—
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spacing, and fin width, with the propeller operated to
eimulnte the cruising condition and the ground condi-
tion, and viiti”a spinner to increase cooling pressure in
take-off. The resulte from thesa tests will show both
the nature of the phenomenon and how to mnke the
best use of it for cooling.
Cylinder temperature correction faators.—Technical Re-
port No. 845 has been prepared presenting the results
of the investigation made to determine the correction
fnctor for correcting cylinder temperature of air-
cooled engines to a standard atmospheric temperature.
The correction factors include flight-test conditions such
as level flight, climb, and take-off, the condition with
the airplane stationary on the ground, and the con-
ditions of a constant mass flow of cooling air, and of
a constant velocity of the coding air.
Heat-transfer prooess,-A study has been made of the
transfer of heat from the gases of combustion to the
cylinder wall, and from the cylhlder wall to the cool-
ing fins on air-cooled cylinders. Necessary empirical
constants in the heat-transfer equations ha-re been de-
termined from engine tests of a Wright Cyclone cylin-
der. The effects on cylinder temperature of the follow-
ing engine conditions were determined: Exhaust back
presure, air fuel ratio, spark timing, carburetor air
temperature, engine speed, brake mean effective pres-
sure, cooling-air temperature, and pressure drop across
baffledcylinder. Equations were obtained for the cylin-
der head and barrel temperatures as functions of the
engi~e and coding conditions. A simple method of
comparing the cooling of different air-cooled engines
has been developed, A report on this investigation is
being prepared.
Blower oeoling of engines.-Preliminary studies have
been made to determine the relative merits of cooling
air-cooled engines by induced flow and by a blovrer.
The necessity for blo-wercoding at high altitudes with
present engines and at sea level with future engines re-
quiring higher pr~ure drop has been rey.iewed. Blow-
ers and blower arrangements of.saveral types have been
examined with the object of determining their suit-
ability for various conditions with special refenmce to
large airplanes and to flying at high altitudes.
The N. A. C, L air-oooledoylinder,-The cylinders of
air-cooled engines are formed of a cast aluminum head
screwed and shrunk onto a steel liner. The dimensions
of the fins that can be cast on the head are limited by
the casting technique of the foundry. The dimensions
of the fis on the barrel are limited by difficulties in
machining, The Committee has discovered a method of
attaching preformed “finsto the cylinder head so that
all restrictions as to fin dimensions that can be used
are removed and advantage can be taken of the im-
provement in cooling resulting from large increases in
the fin surface. The internal drag horsepower re-
quired to cool the N. A, C. A. cylinder is a negligible
amount of the engine power developed. This method of
construction should make possible large increnws in
the power output of tiir-cooled engines witl~out mcri-
fice of sfitisfactoly engine cooling,
SUPERCHARGERRESEARCH
The altitude selected for flight with transport nircmft
is dependent to a large extent upon weather conditions.
The requirement of flight at high altitudes has greatly
increaxd the interest in highly supercharged engines
Performance of stxperokargers.-Computations havo
been made to determine the power required and h
heat that must be dissipated to maintain diachargc-air
temperatures of from 60° to 240° F. when an airplane
is operating at altitudes from sea level to 80,000 fwk
with superchar=nrehaving a range of comprwsion ex-
ponents from 1.0 to 2.0. The boost presmres covered
a range from zero to 100 pounds per square inch. The
rwmlts of this analysis will be applied to an engine to
determine the net power and the fuel consumption
under thesa supercharged conditions with gem-driven
and turbine-driven superchargers.
Air intercoolers,—The reduction in the antiknock qual-
ity of a fuel with increase in inlet-air tmperahme
necessitatesthe use of an efficient intercooler to reduce
the air temperature on supercharged and lmostcd en-
gines. .TThepresent core-type intercoolers have ken
found to crack and leak at boost pressures of tho order
of 15 pounds per square inch. A new type of finned in-
terceder has been tested to determine its heat+transfer.
Supero@wgingof airmaftoabins.-An analysis has been
made of the requirements of superchargers for main-
tahiing cabin pressures at high altitude. The results
indicate that the Roots-iypG blower shoukl be very
satisfactory for this service because the volume of air
required can be controlled by the quantity of by-
pa=d air. The power expended on the by-passed air
is small.
COMPRESSION-IGNITIONENGINES
The use of compression-ignition engines in aircrafl
offers advantages because of the inhenmt low fuel con-
sumption and the reduction in fire hazard. These two
characteristics are of particular importance ior trans-
oceanic aircraft. The Committee’s re.w-mchon the com-
pression-ignition engine for aircraft includes a study
of the facto~s influencing the injection and com-
bustion of fuel sprays suitable for this typo of engino
and the development of a combustion-chamber form
that gives good mixing of the fuel and the air. l’he
problems involved in the application of this condms-
tion chamber to the radial air-cooled engine me being
investigated.
Combustionresearoh.-The ignition lag and the rato
of combustion of the fuel oil in compression-ignition
engines can be varied by the addition of small quanti-
ties of certain chemicals to the fuel oiL The Com-
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rnittee has investigated a range of fuel oils, mixtures
of fuel oil and alcohol, and fuel-oil dopes b determine
their effect on power output and fuel consumption.
The engine power has been shown to be practically un-
affected by fuel quaIity; fuels with long ignition hg
may be expected to result in rough running. Com-
bustion inhibitors in the form of small percentages of
isoamyl nitrate, ethyl nitrate, and tetranitromethane
have been shown to lo-mr the rate of pnxsme rise and
to ha-re a negligible effect in increasing pomer outputs.
~cohol mixed with fuel oil may gi~e a maximum
power increase of 4 percent at, howerer, a prohibitive
increase in fuel consumption. In general, it has been
found that speciaI fuels are unnecessary in obtaining
best performance with a compression-ignition engine;
that no gain in povver or economy results from their
use. A Technical Report presenting the results of
this investigation is being prepared.
A study of combustion rates as influenced by the
type of fuel, the rate of injection, and the injection ad-
vance angle has been started to ccrrera ramgeof engine
speeds from 1,500 to 2,500 r. p. m. The combustion
rates are being determined from an analysis of indi-
cator diagmms.
The investigation of ignition lag with the constant-
rolurne bomb has been extended to include several
DieseI fueIs of different cetane number and diilerent
concentrations of Diesel fueI dopes. The resuIts indi-
cate that, at the lower air temperatures in the bomb,
the variation in fuel rating order for a series of fuels
is somewhat ~weaterthan it is in the C. F. R. engine
or the N. A C. A. test engines. The variation in igni-
tion lag orer a range in cetane number decreases
markedly -withincrease in air temperature and density.
A summary of these results is be.@ prepared for
publication.
The 4stroke-oyole engine,-!l%e problems connected
-with the adaptation of the N. A. C. A. displacer Q-pe
of combustion chamber to an air-cooled cyIinder hatig
a 5-inch bore and a stroke of 5~2 inches are being in-
vestigated. Indicated mean effective pressures of 250
pounds per square inch have been obtained at 2#00
r. p. m. with a boost pressure of 10 pounds per square
inch. The dimensions and arrangement of the finning
on the ahuninum cylinder head and the steel cyIinder
barrel are being studied to insure adequate cooling.
A report describing tests under simulated aRitude
conditions has been prepared and published as TechnicaI
&roteN’o. 619.
A Iiquid-cookd cylinder has been designed for a
single-cylinder engine hawing a bore of 6~s inches and a
stroke of 7 inchw to inmstiggte problems pecdiar to
obtaining a high output from a cylinder of a size com-
parable with the largest air<aoled engine cylinder now
in use. The N. A. C. A. displacer-piston combustion
:harnber -iviHbe used with a couwntional air-cooled en-
gine and a pushrod-operated ~alve gear.
As a means of obtaining better utilization of the com-
imstion air, a cylinder head has been constructed em-
mdying a modification of the wrtical-disk displacer
~ombustion chamber to allow the use of two inlet and
hvo exhaust valves, and two advantageously located in-
jection val-res. With this arrangement all the combus-
tion air vdl be forced to flow past the fuel-injection
valves. Preliminary performance tests of the cylinder
bead hare been made with a single fuel-injection valve
mounted in the top of the cylinder for comparison with
the performance obtained -with the two fuel-injection
rid~es.
The %troke-cyole en@ae.-An investigation of the
d.feet of ~akiation of the exhaust function has been com-
pleted over a wide range of exhaust timings and ex-
haust-valve cam dweIIs for sereraI engine speeds. and
sca-ienging pressures. Tastshaye been made to compare
the engine performance with the 62 irdet ports in the
cylinder liner arranged to direct the air into the cylinder
at a common angle or in several bands at dii%ent. angles
to the radiaL The best performance -wasobtained with
the single-entry angle of 56° common to all ports. De-
sign alterations to the connecting rod, exhaust wd-re
camq and inlet Wrts ha-rebeen made to make it posible
to increase the maximum engine speed from 1,900 to
2,400r. p. m.
3WTIOXALBUREAU OF STZKNDARDS
lhenomena of combustion.-~ spherical bomb vvith
central ignition and auxiliary equipment which yields
simultaneousphotographic records of the travsdof flame
and the development of pressure during gaseous explo-
sions has been in use throughout the year. In such a
bomb the samples of fuel required are very emalI, in-
itial conditions may be accurately controlled, and com-
bustion progresses under idealized Circumstanceslsince
the spreading flame is undhtiurbed by turbulence, by
contact with restraining walls, or by heat 10SSSSother
than the unavoidable loss due to radiation. It is there-
fore possible to study the rate of energy Iilwration and
the speed of flame relati~e to the remaining unburned
charge throughout the succeeding stages of the burning.
Although these factors are of fundamental importance
in the engine cyIinder, they cannot be accurately meas-
ured there because of the complicated geometrical con-
figuration of the combustion chamber.
Early experiments -with the spherical bomb indi-
cated cIearly that high accuracy in the measurement of
pressure and flame radius -waswsential to satisfactory
results. The difficultiesof attaining such high accuracy
in following the extremely rapid course of an explosion
necessitatedcarefd development of both the experimen-
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td apparatus and the technique of securing and anal~-
ing the observations,
During this development period, mixturw of carbon
monoxide and oxygen were u.wd. The results of these
test experiments show not only that the apparatus is
capable of serving the purpose for which it was de-
signed, but also indicate some interesting characteristics
of this particular explosion procesw
In general, the inflammation of a unit mass of this
mixture produces an increase. in pressure which does
not vary greatly with the temperature and pressure
prevailing hn the unburned charge. However, the
energy liberation per unit maw of charge is, without
exception, less than would be expected if the burning
vverecompleted in the front, surface of the flame.
Very early in the explosion, while the rise in pres-
sure is too small to measure, the flame records all show
that the spatial velocity increases for a short time.
These IOVVinitial velocities cannot be accounted for
solely by law speeds of advance of the flame into the
unburned mixture, but indicate that the amount of ex-
pansion or energy liberation per unit mass of charge
is much lower in the very enrly pnrt of the explosion
than later on.
The observed behavior of the flame can be explained
by assuming that the burning is not complete in the
flame front, but continues throughout a zone of con-
siderable thickness behind the front. Other possible
ways to study this hypothesis in the light of more
direct evidence are being considered.
Records have been made of explosions of the hydro-
carbon fuels benzene, N-heptane md iso-octane with
air, but these results are not yet sutliciently complete
for presentation.
Explosionsin tubes.—At the request of the Bureau of
Air Commerce, now the Civil Aeronautics Authority,
the possible hazards of explosion of maximum-power
mixtures of gasoline vapor and air in tubes simdating
gasoline-dnmp ducts were studied, The results indi-
cated that destructive peak pressures are not- to be ex-
pected in any open-end tubes of dimensions appro-
priate for dump ducts on aircraft. The ducts should
be free from constrictions and from weak, flat areas
which might be caused to vibrate violentIy during an
explosion.
Ignition oable.—The energy which must be furnished
by the spark coil to cause the spark plug to fire is
proportional to the capacitan~ of the secondary cir-
cuit. In many ignition systems the greatest portion
of the capacitance is due to thg high-tension ignition
cable. By decreasing the capacitance of the ignition
cable with respect to the engine, less energy is required
from the spark coil and consequently less energy from
the battery. The capacitance of the cable is decreased
by decreasing the size of the conductor.
hleasurements have shown current discharges of 30
to SO amperes across the spark electrodes. ‘1’hese clis-
charges last about one millionth part of a second and
consist of 10 to 14 oscillations. After the initial clis-
charge it is desirable to damp out all other oscillations
as quickly as possible so as to reduce electrode wear,
This is done by the use of a high-resistance conductor,
Decrease in heat transfer from the spark plug to the
rubber insulation may be accomplished by using a
conductor in the cable which is a poor conductor of
heat.
With the decrea.d ems-sectional mea the conductor
must be sufficiently strong to make it possible to draw
the cable through conduit.
A material which has been found to satisfy these
requirements is stsinless steel.
Spark plugs,-The present methods of tes%ingspark
plugs have failed to supply the necessary infornmt ion
for sekcting a suitable plug for a particular engine
operating under service conditions. New metl~ods of
tasting are now under investigation.
Electricalequipmenk-Studiee have been nmdo of low-
tensiom.cable, and tests of auxiliary electrical equip-
ment. Facilities have been provided for testing elec-
tric motors which operate at speeds in excess of
24,0Mlr. p. m.
Temperaturesurveys.—Tempemture surveys have hccn
made on all new types of Navy airplanes, both on tho
ground and in flight. The measurements have been
extended to include oil temperature and intnke-mixture
temperature.
FIow oharaoteristicsof fuel Iines.-In connection with
the atiation vapor-hck project of the Cooperatiro
Fuels Rasearch Committee, the Bureau is investigating
the resistance to fuel flow in component parts of air-
craft fuel systems as a function of rate of flvw and
relative amounts of liquid and vapor flowing. The
object of this work is to provide the designers of fuel-
feed systems with reliable data on g~olinc flow under
vaporizing conditions.
Engine testing.-For the information of the military
services, two small experimental engines were sub-
jected to approximate altitude tests. ‘1’hese engines
were submitted in connection with the development of
mxiliary power pla.nts for use in large aircraf L At
%e request of the Mnt4riel Division of the Army Air
Corps, a series of W-hour endurance tests were con-
ilucted on the torque stand on a 9-cylinder radial air-
:raft engine, for the purpose of comparing different
~ilsand two types of oil tank.
Measurementof surfaoewear.—A new method of evalu-
~ting surface wear, by successive measurement of mi-
nute indentrdions made in the surface with a diamond
point, has been developed. This method seems par-
\icularlypromising for the measurementof piston and
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cyIinder wear in engines, where measured cleawwes,
inchdng as they do the effects of piston growth and
cyhder distortio~ frequently giva highly misleading
indications as to -wear.
SUBC0313111TEEON AIRCRAFTFUliXXl.Ml13
LUBRICANTS
Engine perfornuumewith iao-ootsne fueIs.-As men-
tioned above in the report of the Langley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory, the Committee has con-
tinued the in-wtigation to determine the maximum
permissible engine performance with fuels having oc-
time numbers of 87 to 100 ‘to which tetraethyl lead has
been added. Data ha-re been obtained on a pent-roof
combustion chamber and on a flat-disk combustion
chamber. The redta have indicated that the knock-
ing characteristics of any one fuel in a gi=renen=gine
can be expressed as a curve showing the critical rela-
tionship between the inlet-air temperature and the den-
sity of the combustion gases at top center. From this
curve it-can be determined whether or not various com-
binations of inlet-air pressure, inlet-air temperature~
and compression ratio will result in Iumck. This
method (described in Technical Note No. 047) of ex-
pressing the knocking characteristics of a fuel has been
suggested as a means of rating fuels.
The tiect of irregular spark timing on the knocking
properties of fuels has been discussed in Technical Note
No. 651. It was found that on the Committee% high-
speed engine a change of one crankshaft degree in
spark timing vias equivalent to a change of 0.4 pound
per square inch in dowable iuIet pressure.
The investigation of the corrdation of the effects of
the engine variables on the lmocking limits of the fuel
is being conducted on a high-speed C. F. IL engine.
Tests are being made to determine the eftect of mix-
ture density and temperature on knock at various en-
gine speeds. Tests are also being conducted on four
fuek each having an octane number of 100 by the
C. F. R. method The fuels differ, however, in the
amount of tetraethyl lead added to the base fuel to
bring the octane number to 100.
Stability of aviation oils,-The originaI program has
been completed on the investigation of the stability of
aircraft engine lubricating oi$ conducted by the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards in cooperation with the
Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy. From extensive
laborato~T data obtained on a large number of avia-
tion oils by the uea of several variations of each of
three general methods, a laboratory method has been
found which gives a satisfactory correlation with data
on the same oils obtained in a Pratt and Whitney Hor-
net engine. This correlation has been verified by
service tests, and makes poesible the prediction of the
service stab~lity of an aviation oil from the results of
comparatively &nple laboratory tests.
Additional information has b,een obtained on the
evaporation losseswhich occur at temperatures approx-
imately those on the cylinder -wallnear the combustion
chamber and around the upper pisson ring. These data
throw considerable light on the effect of refining proc-
e9seeon oil consumption.
Work on the stability of compounded oils has been
continued and information on this characteristic has
been obtained for many of the compounding materials
found effecti~e commercially for reducing engine -wear.
R@-stidcing with aviation oils.-Preliminary work
at the National Bureau of Standards -with a single-
cyIinder engine has indicated the possibility of evalu-
ating the ring-sticking characteristics of aviation oils
by ksts of this type, and of investigating the effect of
compounding agents in reducing the tendency to cause
ring-sticking.
Extensive information has been obtained on the
thickening of oiIs at the high temperatures encountered
around the upper rings and a considerable amount of
useful data obtained relating the extent of thickening to
the pmcessee used in manufticturing the oil.
Wear, oiliness,and oorrosionohamoteristicsof aviation
oils.-li cooperation with the Bureau of Aeronautics
and the Air Clarp% work has been continued at the
~ational Bureau of Eltandards on the investigations
of the relations betvieen oil characteristics and bearing
corrosion, -with special refermce to master rod bear-
ings, and wear reduction of cylinder-wall and piston-
ring materials. hlost of the necessary equipment has
been constructed and assembled, and some preliminary
information has been obtained, but the work has not
progreesd sufEciently far to permit any conclusions
to be drawn as yet. Emphasis is being placed on the
effech of compounding agents in reducing bearing
corrosion, wear of cylinder vvalIe and piston rings, and
frictional 10.ws in master-rod bearings.
The first run of an R-1535 engine to study the prob-
lem of wear with various oils ma terminated after
85 hours by a mechanical faihme. Futher running
under Werent conditions and with a smaller engine is
being considered. In spite of the fact that no other
data which are exactly comparable wilI thus be ob-
tained, very valuable information has been collected
regarding the relative merits of -wear determination
by the indentation method as well as by conventional
gauge measuraents. The former is a new method and
consists of making a~most microscopic indentations in
the wearing surfaces, and the surface wear is then
accurately indicated by opticaIly measuring the
changes in the lengths of these marks. By this method
excellent data are obtained on the actual thiclmess of
the material worn off the surface, and the results sa
far indicate that on engine cylinders and pistons even
the most accurate conventional gauge memn.mements
may be deceptive in the region of small total wear, or
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where the differences in wear are small. Since in the
case of the R-1535 engine test both methods were ueed2
some very interesting data on distortion as well as on
wear are being obtained. The report on the tests with
this engine is in preparation.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT
MATERIALS
SUBCOMMITDIEON METAM USEDIN AIRCRAFT
Effect of weatheringon Iight-metaIalloys,-A report on
this investigation has been prepared for publication
summarizing the effect of continuous exposure to the
weather on ahnninum and ma=mesiumalloys in sheet
form as used in aircraft, The tests included the vari-
ous alloys and protective surface treatments commer-
cially available vrhen the investigation was started.
The results of the five-year program have definitely
establishedthe relative merits of most of the commonly
used alloys and protective treatments with respect to
atmospheric corrosion resistance, as folIows:
(a) Ahnninum alIoyso-Aluminum alloys containing
magnesium as the essentially alloying constituent are
very resistant to attack oveu under the very severe
exposure conditions prevailing in many of the tests.
They head the list of all the alloys tested. Next in
order are the alloys containing magnesium and silicon.
The third group of alloys, those containing copper, are
susceptibk to intercrystalline corrosive attack and,
when in thin-sheet form, often lose much of their
initial tensile strength and ductility as a result of a
corrmive attack of this character.
(b) Surfaoe treatment.-For prolonged exposure of
aluminum alloys, a surface layer of pure a.huninumis
overwhelmingly superior to any other protective
method ava.ilable. Of the other protective measuresl
the most satisfactory ones depend upon surface oxida-
tion. This forms an excellent basis for the adherence
of coatina applied thereon. The surface flm. pro-
duced by anodic oxidation is by far superior to any
other of this type of treatment, although it too should
be followed by another coating for most satisfactory
service. All oxide surface films can be greatly im-
proved by “sealing.” The use of the chromic acid so-
lution in one type of anodizing treatment is excellent
for this purpose, according to tha test results.
(c) Applied orga.nb ooatings.-AI1 the various kinds
of vehicle of the varnish type used in the applied coat-
ings yielded excellent rwndta when pigmented with
aluminum. Other pigments were decidedly less satis-
factory.
(d) Magnesium alloys.-kfagnesium-alloy sheet prop-
erly protected by (1) suitable surface treatment to
obtain adherence of the coating, (2) a primer, and (3)
surface coating of the kind mentioned above, with-
stood very satisfactorily five years’ continuous expmure
to the weather iu a tropical marine locntion (Coco %1o,
Canal Zone).
New series of exposure tests of airoraft metals,—
During the year a comprehensive series of exposure
panels was i.netalled,with the cooperation of the Bu-
reau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department, at {ho
Naval Air Station at Hampton Roads, Virginia. !lle
materials used are representative of commercial alumi-
num and magnesium alloy and of stairdess-skwlsheet
of various kinds. The light-metal alloy sheets aro
exposed (a) in the bare condition, (b) after being
coated. in accordance with the principles establislmd
in the previous work, (c) joined together in couples,
the components of which are of dMerent compositions,
by spot wekliug and by rivets of various compositions.
This last phase of the test is considered to he of major
importance in this series of exposure tests. The stain-
less-steeIpanels are exposed in the same mrmner,except
that no coatings have been applied. To provide infor-
mation cmconditions such as thoea involved in the use
of sea aircraft, two type9 of exposures have been used,
In one series, the panels are exposed continuously to
the marine atmosphere; in the second, the racks am
located at mean tide level so as to provide total immer-
sion at-high tide folIovied by free exposure to the air
at periods of low tide, Siimples are removed at inter-
vaIs for testing in the laboratory to determine the
changes in surface conditions resulting from corrosion
and the attendant changes in mechanical prowrties.
Yearly reports summarizing the results are planned.
StruaturaIohanges in aircraft metals occurring as a
resultof servieestxessing,-A report has been prepared
for publication by the Committee entitled “Effect of
Working Strws on the Impact Resistance, X-ray Dif-
fraction Patterns and Microstructure of 25S Aluminum
Alloy.” The aluminum aIloy 25S, because of its im-
portamie 2s a propeller material, was the material
tested. In general, the results were negative in tlieir
nature. No evidence was obtained to indicrde Q de-
crease in impact res~tance, either at normal or sub-
zero temperature, as a result of continued fatigue
stressing below the endurance limit; nor was any indi-
cation obtained by X-ray diffraction examination of
impending fatigue faihme of material saverely fatigue-
stressed but -without actual crack formation. Certain
suspected microstructural features first observed to
ocimr in used propeller blades, but later noted in unused
blades, were found not-to be indicative of inferior me-
chanical properties. Work on this subject on the pos-
sible deleterious efect of continued fatigue-stressing
has been extended to chromium-molybdenum steel
(SAE X4130) of the type used extensively in aircraft
construction.
Effeot of sub-zero tempemtureson airoraft metals,—
Study has been continued to determine the factors
responsible for the decrease in impact resistance of
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ferritic steeIs with decreasing temperature and to en-
dearor to improve this condition. The results of tests
of -weldedsteels at 1O-Wtemperature, —80° C., indicate
that this question is one of real importimce in welded
structures.
Elasticpropertiesof high-strengthairoraft metals.-b
extensi~e report has been prepared for publication
summarizing the work done in this investigation. It
is entitled ‘Wlassic Properti~ of 18-8 Chromium-
Nickel Steel as AfEected by Plastic Deformation.” A
new approach is offered for the determination of the
elastic properties, yidiiing redts of a more practical
and useful nature than those by more conventional t%
ing procedure. Despite the fact that the austenitic
steels, of ~hich this is a representative, possess onIy
pseudo-elastic properties, their other characteristics
make them very desirable for many structural ap-
plications.
DIualIili@ of magnesium.-l%e durability of mag-
nesium aIloys, especially in sheet form, is Iargely deter-
mined by the surface protective measures wed in con-
nection -with such materials. This is most marked in
a marine atmosphere bu$ as mentioned almve, prop-
erl-yprotected magnesium alloy in sheet form has with-
stood continuous ~e under tropical marine con-
ditions for five years without serious impairment of
its properties. Study has been continued with the hope
of simplifying and improving current methods of sur-
face treatment of magnesium. It has not yet been
deemed advisable, however, to substitute a new procem
for the widely used anodic treatment in the dichro-
nrate-phosphate solution, dqite the encouraging re-
sults obtained.
SURCOWIIITTEEON 31LSCELLLWEOUS~TER-
Aii ACCESSORIES
The problems instigated by this subcommittee at
the National Bureau of Standards during the pad year
inchded the demlopment of a flexible substitute for
glass, of a substitute for silk for parachute shroud
lines, and of a plastic material for aircraft structures.
TWOitems mentioned in the 1937 report are omitted
from this. The problem of finding a substitute for
Iinen -webbing is considered completed. 3faterials for
acoustica] and thermal insulation are now in general
use and are considered satisfactory when first installed.
The subcommittee is watching their performance to see
whether or not they deteriorate vrith age under service
conditio~~.
Developmentof flexiblesubstitutefor glass.—During the
current -yearefforts in connection -withthe development
of a flexible substitute for glass for windshields ha~e
ken largdy concentrated on the development of im-
pro-red compositions of the cellulose acetate and methyl
methacrylate types, particularly with regard to slmink-
ls77w~
age and weathering characteristics. This work has
km carried on tith the active cooperation of the man-
ufacturers’ Iaboratorieg and it is bdieved that the
marked imprcmement -which has been noted in the com-
mercial sheets in recent months can be attributed at
least in part to the stindus which this investigation
has provided to the development of better formations
and methods of procesing.
It has been found that the tendency of the early
methyl methacrylate resin to craze in service -wasdue
either to the presence of a smaI1amount of monomer
or solvent in the sheet or to strains left in the fiished
sheet or produced during forming operations. Seawm-
ing the sheet at a high temperature and careful control
of the temperature during shaping have e.hminatedthe
crazing, at least for the two-year period during which
such sheets ha~e been expose. Accordingly, heat sea-
soning of the methacrylate sheets has been adopted by
the manufacturers, tith the resuIt that today these
products have improved surface hardness and freedom
from crazing and undergo practically no shrinkage
when expoeed to the weather.
For the cellulose acetate sheets, the primary problem
has been one of increasing the resistance to sudight
or weathering in general. In order to study the effect of
various plasticizers on this property, approximately 60
experimental sheetsweremade by cooperating manufac-
turers during the course of the year. These are now
being examined for vieathering stability by means of
IMth accderated and roof eqmure tests, and some of
these have been found to be remarkably resistant to
deterioration by ultraviolet light. The tests have also
indicated that by suitable heat seawming of the celIu-
10SS acetate sheet during manufacture shrinkage as
obser~ed in laboratory heating tests can be reduced to
a small percentage of that now obtained with the com-
mercikl products. Specimens of the original and of the
heated materiaIs ha~e been placed on the root to ob-
serve their further shrinkage upon aging.
A reliable accelerated aging test f or transparent.plms-
tics would be very helpful in evaluat.ing proposed new -T-
windshield materials and in experimental work on im-
provement in formulation of existing types. Accord-
ingly, considerable emphasis has been placed recently
on the determination of the effect of ultratiolet light
from various sources on the deterioration of plastim.
Mercury arc, carbon arc, and so-caIIed sunshine bulbs
have been used as the light source, and both tempera-
ture and humidity conditions have been varied. Speci-
mens of the transparent plastim used in these tests are
at pressnt being exposed at Coco Solo, Miami, and
Washington. It is expected that as a result of this
experimental work a laboratory test can be developed
which wiH enable the suitability of new products for
use as windshiekle on aircraft to be speedily determined.
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Substitutefor silk shroudlines for parachutes.-Cdton
shroud lines have been made which, though of lower
strength-weight ratio than is obtainable from silk, ap-
pear to have equal or greater ability to absorb shock.
These cords are to be given a practical service teat.
New types of synthetic fibers which are king pro-
duced on a aemicommercial scale have great promise
for shroud lines, Arrangements have been made for the
production of some experimental hw.a from these fibers.
Developmentof plastiomaterialfor airmaft struotures.—
An investigation was initiated to develop a reinforced
plastic which will be satisfactory for airplane con-
struction with respect to strength, stiEness,bending en-
durance, resistanceto flow under load, and related prop-
erties. The major problem of devising a molding proc-
ess adaptable to the fabrication of large sections is
being given special consideration. The preparation of
specimens with various types of resins and reinforcing
agents and the determination of the strws-strain curves
of the-seexperimental materials both in tension and in
compression is in progress,
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT
STRUCTURES
During file past year there was organized under
the Committee on Aircraft Structures-a Special Sub-
committee to Make Survey of Technique and Equip-
ment for Elastic Examination of Large Aircraft
Structures in Lieu of Destruction Tests. This sub-
committee was appointed for the purpose of maintain-
ing active contact with developments in strain gauges
and other equipment necessary to determine strains
and other elastic phenomena in complete airplane struc-
tures. In addition, the subcommittee recommends
financial support, when considered deairablq for those
developments that show promise of producing useful
instruments for -work of this nature. As a resdt of
recomniendntion of the subcommittee, research at the
MassachusettsInstitute of Technology to develop elec-
trically strain-sensitive materials and technique for
their application has been sponsored.
There has ako been organized under the Commit-
tee on Aircraft Structure9 a “Special Subcommittee
to Direct Research in Applied Structures, for the pur-
pose of making recommendations as to special facil-
ities which should be made available for aircraft struc-
tural researc~ and as to the program of investigations
to be conducted. This subcommittee is maintaining
close contact with investigations of aircraft structural
problems, and in particular with the research pro-
grams of the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tory and the National Bureau of Standards.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
STRESSED-SKINDESIGN
When the National Advisory (%mmittwe for Aero-
nautics was established in 1915, relatively little was
known regarding aerodynamics and aircraft engines
as compared with the knowIedge of structures. As a
conseqwnce the Committee directed its first resemchcs
mainly in the less well known fields. With the intro-
duction of the stressed-skin, or monocoque, type of
structure in recen~ years, there has developed a need
for research in airplane structures. Accordingly, the
Committee haa for some time been conducting theorct-
icrd research in structures at Langley I?ield. ln order
to supplement this theoretical research, facili~ies are
now being provided where a Iimited amount of struc-
tural testing can be done to check the theories
developed.
Stress analysis of monocoquestructuresl-lt has been
known for some time that the stress distribution in
box beams is affected materialityby the shear defor-
mation of the flanges, a phenomenon sometimes re-
ferred to as “shear lag.”. The subject has been in-
vestigated theoretically and experimentally.
The investigation of simple structures, which was
mentioned Iast year, has been extended to cover moro
complicated structures. Technical Report No. 6M
presents a method of stressanalysis applicable to struc-
tures, such as wings or fusda=gps,and describes strain-
gauge testsmade to verify the theory.
Genes stabiIityof monocoquestructures,-One of the
important problems that confronts the designer of
monocoque structures is that of the stiffness required
of the transversemembers to hold the stiffened shell in
shape. -& these members are not required to carry
loads of any appreciable magnitude, the prchlem is
mainly one of elastic instability. The proMenl lMS
been studied theoretically with the result that solutions
have been obtained for certtiin cases. Tests are now
being planned to check the design formulas derived.
I?ixity coefficientsfor panel columns.-In the design of
the compression panels in stressed-skin wil]gs and
monocoque fuseIages, one of the problenls is to cWer-
mine the end ikity of these parts. As a preparation
for this study, the end fixity of compression members
in continuous beams and rigid-joint trusses lmve I.Jwn
studied. In this connection two papers have been pub-
Iiahed: Technical Note No. 617, which is concerned
-with the basic theory, and TechnicaI Note h70. 4352,
which contains a set of tables that are neccamry for tho
solution”of practical proMems.
Ext=ons have recently keen made to tho theory
presented in Technical Note No. 617 to render it more
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usefuI in the solution of practical problems. For ex-
ample, when the equation for neutral etabdity is tested
for three amuued loads, each of which is less than the
true critical load, it is po~ible to climate the true
critical load. ~ paper on this method of estimating the
critical load is now in preparation.
The essential principles of the foregoing theory are
now being applied to determine the critical buckling
strength of para~el cohunns in stressed-skin structures
-with the result that practical formuhie ha~e been
deri-red for some cases.
Skin-stifEener panela-Theoretical studies of the com-
pre.sshe strength of skin stiffener panels have been
continued. llost of the work on this problem, however,
has been experimental Preparations are being made
to check the theory for the strength of skin-stiilener
panels in compression prawnted in ~echnical Report
No. 592. When these tests are completed, it -wiI1be
possible to plan more satisfactorily the program for
future studies of this problem.
&mlyais of experimentalobservations in problems of
elastiostability.-In 1932 South-wellpresented a method
for the ana@is of experimental observations in prob-
lems of elastic stability. Briefly, the method is con-
cerned tith the interpretation of simultaneous read-
ings of load and deflection. As therein presented, the
method requires that the initial deflection reading be
taken at zero load. Ih the vicinity of zero load, deflec-
tion readings are usually somewhat questionable. The
deflection readings are rdiable only after enough load
has been applied thoroughly to seat the specimen and
the loading times. Furthermore, it is not ahvays
convenient to take the initial deflection reading at zero
load. Mso, something may happen to render the &
few readings valuelees and it may not be practicable
to repeat them. For use under such circumstances, a
more general method has been devised -wherein the
initial readings may be taken at any load 1sssthan the
critical load. This general method has been presented
in Technical Note Ho. 658.
Buckling above the dastio limit-b nearly all prac-
ticaI structures the designer tries to proportion the
parts so that the material is d3icient1yused. This ob-
jective requires that the cross-sectional area of each
part be as small as ~ssible. The result is that much of
the material is subjected to stresses above the eIastic
range. The problem of buckling above the elastic
range is therefore a very important one.
A number of theoretical studies have been under-
taken in the investigation of tbie problem. One part
of the theoretical study has been to determine what
parts of the problem shouId be experimentally studied.
Loosl failure of compressionmembers.--seversl exten-
.shrestudies have been made of local failure in compres-
sion membem of thin metal. The greater importance
attached to other problems has delayed completion of
these investigations. It is hoped, hoviever, that during
the coming year at least one paper on this subject will
be published.
STBUCZURALLOADSONAIRPLANESIN FLIGHT
Applied loads on aiqdane structures-gust loads.—Co-
ordinat ed measurements of accekat ion and air speed
on transport airplanes h~-ie been continued, and the
total flying time represented on the records has been
extended to 57,000 hours. In sererd cases high ac-
cderations were recorded on the largest airplanes com-
ing within the scope of the program, the most outstand- ._.
ing being an acceleration of —%2 g, measured from the
+1 g lemJ-flight datum, on’ a four-engine airplane of
52,040pounds gross weight, The effective gust velocity
of —38 feet per second in this case occurred within a
cumulo-nimbus cloud associated with a warm front.
Gustresearch.-Measurements of gust intensities and
gradients on light airplanes have been continued and the _.___
data extended. Mean-ivhiIetests in the gust tunnel on
models of these airpIanes hare indicated minimum and
maximum hits of gust gradient beyond vvnichthe air-
plane is incapable of indicating accurately the true gust
characteristics. The testsha~e therefore been extended
to incdudemeasurementson two very large ah-planes in
order to obtain data beyond the Imitations of the
smaller airpIanes. The more recent re.wdtsof this re-
search indicate thnt there is no correlation between gust
intensity and gradient, so that the probkm is reduced
to the question of fi~~ the steepestgradient Iihwlyto
occur coincident w5th the stronger gusts. In one out-
standing case measumd on a wry kmge airplane, a true
gwt. velocity of approximately 57 feet per second mas
found to reach maximum intensity in a distance of about
150 feet.
Gust tnnneL-During the past year the gust tunrd
has been provided with means for controlling the
vdocity distribution so that gusts ranging from those
having substantially a sharp edge (viz, gusts reaching
maximum velociQ in a distance from one-quarter to
one-haIf the chord length of the models) to those having
mdd linear gradients, can be represented. The equip-
ment has been developed so as to function very satisfac-
torily and a number of tests ha-re been made.
In sharp-edge gusts, Kiis-sner’s origimd theoretical _
results have been ~eritied and his assumptions applica-
ble to tilte rectangdar wings have been found to apply
for aspect ratios as low as 2.0. The experimental ac-
celerations in general are ~ery slightly bdo-w the the-
oretical ones. It has also been found that the theoreti-
cal remdts are valid for tapered wings when the mean
geometrical chord is used as the basis of the calculations. .-
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In gusts with moderate gradients, the effect of pitch-
ing hm been determined on a number of models, nnd
relations between gust gradient, airplane size, and ac-
celeration have been evolved, with pitching taken into
account. In a few cases anomalous results indicate the
existence of influences the nature of which is not yet
understood; it has been concluded, for this mason, that,
in general, calculations based On tie usual amptio~
or data on stability are likely to be in error, and that
close approximations to the true motion must be deter-
mined by experiment.
Tests of a model equipped with a dynamically over-
balanced flap indicated that such a gusLalleviating de-
vice is ineffective in sharp-edge gusts but cauws appre-
ciable reduction in acceleration in gusts with moderate
gradient, In the particular caea investigated, the ac-
celeration was reduced about-40 percent in a gust reach-
ing maximum intensity in 14 chord ]engths with a flap
having a chord 10 percent of that of the wing.
Loaddistribution,-A study of the variation of the net
wing loads under combined angdar and normal ac-
celerations has bean undertaken. The study includes
consideration of the loading conditions produced by
unsymmetrical landings, aileron deflection! and un-
symmetrical gusts, as well as conditions produced by
angular accelerations in yaw. The results are to be
applied to the amdysis of several types of airplane for
the purpose of determining those conditions, in addition
to the usual symmetrical loading conditions, that should
be included in a complete rational analysis of the struc-
tural strength for each respective type.
Tail loads.—The problem of tail loads in maneuvers
has been reviewed in the light of present available in-
formation on the controlling physical factors. Flight
tests have been phtnned for the purpose of verifying
computed results.
The problem of tail loads in gusts is receiving atten-
tion experimentally. A bomber-type airplane has been
equipped with a special vertical tail unit permitting
the measurementof gust loads during normal flight in
rough air. A number of records have been obtained.
EUlI pressureaand stresses.-In addition to severaI
routine tests to determine hull pressures and accelera-
tions during rough-water landings of new seaplanesand
flying boats, an extensive installation of recording in-
strumentshas been made on a large flying boat. These
instruments” include bottom-pressure gauges, strain
gauges, mudseveral instruments for measuring the mo-
tion of the airplane in landing and take-off. A large
number of tests have been made but the data have not
yet been fully analyzed.
Dynamio overatress,-Measurements of ncceIerat.ion
and wing stresshave been made on an M–130 flying boat
(Eawaii Clipper) of Pan American Airways during a
round-trip fhght between Alameda, Californial and
Hong Kong. As this airplane is large, vvith a wing
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frequency in bending of only 4.33 cycles pcr wcoml, tlm
results supply significant practical evidence of tlm ex-
istence or absence of overstre.ssin gusts resultil]g from
rapid application of load, Although several strong,
abrupt gusts were encountered at air speeds as high as
200 miles per hour, no evidence of ovcrstres was oL)-
served, the measured stressesshowing excellent agree-
ment with the datum stressesat unit load factor multi-
plied by the measured gust load factors determined by
an Accelerometer.
Stresshistory.-A fairly complete stress history ob-
tained during the flight on the 11-130 flying boat pro-
vided data applicable to tha problem of fatigue of air-
plane structures. Although the futiguo resistance of
the structure under flight conditions is not definitely
known, it can be stated on the basis ohxisting data on
this subject that fatigue failure resulting solely from
stress variations in rough air (viz, in the dwencc of,.-,
serious mbration} does tiot appw-wto be a possibility
within the probable life of any airplane,
NATIONALBURRA~OF STANDARDS
Mrcraft tubing.-Two reports on tubing used in air-
craft have been published within the last year, one on
column strerlgthj as Technical Report No. 615 of the
National Advisory Committee for Aerommtice, and the
other on crinkling strength and bending s~rcngll+ as
Technical Report No. 632. The report on ccdunm
strength coveM round and streamline tubing of four
different materials, namely, chromium-molybdenum
steel, 17ST aluminum alloy, stainkss steel, and heat-
treated chromium-molybdenum steel. Tho report on
crinkling strength and bending strength is the result of
tests completed during the year on round chron~iun~-
molybdenum steel and 17ST tiluminum-alloy tubing.
Both reports give an account of the tests, includi]]g
the laboratory work and the subsequent nnalysis of tho
laboratory data; they consider the thcoretical aspects
of the problem; and finally, empirical formulas are
given for the column strength, in the first report, und
for the crinkling strength and the bending strength in
the second report., in terms of the dimensions of tho
tubes and the yield strengths of the materials Thcw
forrmdas have also bem written for materials just com-
plying with applicable Navy Department Specification%
Considerable attention has been given to the testing
of round aircraft tubing under combined axial, com-
pressiw, transverse, and torsional loading. Apparatus
has been desigmd and constructed for such tests.
Round heat-treated chromium-molybdenum steel
tubing has been donated by the Summerhill Tubing
Company for the purposa of making crinkling tests,
bending tests, torsional tests, and twitsunder combined
loading.
Fiat plates under normal pressure,-seven circular
plates of 17S1 ahnninum alloy 5 inches in dimneter
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and ranging in thicknew from 0.021 to 0.072 inch hare
been tested under normal pressure with their edges
chunped, and the measured deformations lm-re been
compared with those predicted from Way’s theory of
such plate& Way% curves were extended to ratios of
cen~ deflection to plate thickness equal to 1.5. Satis-
factory agreement was obtained up to center deflections
of this order bet-men the ob.erved and calculated center
deflections. Comparison of the measured and the caL
culated distribution of radial stresses for one of the
plates ah showed close agreement for all portions of
the plate except those near the edge, -@ere the meas-
urements are most diilicult to make and where errors
due to deviations from the ideal clamping conditions
have a maximum effect.
A plot of the “h’avy yield pressure” (an arbitrary
measure of appreciable yielding obtained from the
pressure-set cu.me) for these plates, led to a simple
empirica~ relation which described this quantity as a
function of the tensilestrength of the plate material and
the dimensions of the plate within & 20 percent.
With the existence of such a rdation for circular
plates it appears probable that a similar relation could
be deri-red from tess of rectangular plates in the pres-
ence of nearly ideaI clamping conditions. The tests of
square plates made to date gave dues for yield pres-
sure scattering within *7O percent about the same curve
as that deri~ed from the tests of circular plates.
Beams and stressed-skinresearch.-A report of the
study of strain distribution and buckle shape, and
stringer deformation in the two sheet stringer panels
has been submitted to the National Advisory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics for publication as a Technical Note.
The report inchdes a comparison of the measured
buckle shape and measured strain distribution in thesa
panels with those given by theories of S. Timossenko,
J. M. Frankland, and K. Margusrre. The measured
effective width -wascompared tith that gi-iert by nine
different formnhis for effective width that have been
presented in the literature. SouthweII% method of
plotting was appfied to the measurements of stringer
deformation and stringer strain. k many cases the
points on the plots of twisting and bending rotation of
the stringers and of bending strain -werescattered about
a straight Iine throughout their entire range! and in aIl
these cases the eIope of the straight be was in agree-
ment with the obswred measured buckling load of the
panel. It should be mentioned in this connection that.
* the failure of theseparticular panels occurred at stresxs
com~iderablybelow the yield strength of the materhd.
An experimental study of the effect of ri~et spacing
and of spot spacing on the strength of sheet-stringer
panels has been started with tests to fafiure of four
24ST aluminum alloy panels. The rivet spacing in these
particular panels vms umsually large, ranging from 2
tc 6 inches, and consequently the first pronounced de-
formation of the sheet was a buckling htween rirets.
This occurred in e~ery case at a stress close to that
predicted from Howland’s assumption that the &eet
between rivets should buckle like an Euler column
with clamped en&
Fouteen more panels remain to be tested. The whole
sake includes rivet spacings from 0.5 to 6 inches, spot
spacings from 0.75 to 4 inches, sheet thiclmessea from
0.024 to 0.107 inch, and stringer spacings from 1.5 to
4 inches.
Generalization of Santhwell’s method.-h-mlysis of the
ob.smed deformations of the stringers in the sheet.
stringer panels tested at this Bureau had indicated that
the eIastic buckling loads of many d.ructures may be
predicted from deflection or strain readings below the
buckling load by making use of a method of plotting
-which was deveIoped by South-iveII for the particrdar
case of the instability of an initialIy bent column. Am
explanation for the wide applicability of this method of
plotting has been derived by L. B. Tuckerman from
Westergaard’s general theory of the buclding of ehstic
structures. This generalization of Southwell’s method
also indicates more cIearIy the limitations of the method.
It shows, aIso, how the method may theoretically be
used to deri-re not ordy the lowest buckling load but
buckling Ioads of higher order as roll. This was
checked experimentally by obtaining the first, second,
and third Euler loads from strain readings on bent
cohunns and the W and second Euler loads from strain
readings on an eccentrically loaded cohunn. It seems
doubtfuI, however, whether the experimental accuracy
on complicated structures vriHbe sufficientto make this
possbiIity practicaI. A paper describing this work has
been prepared for publication in the Jouriud of Re-
search of the h’ational Bureau of Standards.
Monocoqueboxes,-Experimental -workon this project
during the past year has been limited to cohunn tests
of extruded 24ST’ aluminum-alloy H-sectio”hs vriti
freely supported ends and with elastically restrained
ends. SimiIar sections are used as stiffeners in mono-
coque constructions. The tests mere desired in con-
nection vrith Imndquist’s amdysis of sheet-stringer
panels under compression.
The results of the tests vwre embodied in a detailed
report -which has been submitted for publication as
a Tecbnical Report of the National Advisory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics. The report gives an account of
the teds and the sub.wquent analysis of the laboratory
data, and aIm an empirical nondimensional column for-
mula (straight-line) for the plastic range and the re-
sulting f ormrda for I?/E. These formulas are aIso pre-
sented in the conventional form to apply to rnaterial
just complying with h’av-y Department Specification
46A9a.
The experimental -workon the monocoque boxes them-
WITSShas been delayed by the Mtlctity of obtaining
-.
.-
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suitable specimens. Because of the cost of the speci-
mens, it was found that for the present only one box
could be procured, and it was decided to make this of
more or 1ssstypical construction, 10 by 24 by 95 inches,
of MST material, -withapproximately five bays spaced
by bulkheads of typical stiffness,
The tests -which are to be made with this specimen
during the coming year are to include strain explora-
tions under axial load, under pure bending about the
lift axis, under bending about the lift axis combined
with bending about the drag axis, and under bending
about the lift axis combined with shear. The load is to
be kept below the ultimate in each test so that the speci-
men will still be intact after each loading. After the
completion of all the tests within the elastic range the
specimen is to be tested to failure in end compression.
Strengthof riveted joints in aluminumalIoy,-111 view
of the intmest of airplane ruanufacturers in riveted
joints of the flush type the work done on this investiga-
tion during the past year has been lided chiefly to
determining the mechanical properties of flush riveted
joints and preparing a report of the resuh.
Shearing and tensile tests have been completed on
joints fabricated by eight manufacturers in accordance
with their own practice. bong the types represented
are two types of 78-degree rivets, two types oFlOO-
clegreerivets and the “flush brazier” rive~ all used with
various combinations of counterpressed and counter-
sunk sheets. Joints employing brazier-head and spe-
cial-oval-countersunk-head rivets were fabricated at
the National Bureau of Standards and were included
for comparison.
The shearing strength of joints having counter-
pressed sheets was considerably greater at some vahws
of the ratio of rivet diameter to sheet thichess than
the strength of joints made with brazier-head rivets.
There was a marked decrease in the shearing strength
with inc!reassof this ratio. In several joints the sheet
was found to contain injurious cracks which originated
during the counterpreseing operations.
A report showing the mechanical properties in
graphical form, together ,with photomacrographa and
draviings, is being prepared.
Airplane vibration,-Close cooperation was main-
tained throughout the year with the Bureau of Aero.
nautica in its program for the development of suitable
equipment for picking up and recording vibration am-
plitudes and strains on airplanes in fight. A number
of schemes for accomplishing this were discussed at
conferences between the Bureau of Aeronautics, repre-
sentatives of various commercial organizations, and
representatives of the National Bureau of Standards.
As part of this program calibration tests were car-
ried out on strain gauges of the electromagnetic type
and of the variable-inductance type, both constructed
by the Sperry Gyroscope Company, as well as tests of
the carbon-resistance strain gauges known as “Ess
strips” which have been developed by Professor do
Forest.
In ciiunsction with the calibration tests a device was
constructed for subjecting dynamic strain gauges t.o
uniform sinusoidal strains up to 0.001 over a range of
frequencies from 0.05 to 200 cycles per second. The
device has been subjected to preliminary trials and a
number of changes in design have been made to give a
more nearly uniform tmial strain on the strip of sheet
metaI to which the gauges are attmhed,
Investigation of fatigue rssistanoe of fabricated struo-
tmal eIemsnts of aircraft,-The method and test equip-
ment deveIoped for testing the fatigue st rcngth of ahl-
minum-alloy wing beams were described in dettiil in
Technical Note Ifo. 660. This paper also gives the
results of tests on two wing beams that had been
removed from an airplane. Further tests are in
progress.
The magnitude of the alternating axial load applied
to the two beams tested was computed from the ampli-
tude of strain as indicated by 2-inch Tuckcrman opti-
caI strain gaugesl.and also, on the asssmpt ion that the
motion -was sinusoidal, from the mass, amplitude, and
frequency of one of the terminal weights. The results
of the two methcds of computation differed by 8 per-
cent and 10 permnt in the two cases. The results of the
second method vverethe smaller in both cases. The over-
all strain cmdd not be used because of uncertainties in
tha effective length due to reinforced portions along the
beams and to unknown deformations at the terminals.
A fourth method, contemplated in future tests, consists
in determining the mass and acceleration of one of the
weights directly. This would require an accelerometer
of very short relaxation time. A tentative design for
such an instrument has been made.
The test program is somewhat complicated by the
fact that some of the specimens contain asymmetric
reinforcements near the center. As a consequence, tho
centroidal axes of these beams are not straight., and
centering the load requires a large displacement 01
the centers of gravity of the terminal weights from the
Iine connecting the centroids of the end sections. It
is desirable to include these mymmetric reinforcements
in the test length of the specimens in order to invest i-
gate the possibIy serious stress concentrations duo to
their presence in the airplane structure. Terminal
attachments have been designed to permit ample ad-
justment of the transversedisplacement of the terminal
weights:
TensiIe and compressivepropertiesof duralumin,mag-
nesiumand tioy steels,-A paper entitkcl ‘~le ‘Pack’
Method for Compressive Tests of Thin Specimens of
Materials Used in l%in-vra]led Structures’) is in proc-
ess of publication as a Technical Report of tho Na-
tional Advisory Committee for Aeronaut icg. This
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paper imdudee a detaikd description of the procedure
for making “pack” compressive tests. It also includes
the resuIts of tests to give a comparison of the stres-
strain graphs of par% and compact solid specimens
taken from the same bar of meta~ and to determine
the reproducibihty of the test -wheretwo or more packs
were taken longitudinally or transversely from sheets
of 17S’T aluminum alloy, h’o. 1025 carbon steel, and
anuealed chronium-molybdenum steel. b abstract of
a r4sum6 of this paper, which vms presented at the
Fifth International Congress for Applied Mechanics,
was published in the JOLIMLalof Applied Mechanics of
the &nerican Society for Mechanical Engineers, for
September 1938.
The ‘pack” comp=ive test has been found useful
during the past year in determining the compressive
stress-strain graphs of materials taken from thin-
waIled structural sedions, as well as from sheet. Tests
made on packs assmbled from specimens taken from
channels of high-strength aluminum alIoy showed no
evidence that the packs failed by primary inatabiIity,
despite deviations from flatness in the formed mate@al
which led to the presence of small voids between the
specimens of the pack.
PART II
ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL ACTIVITIES
..
ORGANIZATION
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
was established by act of Congress approved March 3,
1915 (U, S. Code, title 50, sec. 151). The Committee is
composed of fiftew membersappointed by the President
and serving as such without compensation. The duties.
of the Committee are to “superv”& and direct the scien-
tific study of the problems of flight, with a view to their
practical solution,” and to ‘direct and conduct research
and experiment in aeronautics” in such laboratories as
may be placed under its direction.
Prior to the enactment of the Civil Aeronautics Act
of 1938, the membership of the @n.mMee as provided
by law included two representativeseach from the War
and Navy Departments; one each from the Smithsonian
Institution, the United States Weather Bureaul and the
National Bureau of Standards; and eight other persons
‘acquainted with the needs of aeronautical science,
either civil or military, or ekilIed in aeronautical engi-
neering or its allied sciences.” In recent years one of
these eight positions haa been filled by a representative
of the Bureau of Air Commerce. The Civil Aeronautics
Act of 1938 provided that the Civil Aeronautics Au-
thority therein created for the encouragement and regu-
lation of civil and commercial aviation should have two
representativeson the Committee,the same as the Army
and the Navy. As the totaI membership remains at
fifteen, the result is that the governmental membersnow
number nine and the nongomrnment.al members six.
The Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938dso provided that,
upon the effective date.of the act (August 22, 1938).the
terms of office of the nongovernmental members of the
Committw should expire, and that the President should
appoint successors to six, two each for periods of one,
three, and five years, respectively, and thereafter for
terms of five years. The provision of la-ivreferred to is
Section 1107 (e) of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938,
which reads as follows:
‘The ninth paragraph of tha Act approved March
3,1915 (38 Stat, 930), as amended by the Act of March
2, 1929 (45 Stat. 1451; U. S, C., 1934 cd., titie ~, W.
151), is further amended by inserting after the words
‘naval aeronautics’; in that paragraph the following:
two members from the Civil Aeronautics Authority ;’,
by striking out the word ‘eight’ in that-paragraph and
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inserting in lieu thereof the word ‘six’, and by strikhg
out the colon after the words %dlied scienced and in-
serting in lieu thereof a period and the following: ‘Tho
members of the National Advisory (!ommittce fur &ro-
nautics, not representing governmental agencies, in
office on-the date of enactment of tho Civil Aercmut ics
Act of 1988, shall continue to serve as members of tho
Committee untiI the effective date of twction 1107 of &
Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938. Upon tlm expiration of
their terms of office the President is authorimd t.o ap-
point successors to six of such members for terms of
office to expire, as designated by the President rd [ho
time of appointment, two at the end of cme year, two
at the end of three years, and two at the end of five
yearn from December 1, 1938. Successors to those firs~
appointed shall be appointed by the President for terms
of five years from the date of the expiration of the terms
of the memberswhom they succeed,except that any such
successur, appointed to fiIl a vacancy occurring prior
to the expiration of a term, shall be appointed only fur
the unexpired term of the member whom he succeeds:’.”
h accordance with the above provision of law, the
President, under date of--August 23,1938, nuulc the fol-
lowing appointments as membel~ of the (humitt ee:
To represent the Civil Aeronautics Authority (witl~-
out definite termre) :
Honorable Ed-ward J. Noble, Chairman, Civil
Aerommtics Authority.
Honorable Clinton M. Hester, Administrtitorj Civil
Aeronautic Authority.
For the terms expiring December 1, 1943:
Dr. Joseph S. Ames.
Dr. Orville lVright;--
For the terms expiring December 1,1941:
Dr. Edward P. Warner.
Dr. Vannevar Bush.
For the terms expiring December 1, 1989:
Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh.
Dr. Jerome C. IIunsaker.
Of the eight- appointments thus made bs the l?rcsi-
de~t, four were reap~ointments and fou~ were new
appointments. The f~ur members reappointed are:
Dr. Joseph S. Ames (chairman), President Emeritus
of Johns H6pkins University, the lnst of the original
members of the Committee appointed by the President
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in 1915,who served as Chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee from 1919 to 1937, and as Chairman of the main
Committee from 1927to the present time.
Dr. OrviIIe Wright, of Dayton, Ohio, the world’s first
aviator, who has served continuously since his appoint-
ment by the President in 1920.
Dr. Edward P. Warner, of Gr@enwich, Connecticut,
former Assistant Secretary of tie Navy for Aeronautics,
who has served continuoudy since his appointment by
the President in 1929, and has alas served as Chairman
of the Committee on Aerodynamics since 1935.
Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh, who has served con-
tinuously as a member since his appointment by the
President in 1931.
The four new appointments me:
IIonorable Edward J. Noble, Chairman, Chil Aero-
nautics Authority.
Honorable CIinton M. Hester, Administrator, CM
Aeronautics Authority.
Dr. Vanne~ar Bush, President, Carnegie Institution
of Waahinggon, D. C.
Dr. Jerome C. Hunsaker, Professor in Charge, The
DmieI Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. -
The four members whose terms expired Augg&. 22,
1938,and who were not reappointed, are:
Honorable Harry F. Guggenheim.
Dr. William P. MacCrmken.
Dr. Denis Mdligan.
Dr. David W. TayIor.
Dr. Taylor was first appointed a nam.1member of the
Committee February 16, 1917, -while serving as Chief
Constructor, United States Xav-y, with the rank of Rear
Admiral. When he retired from the Navy, he was
immediately reappointed on October 16, 1922,as a mem-
ber of the Committee from private Iife, in recognition of
his outstanding ability. He was a great source of
strength to the organization. His twenty-one years as
a member iduded four years as Secretary of the Com-
mittee, eleren years as Vice Chairman of the Cmnmit-
tee, and eight years as Chairman of the Committee on
Aerodynamics.
Dr. 3facCracken -was &sissant Secretary of Com-
merce for Aeronautics when he was appointed a mem-
ber of the Committee ApriI 5,1929, and throughout the
entire period of his service he was an acti-re Wd inter-
ested member. He rendered faithful and wduable serv-
ice on various committees, and for six years was Chair-
man of the Committee on Power Plants for Aircraft.
He had also served as Vice Chairman of the Executi~e
Committee since October 21,1937.
Mr. Guggenheim was President of the Daniel Gug-
genheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics, h-
corporate, when he was appointed a member of the
Committee April 5, 1929. He brought to the Commit-
tee a well-informed and independent viewpoint on the
problems of flight, which made him especially valuable
~~a constructive ~tic.
Dr. 31ulIigan had succeeded Dr. Fred D. Fagg, Jr.,
who had resignec$ as Director of the Bureau of Air
Commerce, and Dr. Mulligan accordingly succeeded Dr.
Fagg as a member of the Committee April 16, 1938.
Both Dr. Fagg and Dr. MuLIigan, as successive heads
of the Bureau of Air Commerce, had been thorougldy
cooperati~e with the Committee in seehg to advance _
the science of aeronautics through tied control and
conduct by the @nmittee of scientific laboratory
research.
During the past year the Committee lost through
death two other members, namely, Dr. Wii Ray
Gregg, Chief of the United States Weather Bureau, on
September 14, 1938, and lIajor General O.war West-
o-rer, Chief of the &my Air C!orps, on September 21,
1938.
Dr. @gg had served as the Weather Bureau repre-
sentative on the Committee since October 10, 1934, and
had emwed as Chairman of the Executive Committee
since April 22, 1937. He had given unsparingly of his
time and talents to promote the effecti~e organization
and prosecution of the Committee’s -work
GeneraI Westo-rer had served as a War Department
representative on the Commit&e since January 25,1936.
Prior to that he had become very familiar with the
organization and work of the Committee, having hnd
three previous tours of duty in the office of the Chief
of the Army Air Corps since 1919 and one as Com-
manding Oilicer of Langley Field, where the C.%tit-
teek laboratories are located. During this entire period
he was deepIy interested in the Committee’s work and
did much to assist this organization by promoting co-
operation between the Army Air Corps and the Com-
mittee.
Major General Henry H. Arnold, who had succeeded
General Westover as Chief of the Army Air Corps, -was
appointed a member of the Cmnmittee oh October 10,
1938.
The present membership of the Committee is shown
on page v-i of this reporL There is one vacancy on
the Committee, the Ming of which miU a-waitthe ap-
pointment of a nevrChief of the United States Weather
Bureau.
Under the rules and reguIatione governing the work
of the Committee as approved by the President, the
Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Committee are
elected annually. At the meeting held on October 20,
19S8,Dr. Joseph S. Ames was reelected Chairman for
the ensuing year, and Dr. Vannevar Bush was elected
l% Chairman to succeed Dr. David W. Taylor. At the
meeting held on December 16, 1938,Dr. Vanneyar Bush
-waselected Chairman of the Executive Committee and
Dr. C1~w-lesG. Abbot Vice Chairman of the Executive
Committee for the ensuing year.
-.
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The (lommittee’s headquarters, including its offices
of aeronautical intelligence and aeronautical inven-
tions, are located in the Navy Building, Washington,
D. C., in eIose proximity to the air organisations of the
Army and Navy.
The office of aeronautic.d intelligence was established
in the early part of 1918 as an integral branch of the
Committee’s activities. Scientfic and technical data
on aeronautics secured from all parts of the world are
classified, cataloged, and disseminated by this office.
To assist in the collection of current scientific and
technical information and data, the Committee main-
tains a technical assistant in Europe (Mr. John J. Ide),
with headquarters at the American Embassy in Paris.
CONSIDERATION OF AERONAUTICALINVENTIONS
By act of Congress approved July 2, 1926, an Aero-
nautical Patents and Design Board was established
consisting of Assistant Secretaries of the Department
of War, Navy, and Commerce. In”accordance with that
act as amended by the act approved March 3, 1927, the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics passes
upon the merits of aeronautical i~entions and desi=gns
submitted to any aeronautical ditilon of the Govern-
ment, and submits reports thereon to the Aeronautical
Patents and Design Board. That board is authorized,
upon the favorable recommendation of the Committee,
to “determine whether the use of the design by the
Government is desirable or necessary and evaluate the
design and fix its worth to the United Statea in an
amount not to exceed $75,000.”
During the past year the inventions section received
for consideration 11100 new submiwione. It conducted
the necessary correspondence and granted interviews
as requested by the inventors. Approximately three
percent of the new submissions were received through
the Aeronautical Patents and Design Board. In those
cases reports on the merits of the submissicms were
made to that board, and in all other cases replies vmre
submitted directly to the inventors.
AERONAUTICALRESEARCH IN EDUCATIONAL
IN~lTUTIONS
The Committee has continued to folIow the policy
initiated as a result of recommendation of the Federal
Aviation Commission, of making available a special
allotment of $25,000 from each year’s funds for aero-
nautical research in educational institutions. Under
this allotment during the fiscal year 1938, contracts
were made with five universities and technical schools
for ten special investigations and reports, on the basis
of the probable usefulness and value of the information
to aeronautics.
Several of the papem prepared under contracts have
been published by the Committee, and in other cases
the results obtained in the investigations have supplied
a basis for further research. During the past year two
contract reports have been issued as Technical h70tes,
and four others are no-w being revised and edited for
publication by the Committee.
COOPERATION JVITH THE AVIATION INDUSTRY
In the formulation of its research programs, the
Committee includes provision for the problems of aero-
nautical research which are of particular importance
to the aviation industry, in connection with both the
design and operation of aircraft. The represent ativee
of the industry refer their problems of-this nature to
the Committee as they arise, either by correspondence
or through personal contact. The Committee avails
itself of every opportunity to obtain suggestions and
recommendations from representatives of tho aircraft
manufacturers and operators as to investigations which
are of special importance to them.
Although it was found necessary this year to post-
pone for one year the Aircraft Engineering Research
Conference usually held each May at the Conunittw’s
laboratory at Langley Field, the Committee has con-
tinued to maintain close contact with the resmrch needs
of the industry. The conference was post poncd because
of the extensive proamm of construction of new re-
search facilities king carried out at the laboratory,
which had been undertaken by the Committee to rncct
the chaIlenge offered by the great emphasis being placed
by the principal foreign nations on scientific research
in aeronautics, and their greatly increased research
activities. As has been the long-standing policy of the
Chm-nittee,when the need arisesin connection with any
particular problem of the industry a special confwence
is called, or, as previously stute~ a special subcommittee
is established, including in aither casa representation
from the industry.
One of the imporhmt problems of the indus[ry at tho
present time is the problem of flutter, and thg Special
Subcommittee on Tlbration and Flutter, mtablished
under the Committee on Aeroclynami~ is giving this
subject spcial attention. It is bdieved that the rcwnf,
results obtained by the Committee’s laboratory on this
subject, which are being made availaMe in advance
ccmfldential form to American manufacturers, will be
of great importance in connection with this problem,
The investigation is dcxcribed briefly in the report of
the special subcommittee in part L
Another problem of great importanm in connection
with airplane design is the aerodynamic loads impowd
on thO structure in flight as a result of atmospheric
disturbances. h previously stated, the Committee lms
accumulated, with the cooperation of air-transport
operatom over a period of a number of years, a large
amount of statistical data on these loads. These data
have been obtained by means of the N. A. C. A. V-G
reeorder, which gives a record of accelerations and air
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speeds. At the present time about % of these instru-
ments are in w on &nerican air lines, and the records
obtained to date represent a total of approximately
57,0tXI flying hours. Further information regarding
this study is presented in the report of the Committee
on Aircraft W.ructures.
The probIem of Iightning hazards to aircraft has
been brought to the C!ommittee’s attention by the air-
transport operators, and to assist in the study of this
problem a SpeciaI %bcommittec on Lightning Hazards
to Aircraft has been established under the Subcommit-
tee on lIeteoroIogical Problems, as vies mentioned in
the report of that subcommittee. Under the cogniz-
ance of this speciaI subcommittee investigation is being
made of the effect of ekctrical discharges simulating
lightning strokes on sheet metal of the type used in air-
craft construction. h addition, in order to obtain in-
formation as to ths metrological aspects of the prob-
Iem, the air lines are suppIying data from their piIots as
to incidents of lightning strokes and the atmospheric
conditions observed in connection with these incidents.
Realizing that frequently the vaIue of information is
greatly enhanced by its prompt availability, every effort
is made to place in the hands of the industry at the
earIiest posibIe date the rescdts of reseamhes that are
of particular interest to commercial aviation. lt eOme-
times appears, in the course of an extensive i.mwatiggtion
being conducted by the Committee, that the remdta so
far obtained will be of speciaI interest and value to the
aircraft industry if made available immediately. in
such cases the Committee iesues the information in ad-
vance confidential form to &mrican manufacturers and
the Government services.
SUBCOM311TI’EES
The Advisory Committee has organized four main
standing teclmical committees, with subcommittees, for
the purpose of supervising its work in their respective
fields. The four main technical Committees on Aero-
dynamics, Power Plants for Aircraft, &craft IWe-
riaIs, and Aircraft Structures and their subcommittees
super-rise and direct the aeronautical research conducted
by the ~dvisory Committee and coordinate the inved.i-
gations conducted by other agencies.
As previously stated, it is the policy of the Committee
to establish from time to time speciaI technical sub-
committees for the study of particular problems as they
arise. In accordance with this poIioy a Special Sub-
committee on Vibration and Flutter has ken organized
under the Committee on Aerodpamics. During the
past year three such special subcommittees have been
formed: a Special Subcommittee on Lightning Hazards
to Aircraft, under the Subcommittee on MeteroIogical
Problems; and, under the Committee on Aircraft Struc-
tures, a SpeciaI Subcommittee to Make Survey of Tech-
nique and Equipment for E1asticExmnination of Large
Aircraft Structures in G1euof Destruction Tests, and a
Speoial Subcommittee to Direct Research in Applied
Structure.
The work of the standing technical committe= and
subcommitteeshas been described in part L
The organization of the committees and of the sub-
committees is M follows:
COMMITTEE ON AERODYNAMICS
13r.Edward P. TVarner, C!hafrman.
Dr. George TV.Lewis, National Advfsory Commlttea for Aero-
nautics! vice chairman.
Dr. L. J. Briggs, National Bureau of Standards.
Con@. lv. S. DIehZUntted Statea Navy.
Dr. H. L. Drydeq National Bureau of Standards.
John Er&.oIL CXVII&ronautim Aui310rity.
Lt. Comdr. IL M Gren& United States Navy.
J. T. Gray, Civil Aeronautics Authority.
Ma.j, Carl F. Greene, Air Corps United States Army, Mat&iel
Divfsto&TVrightHeld.
Delbert M. LittI~ Unfted States lVeather Buream
M4. AIfred J. Lyon, Nr Co~ United States Army, Mat&riel
D1vfsioQ~rtght Field.
E1ton‘iV.MtUer,NatLone.IAdvisory Committeefor Aeronautics.
Comdr.F. ~. PermoYer,Jrw Unfted States Navy.
E J. E Rei& NationaI Advisory Comrnittw for Aeronauttca.
Maj. John P. Richter, Afr Co~ United States Army, Mat6riel
DM.eioL ‘iVrightField.
Dr. A. F. Zahm, Division of Aeroaauffcs, Library of Congress.
SUBCO~~THE ONAEKHIPS
Dr. J. O. Hunaaker, Ohafrmam
Starr TruscctL NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronaut@
Vice Chairman.
John Easto& CtviI Aeronautf= Author@.
commander Garland Fnlt~ United States Navy.
Maj. C. F. Greene, Air Corps, United States &mY, Xlat&iel
DivlsioL ~rlght Field.
Dr. George ~. Lewfa, NationaI Advfaory Committee for Aero-
nauttca (= officiomember).
BUBCOMMITIXBOXkfE’l!EOEOLOGICAI.JPROBLEMS
Francis TV. Reiehelderfer, Unf@d States TVeather Bureaq
Ohairman.
C!OLE. S. Gorrellj Air Transport &aoclaffon of America.
Dr. TV.J. Humphrey%United States ~eatier Buream
Dr. J. C Hunaaker, Maasaclmsetts Institute of Technology.
R ~. Knfght, Civil Aeronautics AnthOfity.
Dr. George TV.Lewis, NatlonaI Advieary Committee for .%ero-
narltics (ax OITK!io~).
Delbert lL Littk United States TVeatherBureau.
Comdr. VHlber X Lockhart, Untted States Navy.
Dr. C!harlw1?.Marvin.
Dr. C G. Rmsby, Massachusetts Instttute of Technology.
Maj. R J. Sherry, United States Army, SignaI Co= V7ar
Depar@ent.
SPE~ SUEC031MITTEEOh-LIG~”G EAZABDS TO A3BCRAFT
Delbert M. Mile, Untted States ‘iVeathar Bureau, Chairman.
J. (3. FrankIin, Transcontinental & ‘Western Mr, Inc.
Lt. Comdr. L. M. Granij United States Navy.
CharIes H. Helms, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
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Dr. George ~. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics (ex otllcio member).
K. B. McEachroq General Electric Company.
Irving R. Metcalf, CiviI Aeronautics Authority.
Lt. C. K. Moore, Air Corps, United States Army, Mat$riel
Divfsioq Wright Field,
Dr. F. B. SiIsbee, National Bureau of’Standards.
Dr. Jolm B. VVhtteheadj Johns Hopkins Uniwmait y.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SEAFLA?WS
Dr. J, C. Huneaker, chairman.
Theophile dePort, Mat&hl Divtston, Army Alr Corps, VVright
Field.
Comdr. TV.S. DkhI, U;ited States Nav.
J. T. Gray, civil Aeronautics Authority.
Dr. George W. Lewif$ National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics (ex of3iciomember).
Lt. C. K. Moore, Air Cow, Urdted States Army, Matt%iel
Division, TVright Field.
A. L. Morse, Clvtl Aeronautics Authority.
Capt. H. C. Richardson, United States Navy.
Lt. Comdr. A. O. FtuIe, United States Navy.
Starr Trnscott, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
SPECIALSUBCOMMPITEEON VIBRATIONAND FLUTTER
H. J. IL Rei& NationaI Advisory Commlttea for Aeronautlcaj
Chairman.
Lt. Frederick R. Dent, Jr., Air Corps%Unfted States Arms’,
Mat4riel Division, VVright Field.
Comdr. VV.S. DIehl, United States Navy.
Charles H. Helm% National Advisory Committee for Aero-
Dautics#
Dr. George VV. Lewis, National Advisory Conunltttee for
Aeronautics (m o~cio member).
Comdr. R. D. MacCart, United States Navy.
Irviug R. Metcalf, CMI Aeronautics .Authority..
Ford L. Prescott, hfatdrfel Division, Army Air Corps, Wright
Meld.
Dr. Walter Ramberg, NationaI Bureau of Standards,
Edward 1. Ryder, CivtI Aeronautics Authority.
Dr. Theodore Theodoraen, National Advtsory Committee for
Aeronautics. .—
COMMITTEE ON POWER PLANTS FOR AIRCRAFT
Dr. Vannevar Bnah, chairman.
Dr. George VV. Lewi% National Advisory Commtttee for
Aeronautics, Vice chairman.
C!!mdr.Rico Botta, United States Navy.
Dr. H. C. D1cktnson, NatIonsl Bureau of Standards.
John H, Geisse, Ctti Aeronautics Authority.
Carlton Kemper, National Adrtemy Commftttee for AercE
nautlcs.
Gaylord Vi’.Newton, CM Aeronautics Authority.
Maj. E. R. Page, Air Corps, United States Army, Matf!riel
Dhlaton, VVrlghtField.
SUBCOMMI’M’EEONAIRCRAFTFUELSANDLUBIUCANTS
Dr. H. C. Dlckhmon, National Bureau of Standard&
Chairman.
Comdr. Rico Botta, Urdted States Navy.
Lt. J. VV.C. Brand, United States Navy.
Dr. O. C. Bridgeman, National Bureau of Standards.
H. K, Cmnmfng&National Bureau of Standard%
L. S. Hobbs, The Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Company.
Robert V, Kerley, htat4riel Divtsion, Army Air C.hT& VVrlght
Field.
Dr. George W. Letis, Natlonul Advtsm’y CommItlcc fur
Aeronautics (ex ofticio member).
GayIord W. Newton, C1vtl Aeronautics Authorily.
Arthur Nut t, Wright Aeronautical Corporation.
li14. El.R. Page,Air Corps+UnitedStatesArmy, Mat&M
Diviaton, Wright Field.
Addison M Rothrock, National Advisory Comudt tee for
Aeronautics.
COMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT MATERIALS
Dr. L. J. Briggsj Natioual Bureau of Standnrds, Chalrmnn.
Prof. H. L. Whlttemore, Natlonal Bureau of Strmdardsi Yica
chairman.
S. K. Colby, Aluminum Co. of America.
Lt. Comdr. C. F. Cotton, United States Navy.
Edgar EL Dix, Jr., American Magnesium Corporation.
John Eastrm, Civil Aeronautics Authority.
JVarren E, Emley, National Bureau of Strmdnr(ls.
Comdr. Garland Fulton, United States Navy.
J. T. Gray, Civil Aeronautics Authority.
C. H. Helms, National Advisory Committ ~~ fur Avmnnnt km
J. B. Johnson, Matdriel Dlvlsion, Army Ah Corps, Wright
Field.
Capt. Pitil H. Kemmer, Air Corp~ United States .-frmy, Mti.
tA’iel Division, ‘iVright Field.
Dr. George W. Lewis, National Advisory Commit Icc for
Aeronautics (ax ofdcio member).
EL S. Raivdo& National Burean of Stnndarda.
lilt C. Smtth, RepnbIic Steel Corporation.
Paul F, Voigt, Jr., Carnegte-Illtnois Steel Corporntkm.
Dr. Edward P. Warner.
SUBCOMMITTEE ON METALS USED IN A~CRAFT
H. S. Rawdou, NaffonaI Burenu of Standards, Chairrnnn.
A, W. DaIlas, Civil Aeronautics Authcmlty.
El, H. Dtx, Jr., American ?dagncslum Coqxmat ion.
Comdr. Garland Fultoq United States Nam.
J. B. Johnson, Mat4riel Dlvislon, Army Air CorU% Wright
Fidd.
Dr. George TV. Lewis, National Advisory Commitiee for
Aeronautics (ex otlicio member).
El, C. Smith, Republlc Steel C@’poration.
Prof. H, L. Whittemore, National Bureau of Standnrb
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS AND
ACCESSORIES
VVarren E. IImley, National Bureau of Standar@ Chairman.
C J. Cleary, Mat6rlel Dlvislon, Army A1r Corps, IVr!ght E’h4d.
A. W’.Dall~ CIvtl Aeronautics Authority.
C. H. Helmq National Advisory committee for Aeronaut!ca.
Il. F. Hickaon, National Bureau of Standards.
Dr. George W. Lewis, NatlonaI Advlsary Committee for Aero-
nautics (SX OmciOmember),
J. E. Sutlivan, Bureau of AeronautIce, Navy Department.
G. VV.Trayer, Forest Service, Department of Agrlculturc.
COMMITTEE ON AIRCRAFT STRUCHJRES
Dr. L. J. Br!ggs, National Bureau of StandnrtL9, Chairman.
John Easton, Civil Aeronautka Authority.
Lt, Comdr. L M, Grant, United Statea Navy.
CapL Paul H. Kemmer, Air Corps, United Statea Army, Ma-
t~rfel Dlvialon, VVrtght Field.
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Dr. George ~. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics (ex olllcio member).
Eugene E. Lundquistj NationaI Advfsory Committee for Aero-
lmutlca
Comdr. R D. MacCarb United States Navy.
Lt. C. K. Moore, Air ti~, United States by, Mat4riel
Division, V7right Field.
Dr. Walter Ramber& National Bnrean of Standards.
Rtchard l’. Rhode, National Ad*ory Committee for Aero-
nautics.
Edward L R@er, Ch-U Aeronautics Authority.
Dr. L B. Tuckerman, National Bureau of Standards-
Dr. Edward P. Vi’arner.
SPECIALSUSC03f?dRTEETO MAKE SUBVEY OF TEOHNTQUE AND
EQUIPMENT FOE ELASTIC EXAXtNATION OF LARGE AIRC~
STRUCTURES IN L!EU OF DESTEUCTTON TESTS
Bichard V. Rhode, NationaI Advlaory Committee for Aero-
nautics, Chah-mam
Lt. Comdr. L W Grsnt, United States Navy.
Capt. Pard H- Kemmer, Mr Ckmpa,United States Army, Ma-
teriel Dtvfsiom TVright Field.
Dr. George TV.Lewfa, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics (es OmciOmember).
Comdr. IL D. Maccarb United States Navy.
Irving R. Metcalf, Civil Aeronautics Autiorlty.
R. L TempLiG Aluminum Company of America.
Dr. L B. Tuckerman, NationaI Bnreau of Standards.
SPEC1.ALSUBCO=TTEE TO D~ECT EESEARCHIN APPLIED
STRUCTURES
Lt. Comdr. L U Gran< United Statea N’avy, Chafrmsn.
CapL Paul H. Kemmer, Air Corps, Urdted States AmY, Ma-
t6riel Divisiom TVright Field.
Dr. George W. Lewis, NaffonaI Advisory ConunLttee fir
Aeronautics (ex orncio member).
Eugene E. Imndquist, R-ational Advisory Committee for Aero-
MUtiCS.
Edward L Ryder, Citi Aeronautics Authority.
Dr. L B. TuckermaG Natfonal Bureau of Standards.
C03LlfI’Jll?EE ON AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
Dr. Edward P. _iVarner, Chairman.
Lt. w. A. Evans, United Statea Navy.
31aj. E. V. Harbec& Jr., Air Corps, United States Army.
J. II’. Lankfor& Citi Aeronautics Authority.
Dr. George W. Lew@ National Admtsory Committw for Aero-
nautics-
Lt. Comdr. A. 0. Rule, United Stat= Navy.
Maj. Larell H. Smith, Ah Co~ Urdted Stata Army.
Gro~e Webster, CfviI Aeronautics Authority.
COM.XH?I’EE ON AERONAUTICAL INVEATITOXS ASJD
DESIGNS
Dr. L. J. Briggsj NationaI Bureau of Standards, Chairman.
Hon. Clfnton M. Heater, Civil Aeronautic AnthorMy.
Dr. J. C. Honsaker.
Capt. S. M. Krans United States Navy.
Brig. Gen. A. W. Robins, Air Corps, United States m,
Mat@rieIDivisson, ~rlght Field.
John F. Victory, Secretary.
COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE
Dr. Joseph S. ~ Chairman.
Dr. Charles G. Abbot.
Miss M. M. MuUer,Secretaw.
COMMITTEE ON PERSONNEI+ BUILDINGS AND
EQUIPMENT
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, Chairmrm.
Dr. Vaunevar Bush.
John F. Victory, Secretary.
‘TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
The Committee has four series of publications
namely, technical re~orts technical notes, teclmica
A
i
memorandums, and amcra circulars.
The technical reporLq present the results of funda-
mental ressarch in aeronautics. The technical notes are
mimeographed and rwnt the results of short research
%inwstigatlons and t e rasuIts of studies $f specfi de-
taiI problems which form parts of long um@ations.
The technical memorandums me mimeographed and
contain translations and reproductions of ~portant
foreign aeronautical articks. The aircraft mrculare
are mimeographed and contain deea-iptions of new
types of foreign aircraft.
The following are lists of the publications issued:
LIST OF TECHNICALREPORTSLSSUEDDURLWGTHE
Pm YEAR
No.
6M. Heat-TransferPr~es in Mr-CooledEngineCylinders.
By BenjaminPlnka N.A. C.A.
618.The Vatition with ReynoldsNmber of PressureDiatri-
lmtionoveran Mrfoll Sectton. By Robert?J.Pinkerton,
N.A. C.A.
614.Pr-ure D!stributfono~er an li. A. C!.L 29012Airfo~
with an N. A. C. A. 29012External-AfrfoilFlap. BY
CarlJ. ~enzinger,N.A. C A.
615.ColumnStrengthof TubesEIaetically Reatralned against
Rofation at the Ends. BY IWIUam R. OsgoocZ National
Bureau of Standards.
KM. InterreIatfon of Eshauat-Gas Constituents. By Harold C.
Gerriah and Fred Vos N. A C. A.
617. Auto-Ignition and Combustion of Diesel FueI in a Ocmatant-
YoIume Bomb. BY Robert F. Selde% N. A. CLA.
61S. Comparative FHght and FuWScale Tind-TnnneI 31easuw
ments of the ?daxh.unn Lift of an Ah@a.ne. By Abe
SiI~erstefn, S. ~tzoff, and Jamea A. Hootman, N. & C A.
619. Drag of CFllnders of Shnple Shapes. By ~. F. Lindsey,
N. A. CLA.
6!20.Pressure Distribution owr Atrfoils tith FowIer Flaps.
By Carl J. lVe~inger and TVaIter B. Andersonj N. A. C. A.
62L Compressible FIow about Symmetrical Joukowsld ProfUes.
By Carl Kaplanj N. A. Cl L
622. A Photographic Study of Combustion and =Ock in a Spark-
Ignition Engln* By A. 3L Rothrock and I& C. Spencer,
K. A. C.A.
623. A Study of the Torque EqnUlbrium of an Autogiro Rotor.
By F. J. BafIey, Jr.j N. A. C. A.
624. Two-Dh.nensional Subsonic Compressible F1OWpast Elliptic
Cylfndera By Cd KaplaG N. A. C. A
~. A Discussion of Certain Problems Connected with the De
sign of HuIIs of FIyfng Boats and the Use of General
Teat Data. By TValter S. Diehl, Bureau of Aeronautic&
Navy Department.
626. The Tramition Phase in the Take-Off of an Airplam By
J. W. TVetmore, N. A. C. A.
627. The EsperfmentaI and Calculated Characteristka of 22
Tapered Wfngs. By Raymond F. AnderaoU N. A. C. A.
62S. Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Large Number of Atr-
fotk Teated in the Varlable_Density IVlnd TunneL By
Robert M. FInkerton and Harry &eenber& N. A. C. A.
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629. On Some Reciprowd Relations in the Theory of Nonsta-
tionm’y B’lovw. By Llil. Garr!c&N. A. C.A.
680. A Flight Comparison of Conventlorml Ailerons on a Rec-
trmgnlar Wfng and of ConwntlonaI and Floating Wing-
Tfp Ailerons on a Tapered Wing. By H. A. SOUMand
W. Grucey, N. A. C. A.
681. Ah’fofl Section Characteristics as Applfed to the Predic-
tion of Afr Forces and Thefr Dfstribuffon on Wings. By
Eastman N. Jacobs and R. V. Rhode, N. A. C. A.
682. The Crinkling Strength and the Bendtng Strength of Rormd
Aircraft Tnblng. By Willlam R. Osgoo~ Nattonrd
Bureau of Standards,
t!38. Pressure Distribution o~er an N. A. C. A. 28012 Afrfoil
with a Slotted and a Plafn Flap. BY Carl J. ‘iVenafnger
and James B. Delano, N. A. 0. JL
6S4 Calculation of the Chordwiae Lord Distribution o~er Afr-
foll Sectfons wfth Plafq Split, or Serfally Hinged TrafI-
tmg-Edge FtaIM. By H. Jullan Allen, N. A. C. A.
685. Theoretical Stability and Control Characterfstica of Wings
with Varlons Amounts of Taper and Twfst. By Henry
A, Pearson and Robert T. Jones, N. A. Cl.A.
686. Approximate Stress Analsvls of Multfstringer Beams with
shear Deformation of the Flanges. By PauI Kuhn,
N. A. C. A..
687. Determination of Boundary-Layer Transition on Three
Symmetrical Afrfoils in the N. A. U. A. FnlI-ScaIe Wind
Tunnel. By Abe Silverstein and John V. Becker,
N. A. U. A.
688, The Influence of Lateral Stability on Disturbed Motions of
an Afrplane wfth Special Reference to the Motions Pro-
duced by Gusts. By Robert T. Jone~, N. A. C. A.
689. The Effect of Compressibility on Eight Full-Scale Pro-
pellers Operating fn the Take-Off and CIlmbing Range.
By David Biermann and Edwin P. Hartman, N. A. C. A.
640. The Aerodynamic characteristics of FulI-ScaIe Propellers
Having 2, 8, and 4 Blades of Clark Y and R. A. F. 6
Airfoil Sections. By Edwin P. Hartman and David
Biermann, N, A. U. A,
641. The Negative Thrust and Torque of Several Full-Scale
Propellers and !l?heh!Application to Various FUght Prob-
Iems. By Edwin P. Hartmen and Davfd Biermann,
N. A. ~. A.
642. Teats of Ffve li’dl-Scale Propellers fn the Presence of a
Radial and rI Liquid-cooled Engine Nacelle, Including
Teats of Two Spinners. By Da~fd Blermann and Edwin
P. Hartman.
648. The Aerodynamic Characterfstfcs of 170ur N1-ScaIe Pro-
pellers Having Different Plan Forw By Edwfn P.
Hartman and Davfd Biermarm, N. A, C. A.
644, The TorslonaI and Bending Deflection of FulI-Scale A1u-
mfnum-AIIoyPropeller Blades under Normal Operating
Condftiona BY Edwin P. Hartman and Davtd
Biermann.
LIST OF TECHNICAL NOTES ISSUED DURING THE
PAST YEAR
No.
616. The Measurement of Air Speed of AirpIanes. By F. L.
Thompson, N. A. CLA.
017, Stabflity of Structural Members under Axfal Loacl. By
Engene Il. Ltmdquist, N, A. C. A.
618. Increasing the Strength of Aluminum-Alloy Columns by
Preatresslng. By hf. Holt and E. C. Hartmann, Alumi-
num Research Laboratories,
619. Compresafon-Ignition Engine Performance at Altitudes and
at Various Air Pressures and Temperatures. By CharIes
S. Moore and John H. Collins, N. A. C. A.
620. Energy Loss, VeIocity Dlstrfimtion, and Temperature Dfa-
trlbutlon for a Baftled Cyllnder ModeL By Mauriw J.
Brevoort, N. A. C. A.
621. Pressure Drop across Ffnned Cylinders Enclosed in a
Jacket. By Vern G. Rollin and Hermrm H. I?lIerbrock,
Jr., N, A. U. A.
622. Flight Tests of an Airplane Showing Depcmdcncc of the
Maximum Lift Coef8cfent on the Test Cond[t Iorm. By
H. A. SoulEIand Jumes A. Hootman, N. A. C A.
628. Maximum Porces AI@ied by Pilots to WbccI-Type Con-
trols. By William H. McAvoy, N, A. C. A.
62-L Performance Characterfstlca of Venturi Tubca Used in Air-
craft for Operating Air-Driven Gyroscoplc Instruments.
By’ Harcourt Sontag and Daniel P. Johnson, National
Burenu of Standards.
625. Spinning Characteristics of Wings, IV—Changes iu Stag-
ger of Rectangular Clark Y Biplane Celhdcs. By ~, J,
Bamber and R. O. House, N. A. C. A.
626. Statfc Thrust Analysts of the Lffting Alrscrew. By Mont-
gomery Knight and RaIph A. Ht?fuer, Gcorgh School of
Technology.
627. Pressure Distribution orer a Ckmk Y-H Alrfull ScCtton
with a Split Flap. By Carl J. Wcualngcr, N. A. C. A,
628. Plastics as StrnctnraI 3fater4ats for Ah’crnfL By G. M.
Klfne, National Bureau of Standards.
629. A Sound Preasnre-Isw4 Meter without AmplIfkwt Ion, By
E. Z Stowell, N. A. C. A,
680. Free-Splnnfng ‘iWnd-!lhmnel Tests of a Lm-Wing 3funo-
plnne with Systematic Changes In Wings nnd Tails.
H-Mass Distributed along the Fuselage, By Osenr
Seidman and A. L Neihouse, N. A. C. A,
681. WInd,Tunnel Tests of Carlmretor-Intake Rmns. By
Frafik H. Hlghley, N. A C. A.
682. Improvement of Aileron Etlectivencas lJy the Prcyenthm
of Afr Leakage through the Hinge (lap as Determined
fn Flight. By H. A. Sou16 and W. Gracey, N. A. C A.
688. SpInntng Charscterfstlcs of Wings. V—N. A, U. A. 0000,
28018, and 6718 Monoplane Wings. By M, J. Bnmher
and IL O. House, N. A, C. A.
684 The N. A, C. A. Optical Engfne Indicator. By Rolmrt EL
Toafer, N. A. 0. A.
685. TanETests of a Model of Oue HuII of the Sarola S-55-X
Flying Boat-l’?. L C. A. Model 46. By John M. Alll-
sonj N. A. C. A.
686. The Estfnmtlon of the Rate of Change of Yawing MCJ.
ment with SidesIlp. By l?rcdcrlck IL Imlay, N. A. C. &
6S7. Prelfmfnary Fatfgne Stu@s on Aluminum AI1oYAircraft
Girders. By Goodyear-Z-@ppelln Corporation.
688. Tank Teats of Model 86 FIying-Boat Hull. By John M.
Allison, N. L C. A.
688. A PrWminary Inveatfgation of Bouudnry-Layer Transl-
tfon along a Flat Plate with Adverse Pressure Gradient,
By Albert El. Ton Doenhoff, N. A. C. A.
640. Interference of Wing and Fuselage from Tests of 18
Combinations fn the N. A. C. A. Variable-Density Tun-
nel-combinations with Split Flaps. By Albert Shcr-
man, N. A. C.JL
641. Interference of Wfng and Fuselage from Tests of 17 Cam-
bfnatfons in the N. A. CLA. VariabIe-Density Tunnel-
Combfnat[ons with S@ckd Junctures, By Albert Shcr-
msn, N. A. C. A.
&U.. Interference of Wing and Fuselage from Tests of Eight
Combinations in the N. A. C A Varfablc-Density Tun-
neI—C!ombfnations wfth Tapered Ffllcts nml S[ralght-
Side Junctrmea BY Albert Shermau N. A. U. A
648. A Stndy of Flylng-Boat Take-OtT. By Walt6r S. Dil~hl,
Bureau of Aeronautic% Navy Department.
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644. Flight and Whd-Tunnel Tests of an XBM-1 Dive Bomber.
By Ph!lip Donely and Henry A. Pearson, N. A. C A
645. Some Aspects of the StalUng of Modern Lo#iWng Mono-
planes. By Hartley A. SOUM and Melvin N. Gongh,
N. A. CA.
646. lWnd-Turmel Teats of a 2-En@ne Atrplane Model as a
Preihnlnary Study of FItght Conditions ikkdng on the
Failure of One Engine. By Edwin P. Hartmm N. A.
c. A.
64’7.Engine Performance and Enock Rating of Fuels for Hfgh-
Output Aircraft Engines By & M. Rothrock and W-
nold EL BiermanU N. A. C. A
643. The Increase in Frictional Resistance Caused by Variona
Types of Rivet Henda as Determined by Tests of Pian-
ing Surfaces. By Starr Trnscott and J. B. Parktn-
SOL N. A. C. A.
649. The IZtkct of Afr-Pamage Length on the Optimum Fin
Spacing for Xtnximum Coollng. By Manrice J. Bremort,
N. A. O.A.
f?55. Wind-Tunnel Teats of a Clark Y Wing Hatig Split Flaps
with Gaps. By CarI J. Wenzinger, N. A.. C. A.
651. Effect of Spark-Timing Regniartty on the Knock Limita-
tions of Engine Performance. By Arnold E. BIermann,
X. A. C. A.
6522 Tnbles of Stiffnem and Carry-Orer Factor for Strnctnrai
Members under -l Load. By Eugene E. Lindqrdst
and W. D. Kroll, N. L C- &
653. A Flight Imwtigation of the ReductioII of Aileron Operating
Force by Means of Fixed Tabs and Dfff’erential Linkage,
with Notes on Linkage Design. By H. A. SOW and
James A. HcJotroan, N. k C -L
654. Fuel Consumption of E Carburetor Engine at Various Speeds
and Torques. By Oscar W. Schey and J. Denny Ciar~
N. A. C.A. >
655. Principles Ir.wolred in the Cooling of a Finned and Baflled
Cylinder. By M. J. Bre~oort, N. A. C. A.
656. Hydrodynamic and AerodWamic Tests of Models of Floats
for Slngl~Iloat Seaplanes-N. A C!. A. Models 41-D,
41-13&61-A, 73, and 73-A. By J. B. Parklnscm and R. O.
House, N. A. C. A.
657. Tank Tests to Show the Effect of Ri-ret Heads on the
Water Performance of a Seaplane Float. By J. B. Park-
fnsoQN. A. CLIL
653. Generalized Analysis of Experimental Observations in
ProbIems of E1astic Stability. By Engene E Lundqtdat,
N. A. C.A.
6S9. Wtnd-’l?nnnel Tests of Three Lateral-Con&oI Detices in
Combination with a l?uli-Span Slotted Flap on an N. A.
C. L 234M2Airfoil. By CarI J. W’enzinger and MtUerd J.
Bamber, N. A. Cl A.
MU. Fatigue Tasting of Wing Beams by the Resonance Method.
By Wiiiiam M. B1ealmey, National Bnrean of Standarda.
661. Wind-Tunnei hmstigaticm of Reckmgnlar and Tapered
N. A. C. A. 23012 Wings with PIaln Afierons and Fuil-
Span Split Flaps. By CarI J. VTenainger and lliiton B.
Ames, Jrq N. A. C. L
662. Gyroacopic Instruments for Instrument Flying. By W. G.
Brombacher and IV. C ‘l?ren~ National Bureau of Stand-
ards.
683. The Effects of PartiaI-Span PIafn FIapa on We AerodFTuIMIc
Characteristics of a RectangnIar and a Tapered Clark Y
Wing. By R O. Howe, N. A. C A;
Wt. FreMpinning W!nd-Tnnnel Tests of a Law-Wing l.lono-
piane with Systematic Changes in Wings and Tails. III—
Mass Distributed along the Wings. By Oscar Seidman
and A. 1. Neihonse, N. A. C. A.
665. Tests of N-M, N% and N-67 Airfoti sections in the 11-
Inch High-S@ Wtnd TnnneL By John Stack and
W. F. LiIldSey, N. A. O. A
666. I.angttudimd Stabfiity in Relation to the Use of an Auto-
matic Pflot. By Alexander Kiemin, Perry A. Pepper, and
Howard A. Wittner, New York Urd~eratty.
LIST OF TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS LSSUED DURING
THE PAST YEAR
No.
S99. The DesigJI of Airplane Engine Super&arg=s. By Werner
Ton der NtiU. From Luftiahrtforachnng, April 20, 1937.
34. Research and Desfgn ProbIems btrodnced by Increased
Power Outpnt. By Oakar Knrts. From Luftwfasen,
April 1937.
S41. Synthetic Resins in Afrcraft ConatructfoPTheir Compo-
sitto~ Pmperti~ Present State of De~eIopment and
Application to Ltght Strncturea. By K. R&hers. From
Lnftwfsse~ Angust 1937.
S4!2 Universal Logarithmic Law of Velocity Distribution as
Applied to the Investigation of Bormdary Layer and Drag
of Streamline Bodtes at Large Reynolda Number. By “
G. Gnrjienko. From Report No. 257 of the Central Aero-
Hydrodynamicai UMitnte, Moscow, 1936.
S43. Detonation and Autoignitiom Some Considerations on
Methods of Determination. By G. D. Boeriage. From
Jonrnees Techniques Internationaiea de L’Aeronautique,
No_remker 23-27, 1936.
S&t. Fiow in Smooth Straight Piws at Velocities above and
“below Sound VeIoctty. By W. FrtkseL li’rom For@mng
anf dem Gebiete des Ingen!eurwesens, March-Aprtl Ii?+ll
346. On the Theory of H@rofoiIa and Planing Snrfacss. By
F. Weinig. From LtifahMorachung, June 20, 1937.
646. The Buckling of Carved Tension-Ffeld Girdere. By G. L!m-
pert. From Luftfahrtforschnng, July 20, 1937.
847. Stresses in Reinforcing Rings Dne to M Forces in
CyLtndrhmI and Conical Stremed Skins. By K. Drescher
and H. GropIer. From Luftfakrtforschung, February 20,
1937.
S4S. Planing-Surface Tests at Large Froude Nnmbers-Airfofl
CbmparisoxL By A. Sambrana. From Lhftfahrtfor-
schung, Anguat 20, 1.336.
S49. Bate-of-Ciimb Rmmcier. By Helmut Danieizig. From
Luftwisse& May 1937.
850. Engines and PropeIiers for Powered Gliders and Light Air-
pIanes. By H. Gropp. From FIngsport, Now+mber 24
1937.
S51. Twisting Failure of Centrally Luaded Open-Section CoImuna
in the Elastic Bange. By Robert Eappua. From Lnft-
fahrtforschnng, September 20, 1937.
S52. Systematic Airfoti Tests in rhe Large Wind Tunnel of the
DVIL By H. Doetsch smd M. Kramer. From Lnft-
fahrtforachung, October E 1937.
S33. Effect of Air-Fnei Ratio on Detonation in Gasoline Engines.
By L. A. Peietier. From Second World Petrolenm Ckm-
grea& Paris, Jnne 1937.
SW. Twisting of ~-Walled Cohmms PerfectIy Restrained at
One End. By Lucio Lazzarino. From L’Aerotecnic&
October 1937.
S56. lfodeI Ikperiments on the Forces and Moments on an End
PIate Fitted to a Wing. By O. Schrenk From Luft-
fahrtforsdmng, lSomber 20, 1937.
S56. The LMt Distrtbntfon of Wings with End PIatea. By
W. 31ang1er. From Luftfahrfforachung, Nonmber 20,
1%7.
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857. Investigation OL.Igrdtion and Combustion Processes of
Diesel Engines Operating with Turbulence and Air-
Stomge Chambers. By Hans Petersen. From E’orschung
anf dem Gebiete des”Ingenieurwese~ Nowmber-DQ@m-
bef 1987.
86S. The Focke Helicopter. By H. Focke, IIYom Luftwisse&
February 1938,
859. A New Spinning-Test Method. By M. Kramer and K. B.
Krttger. From Luftfahrtforechung, October @ 1937.
860. The Dastgn of lUoats. BY W. Sottorf. From Luftfahrt-
forsclwng, April 20, 1937.
861. Compression Struts with Nonprogressively Variable Moment
of Inertia. By B, Radomski, From Luftfahrfforschung,
September 20, 1937.
862. The Influence of Notches under Static Stress. By K,
Matthaes, From Luftfahrtforschung, January 20, 1938.
863. On the Determination of the Take-Off Characteristics of a
Seaplane. By A. Perehnuter. From Report No. 255, Cen-
tral Aero-Hydrodynamkal Institute, Moscow, 1936.
S64. Load Tests on a Stiffened Circnlar Cyltndrlcal SheII. By
El. Schapita and G. Kr~ing. From Luftfahrtforschung,
December 20, 1637.
S65. Behavior of Static Prwaure Heads at High Spewls, By
Helmut Danielzlg. From Luftfahrtforschung, June 20,
19s7.
S66. Calculation of Load Distribution in Stiffened Cylindrical
Shells. By H. Ebner and H. Kdller. From Luftfahrt-
forschung, December 20, 1937.
867. Theoretical Study of Various AirpIane Motions after Initial
Disturbance. By Fr. Haus. From Bulletin du Service
Technique de L’Aeronautlque, No. 17, June 1037.
S68. The Dornier Wind Tunnel. By H. SchlicMing. From
Luftfahrtforachung, March 20, 1938.
869. The C+mrrersion of Energy In a Radiator. By A. Weiee.
From Gesammelte VortrIige der Hauptversammlung 1937
der Lllienthal-Geaenschaf t ftir Luftfahrtforschung vor-
getragen in Mi.inchen vom 12-14, October 1937.
S70. Behavior of rI P1ate Strip rmder Shear and Compressive
Stresses beyond the Buckling Limit. By A, Kromm and
K. Marguerre. From Luftfahrtforschung, December 20,
1937,
871. Performance of Rotating-Wing Aircraft. By K. Hohen-
emser. From Ingenieur-Archiv, December 1937.
S72. The Present Status of Airehtp Conatructkm, Especially of
Ah’ship-Frsrning Construction. By Hans Ebner. From
ZeItschrift fur Flugtechnlk und MotorIuftscMffahrt, June
6 and June 28, 1933.
S73. Experimental Study of Ignition %Y Hot Spot h Internal
Combustion Engtnea. By Max Serruys. From Publica-
tions ScientMques et Techniques du Minlstere de L’Air,
No. 115, 1937.
S74. Effect of PropeLler Slipstream on ‘iVIngand Tall, By J.
Stftper. From Luftfahrtfomchung, Aprtl 6, 1938.
S75. Heat-Streesed Structural Components in Combustion-Engine
Design. By Otto Kraemer. From Z&schrift des Ver-
einas deutacher Ingerdeure, March 12, MS&
876. Investigations on the Dowrrwash behind a Taper@d Wing
with Fuselage and Propeller. By H. Muttray. From
Lnftfahrtforschung, March 20, 1938.
877. Wind-Tunnel Investigations on Flexural-Torsional Wtng
Flutter. By H. Voigt. From Luftfahrtforschrmg, Sep
tember 20, 1937.
AIRCRAFT CIRCULAR ISSUED DURING THE PAST YEAR
No.
209. Fakey YBattle” Medium Bomber Airplane (British). An
AU-Metal Low-’iWng Cantllever Monoplane, From The
Aeroplane, June 16 and August I& 1937.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The general appropriation for the National Advis-
ory Committee for Aeronautke for the fiscal year 1938,
as contained in th~ Independent Offices Appropriation
Act approved June 28,1937, was $1,259,850. A supple-
mental appropriation of $453,000 visa made availablo
in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, f~cal year
193’7, approved May 28, 1937, for the same purposes
specified in the Committee’s regular appropriation act
for 1937, to continue available until June 30, 1938, and
providing that $353,000 should be available only for
the construction and equipment of facilities find for
the purchase cf an airplane of the light metal private
type; and providing further, that the unexpended bal-
anm of the suppknental appropriation of $1,367,000
for 1937 be continued availalde until June SO, 1!338.
That unexpended balance was $206,071. The total
amount available for expenditure during the fiaml year
1938, therefore, was $1,918,821. The amount expended
and obligated vm.s $1,918,868, itemized as follows:
Personal services .——__________ $087,571
Supplies and materhh-----__-------—-—__ 118,162
COmm’antcatIonaervlce_____——_—__ 3,037
!L!raveIexpenses--. ______ —_______ M!,454
Transportation of thlnga_--._——-_——__ 3,509
Furnishing of electricity—_—_________ 30,82s
Repairs and alteration& —_____—— _____ ~ 025
Spw~al Instigations and reports__—____-_—_ o!?,071
Equipment-------------- 255,049
Structures—______
-——— 3i6, 002
—
Expended and obligated___-_—------- 1,91s,368
Unobligated.balance--_--__________—_ 53
Total, general appropriation____--__———_ 1,918,021
The appropriation for printing and binding for 1038
was $21,000, of which $20,987 was expended.
The sum of $7,786 was received during the fiscal year
1938 as special deposits to cover the estimated cost of
scienttic services to be furniehed private partiee. Tlm
total cost of investigations completed for privato par-
tiee during the fiscal year, amounting to $4,940, was
deposited in the Treasury to the credit of bfiecellane-
oua Receipts. The sum of $7,184 remained in specitil
deposita cm account of tests started during the &al
year 1937 and unfinished as at-June 30, 1937. The cost
of these investigations, which were completed during
fiscal year 1938, amounting to $6,178, was aleo depos-
ited in the Treasury to the credit of Mkcellancous
Receipts, making a total of $11,118so deposited during
the fical year 1938.
An allotment of $250wae received from the State De-
partment for payments during the fiscal year 1938 to
employees stationed abroad, on account of exchange
loeaea due to appreciation of foreign currencies, Of
thie amount $144 was paid during the fiscal year 1938
to employees of the Committee stationed in the Paris
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Office,leaving a bah-inceof $106 which vrasturned back
into the Treasury.
Of the allotment of $2,000 for participation in the
Greater Texas and Pan American Exposition at Dallas,
which cloeed October 31, 1937, the amount of $1,995
was expended and the unobligated balance of $5 vrae
returned to the origimd appropriation.
CONCLU131?SGST~TE31EYT
Air power at the present time is a dominant factor
in the strength of a nation and in enabling it to maint-
ain its independent existence and territorial inte=tity.
Accepted theories of warfare gi-re a steadily increasing
place. to air power.
Air power is prinmfly dependent not only upon
numbers of airplanes, but the airplanes themselves
must have performance at least equaI to that of an
enemy. The fact that modern military aircraft require
frequent replacement by improred types brings forci-
bly to our attention the necessity of basing their design
upon the best and most reliable data from research
lalmratories. l!Tew information is being obtained in
the aeronautical Iaboratoriee of many nations, and un-
kss our own laboratories keep pace, the United States
cannot hope to compete -with foreign nations in the
demdoprnent of either military or commercial aircraft.
The relation of laboratory research to the devel-
opment of efiicient aircraft is being increasingly ap-
preciated by the world powers. The United Statee
for a number of years has held undisputed leadership
in the field of aeronautical research. & the present
time that leadership is being challenged. Unless,
therefore, we fully recognize the challenge and make
provision for extending the Committee’s research
facilities and for increasing the number of its trained
research personneI, the United States will d&nitely
fall behind.
The struggle of nations to extend their influence to
other countries, is resulting in determined efforts to
establish air trade routes. A few years ago, great dis-
ances were an imuperable barrier to transoceanic air
transportation, but the rapid improvement of aircraft
has shrunk the map of the world.
Looking to the future, the progressive nations are
making sacrifices and expending their national ener-
gies and resources for the purpose of advancing their
air commerce. The United States, in extending and
developing its domestic and international air commerce,
is confronted with serious competition in the operation
of air lines o-rer the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and
to South &nerica. In this connection the importance
of ecientiilc research cannot be o-ieremphaeized, as the
long distances of fight o~er viater demand a maximum
of diciency in aircraft. The United States leads at the
present time in domestic and internatiorud air com-
merce. It should cherish this position and bend every
effort to extend further its commercial air transpor-
tation.
The establishment of the Civil Aeronautics Author-
ity has improved governmental aeronautical organ-
ization. The gomrrunentaI agencies concerned with
aeronautics are nom organized on a sound and logical
basis and function in cooperation. The aircraft
manufacturing and operating industries have shown
a commendable spirit of cooperation with the Govern-
ment and with each other, and are alert to apply the
resuks of the Committee% researches in a constant ef -
fort to improve the perfcmnance, eficiency, and safety
of both mihry and civiI aircraft.. !lle Committee
beliems that the continuous and systematic conduct of
scientfic Laboratory research on the basic probkme of
flight is the most fundamental activity of the Govern-
ment in connection with the development of wronau-
tics. The &xny, Navy, and Civil Aeronautics Author-
ity me equally represented on the Committee. With
their hearty cooperation the Committee coordinates
the research needs of military, naval, and commercial
miatio~ and conducts the more fundamental scientdlc
investigations in one central Government laboratory
at Langley Fiel& Va. In this may a maximum of
progrees is obtained at minimum expense without omr-
lapping or duplication.
In the rapidly advancing science of aeronautics the
technical development of aircraft is directly dependent
upon scientidc laboratory research. The recent great
expansion of research facilities by other nations will
bring to an end the period of &uerican leadership in
the technical development of aircraft unless the United
States also constructs additional research facilitk.
This subject is being studied by a speciaI committse
which includes in its membership the heads of the
Army Air Corps, the ~a~ Bureau of Aeronautics, and
the OiviI Aeronautics Authority. The recommenda-
tions of that special committee will probably became
the subject of a special report to the President and
the Congrees.
The Committee is grateful to the President and the
Congress for the support accorded its work in the fields
of basic and applied research in aeronautics. The
Committee is determined to make every eflort to meet
its responsibilities by providing the scientific founda-
tion for keeping tierica first in the technical develop-
ment of both military and commercial aircrzft.
RespectfuHy submitted.
h’ATroNALADwsaRY colllm?lm
FOEhOA-~UrICS,
JOSEPHS. A~Es, Chairman.
